Evcry-OtHer-Dav

MEDOMAK
Mrs. I* W Osler and childrer,
ji-'e and David are visiting \j»

Inwood Timberlake in Port Ian,|
Mt Naii< v Genthner .‘.pent t|lri
iast week with her (laughter, m,
larlow Oenthner in West Waldo,
oro.
Mrs. Ellie Carter and son of
’homaston visited Wednesday
fers Prior's.
Mrs. Lizzie Maloney has returned
o her home in Cushing, after a
nsit with her daughter. Mrs. cilf.
ord Shuman.
Mr. and Mr.s. Ralph Genthner

md son called Sunday at Vernard
barter's. Round Pond.
Mis. Freda Collamore has reurned from a visit with her sister
n Friendship.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Benner and
Vlr. and Mrs. Herbert Benner of
friendship were guests of Mrs.
Jlara Carter on l ong Island.
Ralph Genthner. Jr. passed t,le
week-end with his grandmother ;,t
Dutch Neck.
Merchant! Shuman

Tiie community was saddened by
the death of Merchand Shuman Kt,
'.hich occurred Feb. 20 at the Memjiial Hospital in Damariscotta alter
m illness of several months.
Besides his wife. Albina tO.ieri
Shuman, he leaves eight children,
Mrs. Eva Hansen, Mrs. Nora Cotta,
Mrs. Helen Payson, Mr.s. Carrie
Clancy, Mrs. Irene Hansen of Camren. Louisa Watler of Waldcboro,
Clifford Shuman of Medornak anti
Hoyt Shuman of Camden; ;l
brother in Vermont, and six grandchildren.
Funeral services were held Sun
day from his residence. The many
floral tributes showed the esteem
in which he was held. Rev. Oscar
Barnard of the Waldoboro Metho
dist Church officiated. The body
was placed in tiie tomb until Spring
when it will be interred in the
family lot at Medornak cemetery

I at be. She was a caller Tuesday at
the home of Bessie Wallace.
Miss Ada Smalley, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson Smalley was
first prize winner in the Woman's
Club essay contest, her subject be
ing “The Future of Women in
America'. Miss Smalley read her
essay Wednesday at the meeting
REASON IT OUT AND YOU’ll
PREFER THIS

• In NR (Nature's Remedy) Tablets,
there are no chemicals, no minerals, no
phenol derivatives. NR Tablets are
different —art different. Purely vegetable
—a combination of 10 vegetable ingre
dients formulated over 50 years ago.
I ncoated or candy coated, their action
is rletx-ndahle, thorough, yet gentle, as
millions of NR's have proved. Get a ICk
Convincer Box. Larger economy sizes, too.
io*
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A BIG REAL ESTATE DEAL

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Saturday
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The Black Cat

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
Editor, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Associate Editor, MRS. WILLIAM O. FULLER
Subscriptions $3.00 per year, payable In advance; single copies three
oents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1861 changed its naiqp to the Tribune.
Th employes of Snow Shipyards American
Federation of Labor,
The most important real estate , was owned by the Rockland 8r These papers consolidated March 17. 1887.
voted Thursday afternoon to stated that his union would now deal which has taken place in this Rockport I ime Corporation, and
1 the American Federation of take immediate steps to organize city for many months was com over a long period of years was
[EDITORIAL]
pleted Thursday when the Algin ; known as “The Point Kilns."
•
as
their
bargaining
agent
l.ibc
every woeden shipyard along the
A plea for action, and more action, was
Corporation of America bought
The terms of the sale were not
. dealings with their employers. Maine coast and would include the property on Crockett's Point
made Thursday by Wendell Willkie, who
WILLKIE
made public, but are said to have
I u vote showed 252 ballots cast the yards at Boothbay Harbor. ! w hich it has occupied under a lease mounted well into five figures.
expressed a desire to see our Navy seeking
WANTS
out the enemy, our Armies penetrating
ACTION
> i he union and 83 for the com- Bristol, Damariscotta. Thomaston the past five years.
When the Algin Corporation
and Camden.
every active front., and our fighting planes
In
area
the
plant
covers
614
came unannounced, to this city,
Sixty-six yard employes
Union officials stated that a acres, on which are located sev it was for experimental purposes,
leading our bombers to their goal. “It sickens me to think of
wrre refused permission to vote meetingi oS the Snow Shipyard
America in terms of defense,” said the militant leader of na
hey were office workers, bosses workers will be held early in the eral large structures which have which have proved so successful
tional thought. “We should think in terms of attack, not of
,i. .»uding men in the various crews week for the purpose of organiza been placed in fine condition for that it long ago became a going
retreat,
in terms of striking, not of blocking," Willkie added.
v. ho are excluded under National tion and a discussion of terms and the corporation's service, together concern and is today a most cap
And
has
he not hit the nail on the head? We are all very
with one which has been erected ably managed institution quite
Ubcr Relations Board ruling.
agreements. The nomination of during the past year.
proud
of
what our forces are doing, but what a pity it seems
unable to keep abreast of the Hood
The election was conducted in officers and elections may take
to
all
of
us
Is the heroic stand being made by the outnumbered
The property just purchased ing orders.
dip old store building at the foot place at this meeting.
forces of Gen. MacArthur, awaiting capture or annihilation,
ol pacific street from 12 noon unMr. Young explained that the A.
and with apparently no relief forces in sight The leaders in
, a p. m. Both the union and the F. of L. cannot dictate the wage
this country are cautioning us to be prepared for disappoint
(By The Roving Reporter)
< mpany had representatives pres scale of the yard, but can only pre
ments and defeats, but we cannot help sharing Wendell
uit and the actual balloting was sent the wage scale which the
Wlllkle’s dislike of “retreats,” providng we have the means of
A communication to The Roving 1,760.000 bushels of popcorn an
,ii charge of a representative of workers wish, as their bargaining
translating them into advances. This is written in no spirit
Reporter
from the office of the fa nually.
>lie National Iaibor Relations agent. However the A. F. of L. can
of criticism, but rather in deepest regret.
mous columnist, Walter Winchell, Ls
Board.
prepare comparative list of wages
in evident answer to a brief item Sincere compliments are always
General Manager Fred C. Gat- in other shipyards and present
The Army and Navy appear to be sadly
which appeared recently in Tiie appreciated by this paper. Edward
iOinbP spoke to the men at the them to the workers to assist them
PLANES
at odds over the fleet of planes reported over
Black Cat. It reads:
M. Holmes, assistant director of the
w, -.t gate at 4.45 and announced in determining their scale.
OVER
Los Angeles the other night. Secretary
“To Whom It May Concern: One Extension Department writes:
results of the election. His
With Mr Young were William
year before Dec. 7, 1941—in Wash
At the conclusion of the autopsy r Tiie body was found Wednesday
LOS ANGELES Knox of tiie Navy Department told the
“We find that any mention of one
i. ,lk io them w’as short and to the Allison, international representa on the body of Charles Doughty of j
ington—in an interview with Under
country that the episode was a false alarm,
of
these meetings in The Courierabout 10(1 feet from the camp
secretary of the Navy James Forpoint stating that the union had tive of the A. F. of L.; and Wil Clark Island,.it was announced by
but
his
statement
was
followed
next
day
by
the
report
of
Sec

Gazette
spreads very rapidly, and
restal—I stated that I was anxious
won the election and asked the liam T. Buckley, who is the direc Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick, that which the man had been occupy
retary of War Stimson that “the unidentified craft might
for active duty anywhere. . . Dec. 7, often helps prepare people slightly
'union men and non-union men to tor of organization for the A. F. there would be no further inves ing. and was badly frozen. While
1941—in a telegram to my Com in advance of any actual educational
have been commercial planes flown over the area by enemydrop any differences there may of L. on the Atlantic seaboard tigation pending the report of Dr. it was being prepared for burial, at
mandant I wrote: 'Respectfully re effort on the part of the extension
agents for the purpose of spreading alarm, disclasing antiquest active duty’. . . On Dec. 24.
have been and come into the yard and David Hastings of the Port Arch Morrill State pathologist who the Thomaston undertaking rooms
anreraft gun positions and to test the effectiveness of black
according to the official Navy press Department. If we have any meas
Friday morning and go to work land Central Labor Union.
has taken certain organs to Au- I of A. D. Davis & Son that night,
outs.” With a Jap submarine popp'ng out of the ocean a mile
release issued from the 3d Naval ure of success, as we hope, in helping
the samp as usual.
These officials agreed that it was gusta, together with two pieces of a cut was discovered on the neck.
from the shore, and with a whole flock of unknown planes
District—I was assigned to Volun to build and strengthen a free and
In < losing, he said that the na- the duty of the union to see that blood-spattered granite, found near Whether it was caused by a fall
teer active duty—Without pay. . . democratic nation, it will not have
flying over Las Angeles, it can be readily imderstood that
The latter at my suggestion. . . My
tion was in a position where every all employes received maximum the body.
Californians are having the jitters. And who among us is not?
upon sharp granite rocks, or was
duty was assigned ... I did not been without The Courier-Gazette’s
one had to pull together and do wages for their labor and that the
The officials declined to make due to a criminal attack Is wliat
select it. . . Naval duty, as you know, very real and valuable co-opera
tluir part, and the part for ship- union, through their national office any statement as to whether tiie the investigation made by Sheriff
is based on maximum usefulness to tion.”
Tliat the German battleships Scharnj. rtl workers was to turn out ships in Washington, Is bound to see 75-year-old recluse came to his Ludwick, Deputy Gray and Arthur
the service . . . My special assign
FELT WEIGHT horst and Gneisenau did not go unscathed
ment for the time being—is assist
as last as possible by working to that government work goes only to death through foul means or Freeman of the Maine State Po
Mr.s. Harriet A. Mont writes from
OF BRITISH in their recent bold dash through Dover
ing the fund-raising for The Navy
gether in harmony.
union yards and that those yards whether it was purely accidental. lice is seeking to learn.
Sarascta.
Fla.: “The Courier-Ga
BOMBS
Strait has been discovered, somewhat be
Relief Society. . . In connection with
Later in the day. A! F. Young of are kept supplied with work as The murder theory Is being some
The autopsy was conducted/ by
that line of duty—this is to remind zette is like a call from an old
latedly for our peace of mind and selfycu—of The Big Navy Relief Show friend and I especially enjoy it way
Boston,
an
organizer
for
the long as there is work to be had.
what discounted, according to ru Dr. Morrill and Medical Examiner
respect. A naval review presented in the (House of Commons
(starring over 100 stage and screen down here in the Sunny South."
H.
J.
Weisman.
mor.
by the First Lord of the Admiralty shows that while the ships
stars) to be held at Madison Square
are back in a German port, they are going to be receiving
I He continued his talk with further
Garden March 10.”
If you want to find somebody
details of water way requirements Hocking and Alvah Harris of St.
—o—
naval “hospital" treatment for a long time to come. It seems
I have no quarrel with Walter ■who is interested in war news go to
Impossible that the ships could have escaped damage under
i for temperature, and feeding best George; Dr. Walter Conley, A. V
Winchell as to his patriotism, for the Mid-Town Cafe and consult
And Fish and Gamers Make suited to fLsh planted in those Elrncre of Camden, Edgar Barker,
the rain of British bombs, and that they d.d not Is the cause
I never doubted that. What I ob Mrs. Bernice Reams. Her husband,
streams.
Arrangements For Annual
Steamer North Haven Play
for rejoicing.
Richard
Gorden
and
Ralph
Starrett
ject to is his nonsensical introduc Floyd Reams, has been in the
It was with regret that his pic- j
ing a “Little Orphan
Meeting
tion to his Sunday night broadcasts, British service two years, and she
of
Union
and
George
Ames
of
Wash

tures were not shown due to tiie fact'
Representative Margaret Chase Smith
Annie
”
Role
and the “back in a. flash, with a lias three brothers and four
Jerry Wade, fish hatchery super they are at the New York Sports-. ington.
MRS. SMITH has gained a point in her fight for the use
flash" stuff.
brothers-in-law with the United
Eiland Juura and Charles Kigel
intendent of the Inland Fish and men's Show.
At press time this morning, offi
of granite in government construction, for
NEVER
States
forces.
Game Department told the 60 mem
The annual meeting will be held of North Warren were admitted to cials of the Vinalhaven & Rockthe Civil Aeronautics Administration has
IDLE
A typographical error in “This
bers of the Knox County Fish and in the Spring at Unicn. A nominat- j membership.
approved a granite seaplane ramp at Bar
I land Steamboat Company had
and That” column shocks Ed. The
baby carriage solicited
The supper was served by a com
Game Association at a banquet held ing committee was appointed, con
Harbor;
and
other
seaplane ramps will be similarly equipped.
1 been unsuccessful in obtaining a
Pointer
of
the
Boston
Globe,
who
(through
The Courier-Gazette by
Wednesday at Warren Masonic hall, sisting of: Frank A. Winslow, Al- mittee from Ivy Chapter, O.E.S., in
has
written
to
me
to
say
that
the
'
Chairman
Scuthard of the Welfare
that the Georges River will be mon Young. Ernest Crie, Dr. Rupert cluding Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs. dock for the steamer North Haven.
In view of the careless remarks so freSouth American fish which attacks Department was promptly supplied.
stocked with sea salmon, as decided L. Stratton, Clinton Bowley and P Inez Mathews and Mr.s. Edna A conference was held yesterday
CONFIDENCE quently heard upon the street about not
cattle in streams is the piranha, The Black Cat can furnish every
'
afternoon
with
the
owners
of
one
White;
the
waitresses,
Mrs.
Helen
after last Summer's survey of the P. Bicknell all of Rockland. Edward
IN OUR
believing anything you read in the newspaand not “pirantra.” The meaning thing—almost.
dock,
but,
no
decision
was
reached.
Maxey,
Mrs.
Carrie
Smith,
Mrs.
stream. He said this river tested Dornan and Richard O. Elliot of;
PAPERS
pers, the following from yesterday’s Boston
of the word. Col. Sibley explains, is
Lina
Smith.
Mrs.
Marion
lives,
Mrs.
The
situation
is
becoming
more
favrcabl.v as to temperature of the Thomaston; Willis R. Vinal, and j
Globe will doubtless interest many:
One year ago: Leslie Peters, 73,
“
toothed fish.” It tears pieces of
serious
each
day
as
the
building
Ada
Spear
and
Miss
Lillian
Russell.
water feed, and spawning grounds. Silas A. Watts of Warren; Alfred
American newspapers have received a clear vote of confi
was
killed at the Park street cross
flesh right out, poisons not being
dence from the people in this country. The total daily circu
ing,
when struck by the morning
needed. When it comes to accuracy
lation of English language daily newspapers in the United
train
—Donald E. Clark and Frank
and knowledge, Col. Sibley is "over
States was 42.385.807 in 1041. it has been disclosed. That
T.
Winchenbach
Jr. opened a new
constitutes an increase of 1.374,000 in a year.
the top.” Were it not for demoting
The war has boosted the interest of the public in current
radio
ship
at
517
Main street.—
him, he w’ould be engaged pronto
events, to be sure, and with it came a rise in the sale of
Among
the
deaths:
Rockland, Ned
in the typographical department of
newspapers. But it would be a grave mistake to believe that
Reed Murphy, 71; Friendship, Ellis
this paper.
J. Q. Public would read more newspapers if he did not trust
H Lawry, 76; Spruce Head, Albion
them This has been clearly brought out by a statement of
the head of the German Press, Dr. Dietrich who a few weeks
Black & Gay, Inc. will be inter Caddy, 60; Tuncolnville, Capt. Ralph
ago had to admit that Germany had lost 50 percent of its
ested to learn that 44,503 farms grow A. Berry, 68.
daily newspapers since 1933 when the Nazis came to power.
Not even the hardest pressure on people in workshops, fac
tories and offices could induce them to read the Prmteo
handouts of the (Nazi Propaganda Ministry It has been an
experience—not only in Nazi Germany but in all the Fascist
countries—that people stop reading newspapers when they
Are Proclaimed By Local Daughter of Former South
find that they do not get unbiased news and comments In
Physicians Because of In
this case, too, it proved to be true that one cannot fool all the
Thomaston Woman Was
people all of the time.
.
creased
Cost
of
Materials
the Victim
That is why American newspapers do not value the in
creased circulation in terms of money, but in terms of morale.
Because of the steady increase
A Boston newspaper carried a
More newspapers means more confidence of the people^more
in
the price of medicine, and other despatch yesterday telling of the
democracy As the dictator countries have
medical supplies, the Rockland
press cannot flourish without democracy, neither can de
death by drowning of Nancy Stahl,
physicians have been for several
mocracy without a free press.
years considering the advisability 12, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
of raising the price of their serv A. Stahl of Cochituate, in Mill Dam
MORNING’S
The U. S. Army and Navy are reNEWS
IN
A
sponsible
for
the
destruction
of
118
JapLake. Mrs. Stahl is the former
ices.
consumption
NUTSHELL anese vessels and 500 Japanese planes since
The matter has come actively to Hazel Hopkins of South Thomaston
the attention of the Knox County and is a sister of Randall Hopkins.
the war opened.
A thundering naval engagement between United Nations
Medical Society during the last
A companion of the Stahl girl was
two meetings and as a result there
and Japanese warships erupted in full fury in the Java sea
last night and presumably raged on today in what may be
was appointed a committee com saved by two bo»> who were nearby,
the first major clash of an attempted Japanese invasion of
prising Drs. North, Weisman, Fro- but when she was brought to shore
hock. Brown, Foss. Wasgatt, Soule, and taken to the Leonard Morse
this last Allied bastion in the Netherlands Indies.
Price Administrator Henderson refused yesterday to per
and Hall to readjust the schedule Haspital she was pronounced dead
upon arrival. Two boys applied ar
mit an increase in cigarette prices, asserting that an O.PA.
of fees.
investigation showed that current prices wero “fair and
This has been done and be tificial respiration while waiting for
comes effective tomorrow: For the police ambulance despite the
equitable."
Segment by segment, the German 16th Army was being
services rendered in the home, if fact that they were exposed to freez
crushed in its fortifications on the frozen swamplands of
within the city limits, the fee will ing weather in their clothing which
Staraya Russa last night, Red Army dispatches said, despite
be $3; and for services rendered in had been soaked when they drove
counter-attacks launched in the desperate hope of saving at
the office of the physician it will into the pond to rescue the two
least some of 96.000 trapped Nazi troops. At least six en
be $2, and an additional charge girls.
circled divisions—these were cited speciflcally-j-faced com
for medication dispensed in the
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
office. The fee for house calls made
plete disaster.
The north shore of France was raided last night and
after 8 p. m. will be $4.
British parachute troops were landed under the protection of
A spokesman for the local medi
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
infantry. The task was finished according to schedule.
cal fraternity yesterday told The
If I had my life to live again I
The Dies committee In Congress believes the Panama
Courier-Gazette that fees similar would
have made a rule to read some
and listen to some music at
Canal to be in great danger.
to these new ones have long been poetry
least once a week. The loss of these
In vogue in places like Brunswick tastes ls a lose of happiness.—Charles
A total of nine fishing craft Bath. Bangor and Portland, and Darwin
wreckers will be ready to start the
WINTER
demolition of the buildings now were tied up at the O’Hara docks many others of similar size.
[For
The
Courier-Gazette]
yesterday. The greater part of
occupied by the steamboat offices
Silvery,
brittle
and
transfixed
GRATEFUL
OWLS
HEADERS
them were out of Gloucester and
Weeds of Winter draped In ice.
and freight sheds by the first of i in port due to heavy weather on
On behalf of the town of Owls Stand in battalions for pure delight
the week and they will be forced the banks. One of the trawlers, the Head, we wish to express our ap To eyes that wait and watch to see
Melody in cold months harmonic.
time in its circling and ohanco
to vacate.
Marie and Gracie, hails from preciation to the merchants of Will
Move again to a floral stance
Information received from Gov Phoebus, Va. and is said to come Rockland, American Legion and And spread all nature with Its green
A glory for earth's reviving scene?
ernment sources this morning Stat north each Winter to fish off the all those who assisted in making Ah. yes. all these glacial hours will
pass
our Red Cross beano party a suc
en that the Vinalhaven & Rockland Maine coast.
And sweet perfumed air will come to
cess.
wake
Steamboat Company will have to
Robin and thrush tn riot of song.
The Committee
vacate their position on Tillson The Kiwanis Club has voted to
In each month melody we may quaff
Our souls delight, and sing and laugh
Wharf some time during the coming hold future meetings at Hotel Rock
If we but tune our hearts to song
Courier-Gazette
Want
Ads
Work
land,
commencing
next
Monday
And follow life’s high pathways along.
week as the buildings will be torn
26-27

The Snow Employes Have Selected That Union Algin Company Of America Buys Crockett’s
By a Vote Of Three To One
Point Property Which It Occupies

MAY HAVE BEEN ACCIDENTAL

Cause Of Clark Island Man’s Death Awaits the
Result Of the Autopsy

Liked That Supper

Must Vacate Wharf

Attention !

All Users of
Range and Fuel Oil
-Effective March 4, 1942-

New Medical Fees

Drowned In Lake

The following oil suppliers have pledged their co-operation to
reduce
of gasoline, extra use of equipment that is un
necessary and still make possible an adequate system of supplying

oil to their customers:
A. C. McLOON & CO.
SUPERIOR GAS & OIL CO.
THURSTON OIL CO.
GULF OIL CORPORATION
SOCONY VACUUM OIL CO., INC.
ROLAND GENTHNER CO.
GEORGE H. THOMAS FUEL CO.
CAMDEN YACHT BUILDING & RAILWAY CO.

To Assure the Greatest Saving Possible—
1. No night, Sunday or holiday deliveries.
2. Orders will be delivered the day following receipt of order. The
placing of your order before 5.00 P. M. will assure delivery the
following business day.
This delivery service applies to all deliveries excepting regular
“routed deliveries” in nearby towns and “keep filled” accounts.
This agreement effective March 4,1942.

down In tbe next seven days.

night.

Wonders!

______ __

u
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Fvprv-Other-Day ■
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Page Two
mysterious part of England, the
coast of Cornwall during the reign
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
of Charles 11. The novel recounts
the story of rebellious Lady Dona
The mountains shall depart, and
St. Columb, darling of the Court of
the hills be removed: but my kind St. James’ and Jean-Benoit Aubrey,
ness shall not depart from thee.— a pirate, and of their love, nur
Is. 54:10.
tured on danger. Here is a fullbodied romance, exquisitely told,
and peopled with characters you are
sure to remember.
Opinions of Oliver Ailstcn, by Van
Wyck Brooks
In his auto-biography. Van Wyck
Brooks, author of "The Flowering
of New England” and “New Eng

The Courier-Gazette

Selectees Leave Rockland

AN EXPENSIVE JOY RIDE
Three Charges Against Everett Harriman Who
Made Use of Thomaston Fire Truck

Ne” d»„ ci* I

Pollard’s Letter

Follow The Trend

The Credit Union

Boy Scout Campaign

Seeing is Relieving

OONT see RED.'

CONVENIENCES
fa ladies

L£AVC

NOTICE

MHIN ST. HRROUJHRE&.
268
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taikof

Is Formed In Friendship
With Leslie Burns As P'
Chairman

More than 20 lobster fishermr
met in Friendship Thursdav night
Probable cause was | and formed a discussion club b
When Thomaston fireman went Are truck,
he was held for the study the technique of organize
to one of their engine houses late found and
of
Superior Court in and operating a Federal Credi Thursday night, they found “the May term
union, or government charterer
cupboard was bare." for the the sum of $500.
Harriman pleaded guilty- to the thrift and loan association.
chemical truck had disappeared.
Following a telephone clue Ray charge of drunken driving and
The members agreed to depo<Foley ef the Maine State Police was given an alternative sentence 25 cents each per week in th? clubs
went in pursuit of the missing ep- j --$103 and costs or 30 days in jail,
land: Indian Summer’’ calls up all
paratus and after a long chase He also pleaded guilty to dining treasury, to be held as savings in
IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
the engrossing details about his
paratus
Ruth L. Rogers, Librarian
habits, hi.s reading, hts work, his
over rough and unused highways without a license and was given each member’s name until sudl
Every week-day: 9 a. m. to 8.30 p. m. contemporaries, and presents a
found the truck near West Rock- his choice of paying $10 and costs time as a credit union mav u
• • • •
port
almost a complete wreck. He or serving 10 days in jail.
! termed. Withdrawals of saving
“That is a good book which is thought-prevoking. living picture of
arrested
Everett
Harriman
of
I
The
fire
truck
which
Harriman
j may be made at any time, and th’
opened with expectation and closed our world today, as seen through the
Thomaston, who was arraigned selected for his joy ride, was valued ciUb’s efficers will maintain rcsp( .
eyes of one of America's most dis
with profit.”—Alcott.
before Judge Dwinal in Rockland at $35CO.
j sib lity foi the funds
tinguished critics.
The library has just received from
BurMunicipal
Court
yesterday
on
sev;
County
Attorney
Stuart
C.
Bur| Leslie Burns was elected chair,
the Office of Government Reports The Sun is My Undoing, by Mar
the
cass
for
the
1 man Of the group, and Ralph Simeral
charges,
the
most
important
gess
conducted
guerite Steen
an exhibit of 23 publications. The
! mons was elected treasurer
The stcry sets sail from Bristol
of which was the larceny of the State.
material has been assembled with a
Bert Simmons and Earle Davis, o:
view of presenting to interested when young Matthew Flood, driven
the
lebster fishermen's discussion
readers facts relating to the Gov from the arms of his bride-to-be to
club
in Port Clyde, were guests a*
ernment’s w'ar program.
Each the afterdeck of an African slaver,
the
meeting,
and Birger Magnuson.
month a new collection cf material embarks on a journey that is to
Discussed By Lobster Fisher- ! of the beard of directors of the
—By Staff Photographer
will be assembled, devoted to a se cover half the globe, Africa, BarbaNews items from all of the Pa- .
.. _
Vinalhaven Federal Cred I Union
Draftees
who
left
Kockland
Wednesday
for
an
Army
recruit
center
and
eventual
service
with
the
armed
does,
Cuba.
Seville
and
Madrid,
re

men At
Port Clyde
lected phase of national defense.
trons
of
Husbandry
are
welcomed
led the discussion.
forces. Front row, left to right, William C. Reed. Thomaston; Carleton L. Vose, Rockland; Maurice S. Fitz
The display for next month will fea turning at last to the stately homes gerald. Camden; Arthur L. Jones. Union; Ralph E. Ca.en, Clark Island; Lloyd E. Mansfield. Camden. Back
Last Night
here.
Tiu? discussion club in Frienddii)
of England. It is a story of flash row: George N. McLure, Rockland; Leland Simmons. Friendship; Woodrow W. Cayton, Rockland; Howard
ture “Nutrition.”
follows
those which have met re.
Meeting
in
thc
Port
Clyde
Li

A collection of Presidential coins ing blades and plunging ships, cf C. Kaura, Cushing; Stanley A. Prescott, Rockland; Leroy L. Watson, Friendship.
Weymouth Grange of Tliomaston
cently
in
Orris Island. Cundy’s Har
has been collected and mounted by desperate men and beautiful women,
worked the third and fouth degrees brary last night, more than 40 bor, Port Clyde. Vinalhaven, ar.j
Henry C. Chatto, and presented to of murder, adventure and love.
Wednesday' on Mrs. Sophia Griggs residents cf St. George, South Treincnt; and was formed under
Will
Rogers:
His
Wife
’
s
Story,
by
the library. Each coin has the pic
for Highlands Grange of East Thomaston, and Owls Head, most the auspices of the Extension De
Betty Rogers.
ture of the president, the years of
ly lobster fishermen, discussed partment of the Eastern Cocper^.
W'arren.
The entertaining life story of her Waldoboro Boy In Hawaii
Workers Are Asked To Turn
• • • •
his administration on the front, and
credit union organization for this t ve ^eague, an educational organi
Rockland League of
Women Voters
on the back the important facts famous husband, who, despite his
In Their Cash and
Tickled
With
Letters
From
area.
A public dinner will be served
zation of cooperatives in the Eastern
abcut his life. The library is very fame, was an unassuming, unpre
Cards
Following a general talk it was , United States, The headquarter;
Home
Monday,
town
meeting
day
by
War

The Department of Government
grateful to Mr. Chatto, and appre tentious man, told in simple,
decidedi that at least a second | of the Extension Department are in
The committee in the Rcckland ren Grange.
Many thanks, everyone, for the and its operation of the Rocklgnd
ciated the time and thoughtfulness straightforward style. She makes
discussion group like the Port Pert Clyde. M. E. Arnold, director.
he has put into this delightful col no attempt to glorify him, but pre shower of letters, and cards that I League of Women Veters under the District Boy Scout Financial Cam
club, and perhaps more,
i E M Holmes, assistant director
Weymcuth Grange Circle of Clyde
sents a w’arm-hearted and straight have been receiving these last few
lection
paign wishes the workers to turn
should be formed near here before , ,
leadership
of
Mrs.
Oliver
Holden
will
Thomaston will meet at the hall
The Public Papers and Addresses forward portrait. Many of his here days. Here’s hoping that I can get have a study group Monday at 2.30 : in all cash that they have solicited,
any attempt be made at merging I partment are also under way in
Monday
afternoon for sewing. Each
of Franklin Delano Roosevelt, cov tofore unpublished letters and writ around to answering them all, soon.
the
several groups into a credit , Tremont, Vinalhaven, Friendship
| tegether with cards, not later than member is requested to take a box
union, or government chartered ' New Harbor, Cundy’s Harbor, anc
ering the years 1937 through 1940,’ ings are included.
It has been a little over a year on the League Quiz, “Taxes 1942
have recently been issued in four Northbridge Rectory, by Angela that I have been sending “scrib and After.” This meeting will be next Monday noon. ThLs should lunch. In the evening the surprise thrift and loan association. An- Orris Island.
be given to the captain of your money-making project will be in other meeting for the purpose of
Thirkell.
bling" to The Courier-Gazette. Every held at 108 Talbot avenue.
volumes. With a special introduc
Refreshments were served
charge of Foster Fales, William
• • • •
tion and explanatory notes by the Like her previous novels, this new article has been a lot cf fun for me,
team; treasurer, Donald Leacn; or
organizing such groups was called
Richards, Nathan Hunt and War
The regular meeting cf the Rock chairman. Allan F. McAlary.
President, the volumes include book deals with a group of charming rfnd I hepe that, you. too, have de
ren
Gardiner. Plans are being made for Tuesday, March 3, at the
messages to Congress, fireside chats, and amusing people living in the rived seme enjoyment out of them. land League cf Women Voters was
The committee wants a complete for a public supper at the hall Spruce Head Community House.
letters to Hitler and transcriptions English countryside. It has all the I have also found many new friends held at the home of Mrs. E. J. Hel : check-up as of that date of all March 9. Mrs. Gertie Hahn, chair- 1 The
Port C yde DlscusH0”
of press conferences. This set has shrewd insight into people’s char through my occasional articles. It lier Wednesday with 20 members money received during the cam man. Circle members met at the Group, under the chairmanship of
been presented: to the library by acters that distinguished her other seems that every time I get “down present.
paign. Only a few have turned home of Mrs. Alice Glidden. with Gus Anderson, has been meeting
The Franklin D. Roosevelt, Library, novels, and her many admirers will in the dumps” and say that I won’t
Mrs. Lawrence Miller, chairman of in their cash and cards. Many
regularly for two months. Mem
welcome this humorous account of write anymore, I get a letter from the Department of Government and workers have reported that they Mrs. Dora Maxey hostess, Thurs bers of the club deposit 25 cents
Inc.
day for picnic dinner and sewing.
a war winter in Northbridge.
someone saying they read my article. Economic Welfare, gave an outlined have been unable to contact all
Some of the new’er books added
These
present were Mrs. Ada Simp a week in their treasury, to be
Two new books on the defense Well, I guess as leng as there is one report of the February pregram: their prospects, therefore, it has
this month:
son, Mrs. Nellie Orff, Mrs. Faustina held as individual savings in an
shelf are:
left who will read them; and as long First meeting, Mrs. Philip Chapman been dcided to continue the cam Carney, Mrs. Effie Richards, Mrs, ticipation of forming a credit
Three Companion Pieces, by Mar
Air raid defense (civilian) by as the Editor will let me, I shall of Portland who talked on Housing paign another week, but definite
Maude Gray, Mrs. Ruby Allen, Mrs. union in the near future.
garet Sharp.
Churt Wachtel and Air raid pre continue.
and Defense; Defense Quizes, gov check-up is wanted Mcnday. Re Evie Fernald, Mrs. Gertrude Hahn
Speakers last night included
Three novelettes: “Sophie Cass- cautions.
I certainly owe The Courier-Ga ernment and housing, meeting with ports however indicate that those and Mrs. Ella Reed.
Mary Arnold of Port Clyde. Birger
major’’ tells of a Victorian Miss Books cf the lighter type:
Magnuson of Vinalhaven, and Ted
e • • •
zette a lot of thanks. After all. it Charles Jillson, who traced the em who have been contacted are re
sent to India to be married and of
They Tell No Tales, by Manning was the first paper to print anything ployment industry throughout Knox sponding well.
The Aid-a-bit Club of Rockland Holmes of Tremont all members
her romantic adventures on the Coles.
I ever wrote. Now, I am writing Ccunty, and who also tcuched on, If there are any persons who met Wednesday at the home of Lena ol the staff of tlle Extension Devoyage; “The Nymph and the
D. A. Cooks a goose, Erie Stanley- regularly fcr four newspapers.
the Naval Base which is now under have not been approached, who Merrill. this being the first meet- partment of the Eastern Co-opNobleman’’ is the story of a French Gardner.
construction.
wish to contribute to this very ing for some time. It is heped an- erative League, an educational orI was highly honored to receive a
dancer and an English hunting
Death Turns the Tables John D.
Paul Atwood of Bangor speke cn worthy cause, they may get in other invitation will be extended ganization sponsored by consum- DOROTHY LOVETT, featured
letter from a lady whose son is
squire: “The Tigress on the Hearth” Carr.
among the gallant defenders of the Federal Housing Association for touch with either of the mep men shortly. Each meet ng must be pre- ers co-operatives in the Eastern player in KKO Radio» * I ook
is the story of the young English
Arms and The Girls, M. M. Mar
Who'. I aiiahinc” wears Designer
Philippines. Mrs. Herbert Parsons Defense. He said that this is a tioned above.
ceded by an invitation and the dues United States.
man from thc County who married shall.
Edward Stevenson’* new Spring offreceived go to the regalia fund.
I Discussion groups partly under tlie-fuee bonncl of Angora straw,
of North Haven, certainly has the branch of Government which does
an Albanian Amazon. All three
Then Again June, Elizabeth
• • • •
' the guidance of the Extension Deright to be proud cf her son, Hugh, not loan money, it has no money. It
WASHINGTON
cloth with parrot feather*.
stories, Victorian in their settings, Reeves.
exists
cn
what
money
it
makes
itself
who
is
serving
in
the
Air
Corps
in
The
first
and
second
degrees
will
,
---..
..
—
“Over the Top”
sparkle with the very modern and
Blue Horizons, Faith Baldwin.
the Philippine Islands. I certainly and there is no money left and we
This town, the Red Cross quota be conferred Tuesday by Pleasant
impish wit of the author of “The
Pat Whitney, R. N„ L. A. Hancock.
are
as
well
satisfied.
He
said
F.H.A.
envy
him.
which was $310. has exceeded that Valley Grange cf Rockland at the
Nutmeg Tree.”
Desperate Angel, Helen Topping
Has anyone heard from Bob Sad started to insure loans to individuals amount by more than $100. There V.F.W. hall. The program will con
Frenchman’s Creed, by Daphne Du Miller.
ler? I have been trying to contact on mortgage risks and are under is here given a partial list cf denors, sist cf hymns, each member taking
Spinster’s Progress, Berta Buck.
Maurier.
him since Dee. 8, but of no avail! written by banks which have in in addition to monies secured by a hymnal and asking for his favor
Army Doctor, Elizabeth Seifert.
Like “Rebecca” and “Jamaica
Anyone knowing his whereabouts sured this loan as to character and suppers, sales and other benefits. ite The Pleasant Grange News wdl
Who
Killed Caldwell, Carolyn
Inn,” “Frenchman’s Creek” has for
type. To such individuals money is Herbert B. Cunningham, solicitor be edited by F 'L. S. Morse.
please let me knew.
its setting the most romantic and Wells.
• * • •
/
Wanted!—The names and ad loaned at 4%%. He proceeded to for East Washington, collected by
Ncrth Haven Grange will have ns
dresses of all Maine folk who are say that F.H.A. is instructed to use house-tc-hcuse canvass the sum of
LIKE MANY ANIMALS.THE
speaker tonight, George Babb of
now located on the Island of Oahu that money more as a defense for $4265. thus:
UJLL 15 COLOR BLIND
(Civilians and Service men). If housing problems in a defense area
H. B Cunningham, $5; Maude Augusta, who spent several years in
HE 15 AROUSED BV
you know anyone from Maine who is and that Rcckland may soon ccme Overlook, $1; Maude Merrifield, $2; Honolulu. HLs topic will be “History
I. M D. John Carroll. $1; Arthur Johnston, of tiie Islands” and the story of
THE MOVEMENT, NOT
in Hawaii, please send me their under that heading.
names and addresses. There is a
' THE COLOR, OF THE
$2; George Rhodes. $5; Harold Pit American relat’ons with Japan over
Government in War
many
years.
Mr.
Babb
was
in
Oahu
“South Dakota Club” in Honolulu,
man,
$1;
Arthur
Strong.
$3;
Charles
MATADOR'S CLOAK-.'
The meeting in Indianapolis of
so why can't we. from Maine, have the General Council of the Na Sukeforth. $1; George Miller, Jr. $1; at the time of the overthrow of the
... A BLUE CLOAK
native government and gives an in
one, too?
Alfcrd
Nash
$1;
Robert
Linscott,
$2;
tional1 League of Women Voters
ni
WOULD BE AS GOOD,
Chief and Mrs. Van Russell sent breught to public attention the Arial Linscott. $2: Kenneth Hutch teresting story of thc background of
BUT TRY TO TELL A
me a nice card and a lovely letter. need for a clcser relation of ins. $1.15; Blanche Johnston, $5, Pearl Harbor. Tliere will aLso be an
Ix»ts of local women arc busy
open
discussion
of
items
in
tiie
town
It certainly was appreciated. The citizen and government in war Edith Light, $1; W. M. Prescott. $3:
MATADOR./
with Civilian Defense work
last time I saw “Van,” (That's all time. It was characteristic of the Prarl Overlock, .50; Charles Over warrant in preparaton for town
and (he task of keeping thc
meeting Mcnday. Both parts of the
family healthfully fed as well.
I ever knew cf his name for over League that in recognizing this look $1; Deris Miller. $1.
COCK EYED DRUNK
Now, thc beginning of thc
a year!) he bought me a “lemon need it decided to do something
Collected by Minnie Creamer cf meeting will be open to thc public
Lenten season presents new
ISA GOOD DESCRIP
coke” in Walmsey’s Pharmacy. about it . . .
Stickney Corner. $15; Charles Finn. with thc selectmen in attendance to
cooking problems to many.
TION OF ALCOHOL'S
How’s that for a memory. Van?
$5; Earl Grinnel, $1; Rov Grinnell. answer questions and help with the
We’ve a lot of utensils that
Regularly $1.00
In
dedicating
its
organization
to
UNTIL
COMPARATIVELY
RECENT'
EFFECT
ON THE EMS.
will suggest bright ideas for
Many of the 240th beys will be
$2; Sidney Kirkpatrick. $2; Merle discussion which will be under the
MATCHED TWIN
this
task,
the
League
i.s
contribut

quickly prepared Lenten meals
d:rection of tiie lecturer. Parker
TIMES. MANY CHINESE WORE
A FEIN DRINKS OfTEN
Sidelinger, $5.
interested to know that I saw an
so stop in on your way home
SERVER SET
ing substantially to the strength
Crockett
gave
an
instructive
talk
old
friend
of
theirs,
the
other
day.
WEAKEN
THE EYES SPECTACLES
WITHOUT
LENSES/
Collected by B R. Sidelinger,
today and see our variety!
in thc person of Brigadier General ening of the people's faith in what South Washington, $94 50; Alice last Saturday on “Chemical War
THEIR EYES WERE OK, BUT
MUSCLES. CAUSING
they are fighting to preserve—the Morse. $1; Ernest Pitcher, $3; M. fare".
Purify Your Drinking Wafer
Garrett Remember him. boys?
SPECS’ WERE CONSIDERED
THEM TO DRIFT AND
with a
North Haven Grange Sewing Cir
What has happened to my col institution of popular government. G Pitcher $2; Fred Hallowell $1;
A
BADGE
OF
SUPERIOR
LEARN
LOSE THEIR FOCUS ,
FILTO-CLEAN FILTER
league. G.P.F. Charlie Lawry? Have Every war effort involves a risk to Alfred Cargill, $2; Mr. and Mrs. cle met Thursday with Mrs. Lloyd
You will be sur
ING POWER.
democracy,
for
some
cf
thc
powers
ING
AND
SOCIAL
STATUS
’
Crcckett.
written to him twice, but, “no soap.’’
Leslie Cargill, $2; Sanford Cargill,
prised
at
the
• • • •
which
the
people
reserve
to
them

/ NOWt-'OQ
HLs items of the Portland Harbor
$2; Mr. land Mrs. E. J. Foss, $2;
amount of pipe,
White Oak Grange ot North War
A LIL EYE
moss,
dirt
and
Defense are certainly missed by selves must be delegated and some Charles Rivers, $1; Rosewell Jones,
rights must be suspended. The $1; Herman Wirta, $2; Horace Bur ren will henceforth meet once in
other
matter
ROAD WORK
Consists of matched twin
Charlie and I.
which this filter
dripless servers—18 oz. and 11
The Navy’s “Pride of 1898.’’ the power of the people must be re gess, $1; Forest Linscott. $1; Robert two weeks in order to save tires and
stops.
oz. sizes.
USS. Baltimore, gave way last covered when the war is won and Cargill, $1; John Fitch, $1; John gasoline. The next meeting will be
>
99c
Special 89c
week to aid in building the Pride of peace endoitions are resumed. The Fisher. $1; Jessie Creamer, $1; Rob March 6.
1943. The Baltimore was towed to League has correctly estimated the ert Grierson. $2.
SENSATIONAL
NEWS
NEW MIRACLE
Honolulu Harbor from Pearl Harbor, importance of the war strain to
Ralph Griffin. $2; Gordon Side
government
and
will
command
linger,
$1; Fred Witham. $1; Ruby
where
she
has
been
laying
at
an

O’CEDAR
CLOPAY
YOUR EYES HOP HALF A MILE IN
PERSONAL Stationery
COMBINATION
chor since she was decommissioned public support in its campaign to Wilson, $1; Thetbert Day, $1; Lurlie
SHORT
JUMPS IN READING THE
WINDOW SHADES
in 1922 It is understood that she bring about closer relationship of Davis, $2; Elmer Creamer. $2; QlenSpecial O’Cedar
average
novel, according to
You can actually SCRUB
will be “scrapped" for much needed people and government.—The In den Creamer, $2; Sidney Humes, $5;
Combination.
T
he
BETTER
VISION INSTITUTE /
these.
metal. It was in? 1898 that she was dianapolis News
Arthur Weaver, $1; Edward Weaver,
Full 16 oz. site
$1; Waldo Christianson. $1; Addie
rushed to HongKong with a load of
marvelous
much needed ammunition for Ad Last night. I jumped out of bed and Stcver. $3: Reuben Sargent. $1;
O'Cedar N»miral Dewey's forces. She played an was almost fully dressed before I Murdick Creamer, $5; D. D. Weaver,
Rubbing Cream
important role at the battle of realized that it had been a train $1; Hollis Weaver, $2; Osborn Weav
Polish; and 4-oz
whistle and net an Air Raid alarm, er, $5; Carl Johi.son, .50; Charles
Manila.
size O’Cedar
that I had heard.
Doe. $1; Perley Jones, $5; Pearl
Keep ’Em Flying!
Rug and Up
Interior decorators are doing a Sukeforth. $1; N. Jalonen. $2; Al
In a package I received lrom my
holstery NonI have just received my last lot of Quaker State
mother today, there was a sticker thriving business blacking out build vin Mank, $2; Augusta Creamer. $2.
inflammable
Motor Oil in all S. A. E. numbers. This oil is the last
with the words “To Hell with the ings. That type of work may be Carlton Weaver, $3: Mrs. M. G.
Cleaner.
to be had in sealed tins and to be sold at the regular
Japs.” Have been offered up to gcod for the decorators' pccketbook. Bryant, $1; M. R. Sidelinger, $5; A.
Regularly 80c
Colors: Green and Ecru
55 cents for it. Anyone want to go but, I had much rather be work E. Jones, $1; Charles Rivers, $1;
price. Be wise and buy now for a future date. Wc
Special 49c
3 for 99c
Minnie Cramer, $2; Charles Com
into partnership with me? It seems ing in my present status.
FLOOR SANDER SUPPLIES
FLOOR SANDER TO LET
Have distinguished letter
will drain your car Free of Charge when you are
Seven-thirty draws near and I eau, $1.
that that is a Nation-wide expres
paper, visiting cards, and
must .turn out the light. As the
ready.
sion!
“note briers,” at little cost.
On Sundays, the parents and day draws to a close, so I must also Everybody sees upside down,
“Say It Smartly”
for the image formed on the eye’s
friends of school children in the drew this epistle to a clcse.
Free Defense Stamps On Gas and Oil Purchases
Honolulu schools, can be seen wield Wake up and live; live up to retina is inverted, according to
TBL. 170
jf
PA!NT$ • STOVES • KITCHENWARE ,
Wake!
the Better Vision Iinstitute. The
ing picks and shovels in order to
jp*. -"FORMERLY
CAAA*A£>/V 1/rAT/A'C
"
1 -VFAUfS"
Stewart M. Pollard
brain, however, turns the image
provide the kiddos with adequate
pt1'
Guard Detachment. Guard House. right side up.
Job Printing Dept.
shelter for Air Raids.
TEL. 60-22, .
WARREN, MAINE
441 MAIN 57.
ROCKLAND
Fort
Kamehameha. Oahu, Terr ot
There ought to be a law against
26*11
putting soprano whistles on trains. Hawaii, Peb. 18,
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
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talk of the town Restricted Deliveries

lew Discussion Club
Formed In Friendship
With Leslie Burns As
Chairman

Oil Supplies In This Area
Fall In Line With Na‘ tional Policy

g]—

Merc than 20 lobster fishermen
st in Friendship Thursday night
id formed a discussion club to
uriv tiie technique of organizin-J
id operating a Federal Credit
lien, or government chartered
lilt and loan association.
The members agreed to deposit!
cents each per week in the clubs
•asury, to be held as savings in
•h member's name until sueh|
ne as a credit union mav be!
-med. Withdrawals of savings |
be made at any time, and the
ib's officers will maintain respon-!
lity for the funds.
L( lie Burns was elected chair-!
in cf the group, and Ralph Sim>ns was elected treasurer.
3ert Simmons and Earle Davis, of!
lebster fishermen's discussion |
ib in Port Clyde, were guests at
meeting, and Birger Magnuson!
Un' beard' of directors of the!
naihaven Federal Cred t Union!
the discussion.
rite discussion club in Friendship!
low- those which have met re-!
ntly m Oil’s Island, Cundy’s Har-f
r, Port Clyde. Vinalhaven, and!
'ement; and was formed under!
auspices of the Extension Dr-K
rtment of the Eastern Cooperar League, an educational organ:-!
ion of cooperatives in the Eastern!
uted States. The headquarters
the Extension Department are In
rt Clyde. M E. Arnold, director,
M Holmes, assistant director.

I

I
I

Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R.
day at Universalist vestry.
B March 2—Searsmont—Town meeting
.. Dirigo hall.
March 2

March 2

Warren—Town

meeting.

March 9 Waldoboro Town meeting.
M.,. .-h 16-Opening of New England
cnr ■
Flower Show in Boston.
Jiarch 17 St. Patrick's Day
March 17-New draft lottery at
Washington. D. C.
March 17—St. Patricks Day concert at High School auditorium by

St

Bernard's Choir.

20
Woman's Educational
Club meets at G A R hall.
•'arch 21 Spring begins.
March 27—Warren Comedy “Gangfor Grade,” auspices Baptist
Ladles Auxiliary at Town hall
March 29 Palm Sunday.
March 30 - Washington— Sophomore
da-' PIay. “Dsn't Darken My Doors.”
April 1-2 — Republican State Coiiventh'ii meets In Portland.
April 3—Good Friday.
April 5—Easter.
M.,. 1 Montgomery prize speaking
contest at Colby College.
March

1

I

1

I
I
I

rtment ere also under way in
■mont. Vinalhaven, Friendship
w Harbor. Cundy’s Harbor, and
r s Island.
Refreshments were served.

(W

ItOTIIY

LOVETT,

featured

••r in KKO Radio's “Look
i>
f aiigliinc'' wears Designer
Stevenson's new

Spring oft-

fiice bonnet of Ansora straw,
clntli uitb narrot feathers.

1
I
I

The Weather
According to all of the calendars
in tin office March isn’t scheduled
to begin until Sunday but there is
a strong suggestion of it in the air
today, what with snow flurries and
high winds. The temperature of
30 above was an indication that
Spring is somewhere in the out
skirts The brilliant planet Venus
rose this morning at 5.20. Did you?
The Bean Barrel Club is known
far and wide for the continual
ribbing that they give one another
in the club rooms located in Char
lie Tibbetts’ store at the South
End However there is another
side that is not generally known
and that is that many times they
have contributed to a worthy
cause and asked that their con
tribution not be publicized. Last
night, one of the Scout leaders
was on his way home and stopped
the usual razzing that all members
in to the club to either give or take
are subjeced to. During his stay,
he happened to mention that one
of his Scouts was having difficulty
in raising funds for a uniform to
wear at a coming affair where he
was to receive an award for ef
ficiency and good Scouting. In
less time than it takes to tell the
story, the Scout leader had more
than enough money for the uni
form which was ordered this morn
ing.

Harold Parritt and Richard St.
Clair, both of Rockland, were before
Municipal Court Thursday.
St.
Clair was charged with felonious as
sault on Philip Sulides, and Parritt
was charged with threatening to
assault. Both pleaded “not guilty,”
were feund guilty and sentenced to
three months in the county jail. Both
expressed intentions of appealing to

Relieving
m’t
a

see

red/

MANY ANIMALS. THE

.^eULL 15 COLOC-BLINO.

15 AROUSED e>v i
the movement, not
‘ THE COLOR, OF THE
MATADOR'S CLOAK/

Superior Court and were committed
to await bail which was set at $259.
The birds are evidently anxious
to get home to Maine early this
year for reports come in of seeing
many, and quite a variety. Even
robins are to be found.

The Band Mothers Club of the
Rockand High School will meet
Monday night at 7.30 in the school
library. All members are urged to

attend and be prepared to finish
the Red Cross sewing.

... A BLUE CLOAK

WOULD BE AS GOOD,

In closing his Gettysburg ad

BUT TRV TO TILL A

dress, Lincoln called cn his hear

MATADOR./
. EVE D DRUNK

iOOD DEbtRlP.
Of ALCOHOL'S

CT ON THE EVES
W DRINKS ODEN
TN THE EVES
:les, CAUSING

1 TO DRl F I ANO
THEIR FOCUS',
DOWEC.
/ NOW FOR
A LIL EVE
ROAD WORK

ers to highly resolve “that this
nation under God shall have a
new birth of freedom and that
government of the people, by the
people and for the people shall
not perish from the earth.”
In these days, as in Lincoln's
time, popular government is in
peril. We have need, therefore,
to highly resolve that this nation
under God shall once again ex
perience a new’ birth of freedom.
To that end we exhort our fellow
eitiz-ns to draw near unto God,
in coming weeks, by repairing to
their several places of worship in
f'er increasing numbers. Religion
is the foundation of democratic
Stovcinment.
23-41
D U V beano at G A R. hall Mon
day 2.15. Door Prize, merchandise
order—adv.
,

IR EVES HOP HALF A MILE tN
dl’I JUMPS IN READING THE
RALE NOVEL. ACCORDING TO
BETTER VISION INSTITUTE/

Sat. Night, Spear Hall, 7.45

Feb
1. to
Winslow, a

Beal—At Rockland. Feb. 18. to Mr
and Mrs. Leland B. Beal, a daughter
—Karen Cynthia.
Hamalainen —' At Portland Oregon,
(formerly of West Rockport), Feb 20,
to Mr. and Mrs Daniel E. Hamalainen,
a daughter—Ann Marie.

Secretary's Annual Report
The thought uppermost in the
mind of every citizen is what can
I do for defense?
Your Secretary is serving as
Chairman of the Placement Bu
reau of Civilian Defense for Rock
land, which means registering all

MARRIED
MacDonald
Gar-Ames
At Rockland. Feb. 16.
Ignatius Gac of Spruce Head and
Elaine Ryder Ames of Rockland. By
Rev. John A. Cummings.
I»avis-Benner — At Port Clyde. Feb.

25. Edward Davis and Arlene Benner,
both of Port Clyde.—By Rev. Harry
Daniels.
Bickford-Dyer At New Harbor. Feb.
22. Carroll N. Bickford and Miss Celia
Dyer, both of New Harbor. By Rev.
V. W. Vincent.

DIED
Doughty- At Clark Island. Feb. 22.
Charles H Doughty, aged 75 years. 11
months. 3 days.
Committal service
Saturday

at.

10 30

at

cemetery. St. George.
Maklnen—At

Bangor.

North
Feb.

Parish

25.

Er

land Maktnen of St George, aged 66
years, 9 months, 9 days. Funeral Sat
urday at 2 o'clock from Davis funpral
home, Thomaston? Interment in North
Parish cemetery. St. George
Thorndike — At South Thomaston.
Feb 26. Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike, aged
81 years. 4 months. 9 days. Funeral

Sunday at 1 o'clock from the church.
Collamore At Friendship. Feb 26.
Romney R Collamore. aged 70 years.
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock at Metho
dist Church.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our mother,
Minnie Fuller Smith, who died a year
ago. March 2.
Peaceful be thy rest, dear mother,
It ls sweet to breath thy name,
m life we loved you dearly.
And in death we do the same.
Sadly missed by her two daughters
and son.
Vinalhaven.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Ellis
Lawry
who passed
awaywlfe
Feb. and
28. Daughter
1941
wno
pa-

________

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express our deep ap
preciation for the many klIi»Le
sions of sympathy and for the beautifi?i floral tributes from neighbors

"i3„BuA.°T ££&.
Elizabeth Friend.
Thomaston.

Given Away, Dinner and $20
1 each
>
25*26

“I think He knows how it is com
ing out,’’ said Dr. Wilson referring
to the war.

citizens who volunteer for defense
training classes, etc., and keeping
continuous record of the same. This
work is done at the Chamber of
Commerce office, and Civilian De
fense volunteers assist in typing,
filing and registering of cards.
Defense Bonds and Stamps: The
Rockland Chamber of Commerce
has assisted the County Chairman
by having distributed posters and
literature for display in the sale
of the bonds and stamps, and ar
ranging with Girl Scouts to be in
the various business places to as
sist in this necessary work.
Air Base: Last Fall your Cham
ber held several meetings with
Mayor Veazie to offer our co-op
eration in the establishment of
this base.
Veterans of Foreign Wars' Con
vention: Your Chamber of Com
merce co-operated with the Com
mittee from the Veterans of For-

^rs. This oil is the last
be sold at the regular
for a future date. We

Charge when you are

is and Oil Purchases

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

• ••

Ambulance Servioe

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

«• Tr7*Vl«r7Sl-ll

G STATION
WARREN, MAINE
26* It

BEANO
Ambulance Service

AMERICAN LEGION ROOMS
THOMASTON
EVERY MONDAY NIGHT

• CLAREMONT ST, TIX. 662
bockland, mb.

Malvern Conference

Its Annual Service

Chamber of Commerce Holds Annual Banquet
—Wit and Humor In Guest Speaker

Kaler-King — At Rockland, Feb. 27,
Russell E Kaler and Pauline M. King,
both of Rockland. - By Rev. J. Charles

Friendship.

I'Cam to fly. Charles Treat, 56
Talbot Ave., Tel. 1203.
150-tf

BIG BINGO
>t lot of Quaker State

Winslow—At Rockland.
Mr. alnd Mrs. Alvin M
daughter—Eunice Lavern.

Page Three

L E. JONES NEW PRESIDENT

Every range and fuel oil con
sumer in this area will be vitally
concerned with the advertisement
on page one of this newspaper,
The gathering of the three local
published by the oil supplying service clubs at the Thorndike
companies. The plan is in line Hotel yesterday resolved itself into
with the national set up for the the annual meeting of the Rockwar effort and is designed to save
gasoline and aid national defense.
Two limitations are placed on
the delivery service. No night
Sunday or holiday deliveries will
be made after March 4 and orders
will be delivered' the business day
following the placing of orders.
These rules apply to all except
keep filled” and regularly routed
deliveries in nearby towns.
These regulations will save
much unnecessary use of equip
ment, gasoline and man hours and
at the same time give adequate
service to customers. Signing the
agreement are A. C. McLoon & Co.,
Superior Gas & Oil Co., Inc.,
Thurston Oil Co., Gulf Oil Cor
poration; Socony Vacuum Oil Co.,
Inc., Roland Genthner Co.. George
H. Thomas Fuel Co. and Camden
Yacht Building & Railway Co.
Chamber of Commerce turns on
green light, with L. E. Jones at
Too late to add to the “for sale” the wheel.
column was the word that the 1941
long wheel base l'/a-ton truck land Chamber of Commerce. The
there refered to, may be seen at Rotarians were present in force,
Miller's Garage, Rankin street.
it being their weekly meeting date,
but the Lions and Kiwanians hav
Next week is Masonic week, with ing already held their regular
these meetings scheduled: Monday meetings this week, sent small
night, Claremont Commandery, with delegations. The actual figures
regular business; Tuesday pight, were: Rotary Club, 43; Lions Club.
Rockland Lodge, with work; Wed 13; Kiwanis Club, 5; total, 70.
nesday night, Aurora Lodge, With
The following new officers were
work on the Entered Apprentice de elected:
gree; Thursday night King Sol iPresident—Lucius E. Jones.
mon’s Temple Chapter, with work
First Vice President—Sam Savitt
on the Past master’s degree; Friday
Second Vice President—Edwin L.
night, King Hiram’s Council, with Brown.
routine business.
Treasurer—Joseph W. Robinson.
Secretary—Mrs. Lenore B. Sav
There will be a brand new West age.
Seventy nice turkey dinners were
ern at Park Theatre, today instead
of “Missouri Outlaw.” Due to the quickly disposed of and the meet
circumstances the management has ing was called to order by Wilbur
precured the new Western “Code of F. Senter, the retiring president
the Outlaws” with the Three Mes- of the Chamber of Commerce.
The annual reports of the sec
quiteers.
retary, Mrs. Lenore Benner Sav
The Fire Department was called age and the treasurer, Joseph W.
at 6.50 last night to extinguish a Robinson, were not read as mimeo
blaze in the upholstery cf a car graphed copies were at all of the
owned by Arthur Saunders which plates.
Treasurer
Robinson
reported
was parked in front of the Narratotal
receipts
to
the
amount
of
gansett Hotel. Damage was slight.
$1991.70 and disbursements to the
amount of $1979.53, leaving a cash
BORN
Smith—At Rockland, Feb. 19. to Mr. balance of $12.17.
and Mrs. John W. Smith, a son—John
Mrs. Savage's report follows:
Leroy.
Schildt— At Rockland. Feb. 17. to
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Schildt, a son —
Barry Leander.
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7.30 o'clock
TWO CENTS A GAME
Many Special Games Next Mon.
With $66.00 Special Cash Prizes
and $2 Door Prize
$5 to any winner in 9 numbers
or less
Auspices Williams Brazier Post
1286tf

eign Wars in the fullest manner
on housing, hospitality, etc., during
their recent convention here.
Endorsements: The Endorsement
Committee of the Chamber of
Commerce has saved a great deal
of our business men's money for
them, as all requests coming to
the Chamber for approval are con
sidered by this Committee and if
not worthy, turned down. There
were many to be considered dur
ing the past year, and your ac
tive Committee on this was: Chair
man Ralph P. Conant, A. W.
Gregory and Charles W. Sheldon.
Membership Meetings: Two suc
cessful membership meeting and
“ladies nights” were staged dur
ing the past year, one in December
and one in March. There was a
large attendance at both meetings.
Chamber of Commerce Rooms:
The rooms have been used in con
nection with many defense meet
ings, such as the Disaster Commitee. First Aid. Girl Scouts, etc.
Rockland District Nursing Drive:
Your Secretary and a staff of N.
Y. A. girls did the clerical work
for the District Nursing Drive.
Through the co-operation of
N.Y.A. your Chamber of Commerce

A series of papers on the report
of the Malvern Conference will be
given on three successive Sunday
evenings in the Undercroft of St.
Peter’s Church.
This report is from a committee
of British Industrialists, Econo
mists and Theologians of the
Church of England who met at
the College at Malvern England in
January of 1941 to study the ques
tion of the new world order and
what kind of a peace we want.
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice who has met
the only American woman delegate
to the Conference will present the
subject on Sunday evening. And
on the two following Sundays it
will be carried on by Dr. Gilmore
Soule and Captain Keryn ap Rice.
Interested friends of the parish
are more than welcome. Bring
your box lunch. Coffee will be
served.

office is open continuously from
9 to 5 daily.
Hospitality: Six hospitality teas
for newcomers were served by
members of the Women’s Auxiliary
of the Chamber of Commerce.
Tourists’ Information: This Bu
reau served approximately 1200
people during the season June 15
to Aug. 30; 5,000 pieces of litera
ture were given out and approxi
mately 2 000 mailed out. Telephone
calls average in Summer 50 a day.
Lenore B. Savage, Secretary
• • • •
Administrations changed hands
at this point, Mr. Senter introduc
ing the new president. Lucius E.
Jones, a selection which was es
pecially pleasing to all present and
especially to his brother Rotarians.
The splendid hand he received
told of the high regard in which
“Lutie” is held.
“With your patience, your con
fidence and your co-operation I
will try to serve you well,” the
new president said. And all who
know Mr. Jones look for a good
year for the Chamber.

To accommodate those desiring to
register their automobiles today (the
final day) Tax Collector Carl O.
Nelson will keep the office open
this afternoon for the payment of

our

DIVIDENDS DECLARED
The directors of New England
Public Service Company have de
clared a dividend on the prior lien
preferred stocks of that company
equal to one-half of a full quarterly
dividend, payable on March 16. 1942,
to stockholders of record of Feb. 28
1942. This dividend is applicable to
the quarter ended June 15, 1933. be
ing the first quarter for which divi
dends are in arrears. Checks for
the dividend will be mailed March
13, 1942, to stockholders of record
of February 28, 1942, on the follow
ing basis: 75 cents per share on the
prior lien preferred stock, $6 Divi
dend Series, and 87 >2 cents per
share on the prior lien preferred
stock $7 Dividend Series.

excise taxes. The State registration
office will also be open.

Albert T. Gould of Marblehead,
Mass., and Thomaston addressed the
Peabody Museum Marine Associates
this week on “Lime Coasters and
other Thomaston vessels and their
Masters,” speaking at the East India
Marine Hall at the Museum.
The well baby clinic will be held
Monday at the District Nursing As
sociation rooms from 2 to 4 p. m.,
Dr. Wesley Wasgatt in attendance.

Arrivals at the F. J. O'Hara
plant yesterday ’were: Cynthia,
7500 redfish and groundfish; Royal,
23.000 nad the Iva M. with ap
proximately 50.000.
The advanced class in First Aid
to be taught by Elmer Joyce will
start Monday evening at Masonic
Temple.

Douglas Smith of Bernard was
awarded the rug which was a prize
Sumner Perry was thanked for in a contest held by the Rockland
his part in arranging the meeting. Society for the Hard of Hearing.
The guest speaker was Rev. Dr. The award was made Thursday
Guy Wilson, the popular pastor of by Mrs. Mary Veazie.
Pratt Memorial M. E. Church, who
told of repercussions—social, eco
nomic and religious—which have
Qt/lZ FOR
already come from the present war.
In the tomorrows of our own life
some of these things are in the
minds of our own people. We won
der with a big question mark what StfGM/ftJVMVT axawu E50MW0B&
it’s all about. How we reason that
God is good when He does not ap
pear to be in a hurry about giv
InyisAN
ing us a better world? For in
automobile
stance there are Jehovah's Wit
WHEEL
BALANCED
nesses. getting nervous and want
ing God to hurry up his program.
We all knew it is wrong to kill,
and that there is a terrible dearth
NAT DOES
of the clergy- going on.”
BLEEDING A
It is not a choice between black
MAKE MEAN
and white but a choice between
the lesser of two evils. We must
be composed, and have faith, and
FRONT Oft
believe in tomorrow.
BRAKES
*'
“Remembering MacArthur im
pregnates me wtih faith,” said Dr.
STRONGER
Wilson. “I don’t know what the
future of this world is to be, but I
think He knows how it is going to
come out. God, in His infinite wis Answers to Quiz for Drivers
dom can bring out of these chaotic
A.—A wheel is balanced to prevent
conditions a better world.”
erratic action such as tramp, shake
Dr. Wilson told, forcefully, many and shimmy. A wheel out of balance
anecdotes leveling at them the tends to dance up and down and may
* shafts of wit and wisdom, and al cause vibration of the body.
ways nailing down some salient
A.—Bleeding a brake means to re
point. The Service Clubs liked him. move air from a hydraulic brake

Tne First War Atlas of the New
World—a collection of up-to-theminute maps shewing the changes
in world wrought by the war—Free
with the March 1st Boston Sunday
Advertiser.
26* it
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Oliver Cromwell—“Power"
n
Let the achievements of
Oliver Cromw’ell be summed up.
He is adjudged as one of the
wisest statesman and ablest
rulers England ever had. He is
to be judged by his services to
civilization. He established re
ligious liberty. He had a pro
found regard fcr law. He made
Sir Mathew Hale. Lord Chief
Justice. He succeeded Gustavus
Adolphus as the protector of
Protestantism in Europe. His
private life was pure and re
ligious.
He knew he was the strong
est man in England and he was
ready to assume the responsi
bility. He was a great general
and had an abiding sense of
his personal responsibility to
God Almighty, whose servant
and instrument he felt himself
to be.
How does such a man come to
power? Like Napoleon, he was
the offspring of mighty ideas;
a product of revolution. In the
upswing and upsurge of the
great forces *of his times, he
came to power. Where did he
find the source of his power?
In God. Again I quote from
Carlyle, “Cromwell’s habit of
prayer is a notable feature of
him. All his great enterprises
were commenced with prayer.
In dark inextricable looking
difficulties, his officers and he
used to assemble, and pray, al
ternatively for hours, for days
until resolution rose among
them, ‘some door for hope’ dis
closed itself. Consider that; in
tears, in fervent prayers to the
great God, to have pity on them
and make His light shine be
fore them. Armed soldiers of
Christ, they felt themselves to
be, in their straits they cried to
God not to forsake the cause
that was His. Can a man’s soul
to this hour, get guidance by
any other method?”
Can anyone today in 1942
suggest whether place in the
fearsome hours be great or
small, any surer way to possess

Comrades of the Way of the
Rockland Congregational Church
held an all-day outing at the Snow
Bowl on Friday afternoon and eve
ning. The young folks met at the
Church at 2 p. m. and traveled from
there with heavy baggage of skiis,
skates and toboggan. Supper was
served in the Lodge at 6.30 by Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Emery, David
Beach, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Cowan
and Rev. and Mrs. Welker to the
hungry and happy group. After
supper flood lights were turned on
and all enjoyed an evening on the
slope, the rink and the slide.
Mrs. Lenore Savage gives ship
shape report as secretary.

Salvation Army Will Present
Program At State Prison
Sunday

system. The presence of air in the
system impairs braking efficiency.

A.—The front brakes frequently
have more braking power because
when a car stops the front end tips
forward, the rear end becomes lighter
and you need less braking there to
prevent rear tires from sliding.

souls

than

by

prayer

to

God?” Cromwell told the angry
legislators, as he expounded to
them the 46th Psalm, “Be still
and know that I am God.”
For days all over the Maine
coast line, colored troops are
on guard. I see them at every
bridge head. This country in
greater peril than the average
citizen is aware. Pray then, un
ceasingly, as did Oliver Crom
well—Power? Faith in God and
prayer to Him will raise the
praying patriot to power.
One is not walking alone
through these valleys “of the
Shadow of death,” unless he
chooses.
—William A. Holman
“Christ Jesus” is the subject of the
lesson sermon that will be read in
all Churches of Christ, Scientist, on
March 1. The golden text is: “God
shall supply all your need accord
ing to his riches in glory by Christ
Jesus” (Philippians 4:19). The ci
tations from the Bible include the
following passages: “That word, I
say, ye know, which was published
throughout all Judea, and began
with Galilee, after the baptism
which John preached; How God
annointed Jesus of Nazareth with
the Holy Ghost and with power:
who went about doing good, and
healing all that were oppressed of
the devil: for God was with him”
(Acts 10:37-38).
• • • •

“The Christian Soldier and Citi
zen” will be the topic used by Rev.
C. A Marstaller at Littlefield Me
morial Baptist Church Sunday at
10.30. Special music will include a
solo by Mrs. Jessie Ulmer. Sunday
school follows at 11.45 with classes
for all ages. At 6 o’clock the Young
People’s meeting with Mrs. Ulmer
as leader. At 7.15 the pastor will
speak on “A New and Different
World.” The choir will sing. Mid
week prayer and praise service
Tuesday night at 7.3Q. Wednesday
night the Ladies' Aid will have a
covered dish supper in the vestry.

CALL on US
WHEN

YOUR

RADIO
NEEDS FIXING

“Let us Include in our new mode of
living that of going to church
regularly."
• • • •
“Bringing Jcy To A City” will be
the subject of the sermon at the
First Baptist Church Sunday at
10.30. The Church School with
classes for all age groups will meet
at noon. The Endeavorers with
' Agnes Sievewrwight as the leader
will meet at 6 o'clock. The Bereans
composed of young people over 20
years of age will meet in the upper
vestry at the same hour. The peo
ple’s evening service will open at
7.15 with the big sing assisted by
1 the choir and instruments. This
service will last 63 minutes and will
be preceded by a ten minute organ
recital. Mr. MacDonald's subject
will be: “Something Without End or
Beginning.” The choir will sing at
both the morning and evening serv
ices. No man is fit to lead who has
not the courage to stand alone.
• • • •
“The Moods of Man and the Mind
cf God” will be the subject of Dr.
Lowe’s sermon at the Universalist
Church for the second Sunday in
Lent, soloist Miss Lotte McLaugh
lin. Nursery department for small
children. The church school will
meet with the adult congregation for
children’s story and worship. Mrs.
Glover’s Class will meet at her resi

The local Corps of The Salvation
Army will conduct the annual Sal
vation Army Prison Sunday serv
ice March 1st. at the State Prison,
with Adjutant Abraham Thomp
son as the principal speaker.
This annual evenf. has increased
ip scope every year since 1916 un
til now every State Prison, Peni
tentiary, and Reformatory and
Federal Prison, together with the
more important County Jails, etc.,
are visited by The Salvation Army
on this day.
The program is attended volun
tarily by the inmates. The message
given is one of cheer, comfort, and
assurance on the part of the Army
of its interest in the individual,
not only while he is incarcerated,
but also upon his release Sincere
efforts are made to turn the minds
of the inmates into spiritual chan
nels of thought with the hope of
preparing to live free from all de
moralizing influences. It is inter
esting to note that in the 11 Easttern States The Army reached over
50,000 prisoners during the past
year.

lustrated. The afternoon service
is at 3. subject “Christ’s Atone
ment Covers and Uncovers," and
at 7.30, "The Fires of Temptation.”
Wednesday night prayer service is
at 7.30.

dence after church; Y.P.C.U. 7 p. m.

• * • •
“IF THOU HADST KNOWN"
JFor The Courier Gazette}
The services at the Congregational
Christ
loved His enemies with all Els
Church tomorrow will include: 10
heart.
a. m., Church school; 10.30 morning As He loved God with all His soul
and might
service, Rev. Roy A. Welker min And as
He loved Himself, the counter
part
ister, sermon theme, "The Work of
perfectly and served them day
Our Hands;” 6.30 p. m. Comrades of Yes.and
night.
the Way. On Wednesday, 10 a. m. From all their strife and hatred d.d
cease.
Sewing by women of the Church in To they
His first love did they with love
reply
the vestry; 3 p. m. Women's Associa
were they reconciled, did they
tion monthly meeting in the vestry; And seek
peace?
Thursday, 7 p. m. Boy Scouts in On Calvary's Cross the answer. S<e
Him die.
vestry.
But yet His body only did they kill
• • • •
His soul lived on In Resurrection
life
At Pratt Memorial Methodist To bring
the world someday to do
His will.
Church tomorrow at 10.45, Holy
To live In peace, abjuring war and
Communion will be administered
strife.
with appropriate message by the We may not see our foes all recon
pastor, “Finding God in Times of ciled
By service we may do In this our
day.
Stress.” There will be special
Our love and labor may be oft reviled
music. Evening service of worship And hatred have Its own triumphant
way.
is at 7 o’clock with Gospel song
But
we
will not despair nor cea.'e to
service with address by the minister
love.
“Letters from Home.”
School Consider all our kindness but in
vain.
classes meet at 9.45 and at noon. Inspired
1 by Hts Spirit from above
At 11.45 a probationers study class We will do good with all our might
and. main.
will meet. Youth Fellowship is at Nor ever hear those words of saddest
6.15 p. m. and the mid-week service
tone
repeated. In some sorrow
is on Tuesday at 7. Official Beard By Christ
strong
meeting follows the mid-week serv Tf In thy day the things thou hadst
ice..

but known”—
Yet missed, alas—"that to thy peace
belong."
Allison M Watts
Jamaica. Vt.

• • • •
At St. Peter’s Church (Episcopal)
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, the serv
For dependable radio service
ices for tomorrow will be appropri
Ail the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517
ate for the second Sunday in Lent: Main street. Complete Philco Line,
Matins at 7.10; Holy Communion at —adv.
M-tf
7.30; Church School at 9.30; Holy
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; The
Read The Courier-Gazette
Way of the Cross at 5.30; meeting
of the Catholic Fellowship at 6 p. m.
with box lunch followed by a paper
cn the Malvern Conference by Rheumatism, Neuritis, Nervous
ness, High Blood Pressure,
Mrs. Keryn ap Rice. Compline fol
Sinus Infections
lowing the Paper. Our Church is
Successfully treated by
open daily and^the public are wel
Natural Methods
come to share it with us.
• • ••
DR. BLAKE B. ANNIS
CHIROPRACTOR
At the Church of the Nazarene.
79
PARK
ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
Maverick Square, Sunday School
PHONE 1163
23T&S39
meets at 10.30 with the lesson il-

ARTHRITIS

KNOW YOUR MILK MAN
The Story of Round Top Farms—What We Do
and What We Think
NO. 9—THE FUTURE TREND OF MILK DISTRIBUTION

The trend of milk distribution as mapped out by officials who
are planning for the emergency and after the emergency is to
accomplish two purposes.
First—Permit the producer (farmer) to receive more of the
consumers’ dollar.

Second—Permit a lower consumer price by reducing or elimi
nating costs of distribution.
This applies to all farm products including milk.
The cost of retail milk delivery, including bottling, capping,
placing on the door-step and collecting, is more than the con
sumer should be forced to pay. This cost can and will be reduced
by co-operation of dealers, voluntary or otherwise.
The Dairy Industry recognized the inefficiency and tre
mendous waste in so-called “cross-hauls,” so flagrant in the re
tail delivery of milk. You must recognize this when you realize
that nearly every milk man in your town delivers on the same
streets and sometimes two or more of them at the same house.
The fault lies squarely upon the shoulders of tbe Dairy Indus
try of which YOUR MILK MAN is a part. You, as a retail cus
tomer, suffer by being forced to pay for this very apparent waste.
It is distinctly waste because neither the producer nor the dealer
nor the customer reap profit from it.
To co-operate with this “official” planning, to co-operate with
the Defense effort to conserve rubber—the first step will be for
dealers and customers to co-operate in every-other-day delivery.
A lower consumer price for milk will increase the USE of milk
thus benefiting both the consumer and the producer and bring
nearer the day when we can “MAKE AMERICA STRONG BY
MAKING AMERICANS STRONGER.”

Organized and sound public pressure can bring this to pass-.
YOUR MILK MAN will co-operate.

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
TEL. 721
U2 MAIN ST-. ROCKLAND, ME.

EDWARD B. DENNY, JR.,
General Manager.
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ALENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent

MRS IjOUTSE MTliJW
Correspondent
B
B

SHE LOVED SPY
^/Sylvia Taylob

©BHX
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THE STORY SO FAR: Joan Leland,
secretary to Arthnr Mulford, San Fran
cisco Importer, is amazed and angrv
Vlirn he discharges her with two weeks’
salary and refuses any explanation.
Uhe same day her sister, Sybil, with
whom she shares an apartment, loses
her position in a beauty salon. Joan accepts a position from Karl Miller, hand
some proprietor of a night club, who
Insists on paying her in advance, at the
rate of $50 per week. Sybil suspects
something sinister about the position,
divines Joan’s quirk Interest In Karl.
Though the sisters quarrel, Joan refuses
to quit. She accepts his dinner invi
tation and when he tells her he has a
beauty salon Job for Sybil, and takes her
into his arms, her happiness knows no
bounds. The scene is Interrupted by the
entrance of Paul Sherman, Karl’s man
ager. The two men leave, but Paul re
turns quickly to talk with Joan, lie
boon surprises the girl by asking her lo
tell him how she got the Job.

Mrs. W. T. Spear of Portland is
week-end guest of her daughter,
Mrs. B. G. Miller.
Mrs. Anne Hinckley is spending
the school vacation with her mother
in Waterville. She has as her guest,
Mrs. Roland Genthner.
Miss Barbara Scott of Portland
has been a recent visitor at her
home here.
Mrs.
Albert Riley and son.
Stephen, ol South Portland are

CHAPTER IV

guests of her father, Stephen Jones.
Robert Mitchell of Baston visited
Mrs. Mitchell and daughter, Janice

Joan’s surprise showed inher voice
as she replied, "‘What do you
mean?”
“Just what I said. Who suggested

over thp week-end.
Arthur Wentworth of Thompson

it to you?”
“I lost rny job last week,” Joan
told him, wondering why she was
doing so. After all it really wasn't
any of Paul Sherman’s business
■why she was here. “That same
night 1 saw a want ad for this one.
I came down to apply and Karl, Mr.
Wilier, hired me.”
“You didn’t know Karl Miller be“I don’t see what it is to you,”

Nelson Thompson returned Friday
to Dorchester, Mass., after spending
a few days at the home of his
mother, Mrs. Annie Thompson. Mrs.
Nelson Thompson will remain here
for a longer visit.
Mrs. Edward Connor and son,
Richard, of Winchester, Mass, are
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
Mrs. Lawrence Weston enter
tained the Bridge Club Thursday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Merrill of
Lewiston were visitors in town
Thursday.

Now continue with the story.

lore that?”

Tel. 37

‘A

woman with green eyes is very rare. Did you kuow that?”

Defense Activities

At a meeting of town defense
chairmen held Sunday at the home
ol Mrs. Willis R. Vinal, chairman
of the Women's Division, it was
decided to use the old intermedi
ate building at the village for a
report centre in case of an emer
gency. Co-operating in this proj
ect is the Warren Telephone Co..
which has had a telephone in
stalled for use in case of emer
gency, free of charge. The tele
phone will be used in the air raid
warning system. The warning will
be two rings of six seconds each
on every line, and will be handled
at the local exchange by William
Partridge, operator, who is head of
the men’s division of wardens.
Following the telephone signal,
village air raid wardens will fur
ther warn the people by ringing
the church bells, and wardens in
sections away from the village, will
use whistles. An immediate black
out will follow the signals in every
secton of the town.
The all clear will also be sonnded
by telephone, and will be one long
ring of six seconds duration on
every line in town. Citizens are

Selwtmen of Vinalhaven, Me.

MRS. EMMA W1NEIGW
Correspondent
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A resume of the defense work
in progress in town was discussed
and reviewed. It was pointed out
that the standard first aid course,
LINGERIE TRIMMED BLACKS!
had been completed, that the home
Send your spirits soaring—brighten your wardrobe now
nurses training course was being
with a lingerie black!
We have a superb collection of
taken up, two groups meeting each
the prettiest, most flattering casual, “dressy," and tailored
Wednesday at the old Intermedi
.styles—all freshened with crisp white collars, cuffs, gilels,
ate school, that a nutrition course
dickies. Also navy. 12-20.
will open March 5 at the Interme
diate school, with Miss Barbara
Orff of the home service depart
ment of the Central Maine Power
Company, as instructor.
Those
who wish to enroll in this course,
which will be followed by the Can
teen course, are asked to get in
touch with Miss Muriel French,
survey chairman, or Mrs. Bertha
Drewett, canteen chairman.
War time deputies who have
been studying chemical warfare
will start on first aid Tuesday at
Town Hall, with Miss Jane Miller
of Thomaston, the instructor. Join
ing this class will be the men of
the local air raid warden force.
Women of the air raid warden
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
division,
Mrs.
Carrie
Wyllie,
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
chairman, have been assigned to
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
different sections of the town, to
small words to a line.
meet and instruct their neighbors
in procedures. They have been
Special Notice: All ‘'blind ads" so called I. e. advertise
ments which require the answers to be sent to The Courierstudying also the correct methods
Gazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.
foi their most responsible position.
Mrs. Drewett, canteen chairman,
announced that the local mobile
canteen unit equipment will be
stored at the Intermediate build
LONG wheel base 1941 Ford truck
5 ROOM unfurnished, heated apart
(l'i-ton) for sale. Run very little. ment to let at 26 Talbot Ave. C Iing. She has been active in ap 7.50x20
tires. Is practically new Re SNOW, Tel, 158,___________________ 26 31
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apt. to let at 23 Frank
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chairman, Harold Drewett, trans BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. WinterGIRL wanted, for general house
port. Me.
portation chairman; Frank D.
work and care for children To -led,
24 26
Rowe, first aid class chairman, -------------------------------------------- — lu. TEL 628-R
GIRL
wanted
for
general
housework
A communal kitchen has been es one child school age. cwn room, 110
Mrs. Rowe, Mrs. Carrie Smith,
tablished
in' Mansion House, the to start. References Write PAI.LEV
placement bureau chairman; Wil
37 Terrace Drive. Worcester, Mas
Mayor
’
s
headquarters
in Dublin, ______
liam H. Robinson, chairman of
24*26
,.7^9 wood choppers wanted
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police; Miss Muriel French, sur Eire.
DEAN, South Hope.
24*26
vey chairman; Mrs. Carrie Wyllie,
EXPERIENCED knitterswanted on
dip nets. MRS CARRIE E CLEMENT
chairman women air raid war
Dark Harbor. Tel. 108 4 .
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FURNITURE wanted to upnoiatet
man men s division, air raid war
cal ed for and delivered. T. .1 FI.EM
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13-tf
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opportunity to show cause why said
permit should not be granted.
HARLAND A. TOWNSEND.
CLINTON L. CALDERWOOD,
8IDNMY L. WINSLOW.
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urged to refrain from using the
telephone in case of an emergency

ville. Conn, has been visiting his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Went Means of Rockland
worth.
Members of the Ganges River
Miss Ella Rider is employed at Boys 4-H Club have sold 2'4 tons
Waldo Theatre.
of waste paper and magazines, and
Dr. Harry Edwards, State director another one-half ton is now wait
of physical and health education Ing for the junk dealer, with the
will address the Lion’s Club Wed praspect of more to come.
nesday at Stahl’s Tavern. That
Mrs. Charles Starrett, who has
night at 8 o’clock Dr. Edwards will been 111, is improving.
speak at tlie High School. The pub
Mrs. Frank Bridges returned
lic is invited.
Thursday to Rockland, after being
guest for a few days of Mrs. Min
Ready for Town Meeting
erva
^Marshall and Mrs. Augusta
The Democratic Caucus was held
Moon.
Thursday at the High School build
Mrs. Charles Ewing is confined
ing. Alton Winchenpaw, was elect
to
the house after a recent fall in
ed chairman. Bernard Benner ser
ved as secretary and tellers were which she cracked ribs on her
Millicent Burns, Leland Orff and right side.
Pupils of the Mathews Corner
Austin Wallace.
primary
school, who have not been
These names were placed in nomi
absent
or
tardy during the Win
nation to be supported at Town
ter
term
are:
Richard Overlock,
Meeting March 9; 3rd member of
Virginia
Snowdeal,
Russell Over
the board of selectmen, Albert Ben
lock,
Faye
Payson.
Arlene Boggs,
ner; board of assessors, LaForest I.
Herbert
Martin,
Neil
Wiley and
Mank, Ernest L. Burns and Ralph
Janet
Beane;
absent
but
one day,
Stevens; treasurer and tax collector,
M. Louise Miller; road commission Malcolm Smith, Carolyn Payson.
Mrs. Ella Caler, who observed
ers, Andrew Eugley, E. John Miller,
Franklin Pitcher; fire wards, Her her birthday anniversary last Sat
bert Oldis, Chester Benner, Harlow urday was well remembered with
Genthner; member of the school cards and gifts, among which was
a birthday cake made by Mrs. Lil
committee. Dr. George Coombs.
lian
Mathews, and whch was the
The newly elected Democratic
town committee is composd of Fred gft of Mrs. Alice Mathew's and Mrs.
L. Burns, M. Louise Miller, Alton Lizzie Young. Mrs. Caler is being
Winchenbach, Dora H. Yorke, Ber cared for by her sister-in-law. Mrs.
nard Benner, Clarence Woodbury, Harvey Cline of Damariscotta,
James Harkins Jr., Perley Winchen since Mrs. Etta Butler has been ill.
Mrs. Kendall Orff of Cushing,
bach, E. John Miller, Austin Wal
lace, Ethel Winchenbach, Cecil Bar formerly Jeannette Overlock of
ter, Frank Pitcher, Theresa Shu this town, is a patient at the Maine
man, Frances Simmons, Marguerite Osteopathic Hospital in Portland,
Orff and Shirley Burns. A com where she is reported gaining from
mittee to fill vacancies consists of the toxic effects of a septic sore
James Harkins Jr,. Fred L. Burns, throat. She would be peased to
M. Louise Miller, Austin Wallace hear from friends. She was visited
and Dora H. Yorke. Delegates to there recently by her mother, Mrs.
the State Convention are Alton Charles Overlock, and Mr. and
Winchenbach, Clarence Woodbury, Mrs. Harry Gordon. While in that
Bernard Benner and Ethel Win city, Mr. and Mrs. Gordon visited
chenbach. Alternates are, Fred I also. Mrs. Blanche Gordon Pasqual.
Members of the Baptst Mission
Burns, M. Louise Miller, Dora H.
Circle
will be pleased with dona
Yorke, Austin Wallace.
• • • •
tions of old bed linen or sheeting
Tlie Republican Caucus was held for white cross use. The circle will
Wednesday at High School build meet next Wednesday afternoon
ing. Willis Crowell, chairman, pre at the Montgomery rooms.
sided. Mrs. Nan Weston served as
St. George Lodge, F.A.M. was
secretary.
sponsor Monday of a get-to-gether
These names were placed in nomi supper and social evening.
nation to be supported at Town
Total Red Cross receipts are
Meeting: Moderator, Ralph Miller; $455.96 or $200 under the quota.
town clerk, William H. Brooks Jr„ The last donation reported this
3rd member for the board of select week was Mrs. Annie Aspey, 50
men, Herbert Mank; tax collector cent. The drive may be closed
and treasurer, Clarence R. Benner; March 15.
members of the board of assessors,
Kendall Adams, formerly of
Fred Simmons, Nan Weston, Clar this town is training at Fort Knox.
ence J. Frost; member of the school Ky.
committee, Walter Kaler; fire wards,
Miss Christine Jones, was initi
William Freeman, Ralph Morse, ated Wednesday at E. A. Starrett
Herbert Oldis; road commisioners, Auxiliary, S.U.V.
Willie G. Wallace. E. John Miller,
The Dorcas Circle of Kings
Leland Johnston. Tellers were Ash Daughters will meet Tuesday aft
ley Walter Jr.; Croby Waltz and ernoon at the home of Mrs. Fred
Viola Kuhn.
Campbell.
Members of the Republican
The Help One Another Circle of
Town Committee who were elected Kings Daughters will meet Tues
were: Willis Crowell, Chairman; day at the home of Mrs. Mary
ELsie Mank, vice chairman; Rena Creamer.
Crowell, Secretary and Ashley Wal
Miss Annette HaskeH of Cam
ter Jr., treasurer. A committee to bridge. Mass, passed last week-end
fill vacancies Is composed of Crosby at the home of her parents Mr.
Waltz, Viola Kuhn and Elsie Mank. and Mrs. S. F. Haskell.
.
■1
i
.
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Mrs. Alice Gordon was dinner
Joan shivered in the damp night
air as she waited for the taxi. A
LEGAL NOTICE
small coupe stopped suddenly be To the Municipal Officers of the Town
New Guinea is as large as the
fore her with screaming brakes. In of Vinalhaven:
States
of New York and Texas com
Respectfully
represents
Clyde
L.
voluntarily Joan stepped back, sur
Bickford of Vinalhaven Knox County. bined—in area, not population.
prised to see Paul Sherman.
Maine that he desires to erect and
“What are you doing here alone?” maintain a lobster pound ln the waters
of Sands Cove, so-called, extending
he asked.
from the northern shore to the
“Waiting for a taxi,” Joan replied southern shore of said Sands Cove ln
the Town of Vinalhaven, Maine.
BUY
with dignity.
CLYDE BICKFORD
DEFENSE
“Well, jump in, my girl!” Paid
Upon the foregoing petition, or
dered. that public notice be given as
ordered cheerfully.
STAMPS
t
required
by law. not less than three
He got out and opened the door of days before
BONDS
the 2nd of March, 1942,
the car. “You may as well let me upon which day at 4.00 o’clock p. m.
a hearing will be given upon said peti
drive you home. You can’t stand tion
rn the selectmen’s office to the
here in the rain, you know.”
end that all persons may have full

“And you're going to stay that ’ the two of us.”
“Don’t bite my head off,” Paul way,” Sybil said sharply. “You don’t! Her piquant face was white be
said pleasantly. “I just wondered, love Karl Miller, Joan! You want neath the sophisticated veil. She was
that’s all. I would like to be your him because you know he’s out of afraid of this man. “I’m afraid it
friend. Miss Leland. You may need your reach.”
is impossible,” she replied sharply.
one.”
But Eric Strom was not dis
“Oh, it’s more than that!” the
“I’m doing all right!” Joan said, youthful voice was full of pain.
pleased. “Have a cigarette, Miss
irritated.
“Even so, it can’t hurt anything Leland? You may find that some
“Okay. But just one more ques for you to be nice to this other man. time we have no choice in such
tion. Have you met Karl s partner, , j^e, young an(j apparently he likes matters.”
....
...
,
,■
Joan stared at him uncertainly.
Uric Strom?
you. Why don t you have dinner
What did he mean by that? Did ev
Joan answered him reluctantly. with him?”
•‘Eric Strom? No, I haven’t met
“I don’t want Karl to be angry eryone at the Club Elite talk in rid
dles? First Paul’s inexplicable beJiim. Why?”
with me,” Joan confessed.
"I’m the one asking the ques
“Is it as bad as that?” Sybil navior, now Eric Strom’s! What
tions,” Paul retorted, and Joan felt asked quietly.
would Karl think if he knew that
that he was laughing at her as he
his
partner and his manager had
Joan sighed, “I’m sorry, Syb! But
rose and went to the door.
both
tried to make a date with his
“I have work to do, Mr. Sher that’s the way it is. 1 can't help secretary? Paul was young. Per
It
”
man,” she said crossly.
Sybil was silent and in the twi haps high spirits bad prompted his
“Call me Paul. By the way, how light
they could bear rain splashing impudence. But Eric Strom was an
about having dinner with me some against the windowpanes. When the other matter, and Joan decided to
night?”
telephone pealed through the room, tell Karl about it the moment they
Joan was surprised at the audacity Joan flew to answer it. Perhaps it were alone.
of this request. “I expect to be would be Karl!
She had no chance, however, for
very busy," she said coldly.
when
Karl returned to the table he
It was. And at the sound of his
said briefly, “Something has come
“Nevertheless,” Paul Sherman re voice her heart sang.
up. We’ll have to go back to the
torted, “I shall meet you on Monday
“I flnd that I am going to be free office.”
night at six o’clock.” He mentioned
this evening,” came his carefully
the grill of a well-known hotel.
The two men exchanged glances,
voice. “Would you like then
“I have no intentions of being modulated
looked at Joan. “Do you
to have dinner with me?”
there.”
mind?” Karl inquired with his quick
Would she like to? “Oh, dar smile. “I’d like to get a couple of
“By Monday you may change
ling!"
her heart cried. But she an letters out tonight. I know it
your mind.”
swered demurely. “I’d love to.”
isn’t in the bargain for you to work
Joan sighed as the office door shut
Joan ran into the bedroom to on Sunday.”
behind him. It seemed that at ev
ery turn she met a surprise. What change her dress but Sybil had not
She knew that she was powerless
would Karl say if he knew that his missed the unconcealed joy in her to refuse him. She would gladly
manager had tried to make a date face. Sybil’s blue eyes were full have typed endless letters in or
with his secretary? The secretary of worry as she stared thoughtfully der to be near him.
whom only a few moments ago Karl after her sister.
Karl paid the check and the three
Joan was disappointed to flnd that of them left. As they'drove back to
had held in his arms. In a way she
was glad tliat Paul Sherman had Karl had invited another dinner North Beach, sheets of rain beat
interrupted that perfect moment. guest. Eric Strom, whom Paul had upon the car. The Club Elite was
Karl would be angry and Karl’s described as Karl's, partner, met closed on Sundays and Karl unlocked
wrath was one thing that Joan would them at the hotel. Sitting in front the door with his own key. Joan
of the broad windows which over was surprised to see a streak of
yiot risk.
“Karl!” Joan thought, closing her looked the sea, Joan’s spirits light streaming from the door of his
eyes against the memory of his drooped.
private office.
Eric Strom asked, “Do you flnd
handsome,
expressionless face,
Hurrying along the corridor, she
steadying herself against the flood the rain so depressing, Miss Le reached it first and found herself
of emotion that swept over her. "I land?”
face to face with Paul Sherman.
shouldn't have let him kiss me,”
“It does seem gloomy,” Joan ad
He grinned at her. “A manager
Joan told herself. "But I love him! mitted.
never really has a day off.”
I love him, yet I’m afraid . .
Karl smiled at her indulgently but
Karl seemed to find nothing
Even to herself Joan did not like the two men continued to talk about
to admit that the reason for her business. Joan did not like Eric. strange in his presence at the club.
“You don’t happen to have some
fear was that Karl Miller did not For the same inexplicable reason
extra
time, do you. Miss Leland?”
return h/?r affection. True, he had that she trusted Paul, she did not
Paul inquired. “I could use some
taken her out; he had even kissed trust Karl’s partner.
help.”
her. But Joan doubted that any
“My intuition's working over
Before she could answer, Karl Mil
woman could possess his entire time,” Joan reflected, glancing at
ler said quickly, “She has enough
heart. The situation intrigued her; Eric. •
to do, Paul, and now if you don’t
jtt the same time she was frightened.
He was a slight man, blond, about mind . .
• • •
He left his sentence
Karl’s age. But he had none of unfinished.
Joan and Sybil spent a quiet Sun Karl’s magnetic power. There was
"Surely.” Paul grinned and saun
day. Karl had told Joan that he something shifty about his pale eyes.
would not be able to see her over His manner was cautious, unpleas tered to the door. “See you tomor
lhe w eek-end and she found that even antly so. He looked a great deal at row,” he called back but his eyes
cne day without him was enough to Joan and his glance made her un were on Joan and she knew that he
make her unhappy.
comfortable. If Karl noticed this, he was thinking of the dinner date he
Sybil seemed cheerful at the pros gave no sign. He was cheerful dur had proposed.
pect of starting her new job at the ing the meal, which seemed end
She shook her head as she looked
Ritz Beauty Shop. “What’s the mat less to his secretary. The two men, at him over her typewriter but Paul
ter with you?” she asked as Joan engrossed in their own conversa ignored it.
sat staring into space. “We’ve tion, left Joan free to speculate.
Karl removed his overcoat and
both got a job. There’s nothing
sat
down at his desk. Eric Strom
Joan looked at Karl, whose eyes
to worry about”
mixed
himself a drink.
were as sphinxlike as the vast ocean
Joan suspected that Sybil knew that rolled outside the broad win
“Take a letter,” Karl said, read
what was worrying her but she dis dows. A little thrill swept over her ing from a sheet of yellow paper,
liked bringing up the subject of Karl' that this man was here. But was “to A. H. Gomez, Mazatlan, Mexico
Miller. Instead she told Sybil about he? For one small moment the day . . . Dear Sir: I am happy to report
Paul Sherman and his proposal that before she had been in his arms, that the situation you mentioned has
she have dinner with him.
but during the rest of the brief time been cleared up satisfactorily. The
Sybil lay on the couch, her blonde she had known him he seemed a club will be open from eight to two
hair in curlers. “He sounds all thousand miles away.
and shows every sign of being suc
right,” she commented. “Why don’t
cessful.
”
Joan's reverie was broken by the
you go?”
Joan looked at him curiously. This
headwaiter
who
was
speaking
to
“I don’t even know the man,”
did not sound like an important busi
Joan protested. “I met him only last KarL “You’re wanted on the tele ness letter to her. Certainly not so
phone,
Mr.
Miller.
”
night.”
When he had gone, Eric Strom important that it couldn’t wait until
Sybil raised an eyebrow as she
smiled
at her and leaned across morning.
contemplated her sister. “You didn’t
Seeing her glance, Karl said, “I’m
know Karl Miller either, but you the table.
afraid
you’re too tired. I shouldn’t
“You are very beautiful. Miss Le
fell in love with him overnight Or
have
asked
you to work tonight."
maybe I should say you think you’re land. But I suppose Karl has told
“
It
’
s
all
right,
” she hastened to
you that.” His accent was much
in love with him.”
Joan curled up in the big chair heavier than Karl's, and Joan found assure him, “I don’t mind, really.”
But Karl Miller had changed his
and opened a magazine which she it difficult to understand. “A wom
pretended to read.
an with green eyes is very rare. mind. “I will call a taxi and send
you home.”
“Look, honey, why not confess? Did you know that?”
1 know how you feel.”
“But I’m not tired, Karl!”
Joan forced a smile to her lips.
Joan lifted a confused, radiant “I don’t believe we’ve met before,
He was dialing a number and
lace. “Oh, Syb, you're right! I do have we?”
Joan knew it was useless to argue
love him. I’m so in love with him
It did seem silly, Joan admitted,
He shrugged “I am Karl’s silent with him. He went to the door of
that it frightens me because I can’t partner. He doesn't need me to the club with her, pressing her hand climbing in, but as Paul started the
believe that he really cares about run the club. Others can do that. us he said, “I’m sorry it had to car she cried, “I left my purse in
ire. I'm so young and unsochistl- By the way. Miss Leland, 1 would turn out this way tonight. We ll ar the office.”
Ute to see you again sometime. Just range someUuog else
<T» Be Continued)
___ -----------------Joan Hared resentfully.

Mrs. Abbie Davis and Mrs. Babbidge of Rockport, and Mrs. Clara
Day of Rockand were callers Tues
day at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Newell Eugley.
Dana M. Cotton, director of vo
cational guidance In the State De
partment will be speaker March
12 at the Woman's Club.
Pupils of the Highlands Rural
school at East Warren, who were
neither late nor absent during the
Winter term, were: Theodore
Overlock. Parker Erickson, Raye
Colburn. Lois Colburn, Marjorie
Lane, Marion Lane, Jean Merrill
and Diane Merrill. Pupils are buy
ing defense stamps, and helping in
infantile paralysis campaign.
Care of the baby and its bath
was the subject of the home nurs
ing class Wednesday. Next Wed
nesday the instructor will give a
talk on care of pre-school children
Charter members of Mystic
Lodge were remembered with potted
jonquils this week. Charter mem
bers night was observed Monday,
with one charter member, Mrs. Liz
zie Waltz, present. Other charter
members are Herbert Waltz, Mrs.
Rose Gammon, Mrs. Annie Moody
of this town and Mrs. Castera

guest Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Wotton.

BvCfy-Offier-DaV

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

FOR SALE

While in town Miss Simp <
oue.st at the home of Mr
■rvrr.

Milldren’s Night ” w > ob
sday by Ocean Bound Rebet:
toe. An interesting program
luCHH AN ALLIANCI

1

< OMPANA

(Sslitis,

liberty Si , New York, N \
ASSETS. DEf 31. 1941
Klts and Bunds.
$9.110.4:, , n
gi In Office and Bank
247.138 1
3 MHn j
put-,' Balances,
Krest and Rents.
27.327 n

Gross Assets,
jirt items not ad
nltted,

$9,598 !«»ii 8

1.083.944

Admitted.
$8.514 956
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1941
t Unpaid Losses,
$234,677
2.1 l'8 1163
firned Premiums,
other Liabilities.
378. 278
LOOO.OOl
ih Capital.
rphis over all Llabliltle . 2.723.9*33

Total Liabilities aTul
lurplus,

.
o
1
ti
<]

$8 514 9.56

1111,1 ITY AM> I»1 POSIT nnii-VM
OF MAItVI.ANO
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
il Estate,
$2,185,050 9
32.500 0
irtgagt* Loans.
Kkx and Bends.
20.701 403 2
i in Oflicc and Bank.
4 043.0S7 2
Irnts' Balances,
1.337.851
terest and Rcnt67.265
52.473
| other A- et .
Gross Assets.
$28 424 612
et Items not admitted. 187 76!, 4
Admitted.

LIABILITIES, DEC
t Unpaid Losses,
if rued Premiums,
other l.labillt.e .

L. Caul: al.

nlu 1 flvei a!i Li.i 1,;: 1! |.
Tot'll l.iubllii ies
Ind .Surplus.

TO LET

$28.236 842 i
31. 1941
$5,002,994
6 477.275 6
3 018.821
2.400 IKIU
j 1.337.751
$28 236 842
23-S-

READY

(f •

WANTED

EGGS AND CHICKS

‘‘God grants libert

flnd arc always re

SPECIAL OFFER!

500 Sheets 8^x11
Yellow* Second
Sheets

A clean, smooth sheet, for bust

ness—for school—for typewriter.

Only 45c
FOR 500 SHEET PACKAGE
We Do Not Break Packages

Mail Orders Filled—15c Extra

The Courier-Gazette
ROCKLAND, MAINE

MISCELLANEOUS
I Adies—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders
solicited
H. O. RHODES. Tel. 519 .1
__________ ,
_______________ 2-S-1 f
TO whom iu mav concern, I will
no longer be responsible for anv blI
contracted by my wife Mrs. Blanche
M Post. GEORGE H POST, Waldo
boro, Feb, 18. 1942
ANDREW Reklla, Shoe Repairing
Shop. .>68 Main St , opposite Perrv's
coal yard.______ ____ _________ j2-tf
LIGHT trucking,
waste removal
machine repairing.
LEROY
WATSON. Tel. 314 W
26*31

Visitor* in Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courler-Gaaette at the Metropolitan Newo
Agency, 603 15th atreet, North

kW.

W«t.—

68'tf

THE
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/.Ofher-Day
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VINALHAVEN

.NE'S

<5« A
Mfd) f.MMA WTNRIOW

ig Tonic
ear Now!

and $8.95

AA

*

wardrobe now
b cc Her lion of
f." and tailored
rs. cull's, gilds.

jftr?

arc

LUMN
red three lines In| cents. Additional
three times. Five

rd I. e. advertlseto The Courier-

ional.

0 LET
/urnlshed, heated apart26 Talbot Ave. C. F
1________________________ 26 31
ap; to let at 23 Frank”
pr 4 rooms, toilet. MRS
R’ 2. Waterville, Me
____ 26*28
nd -tore to let. on right
E H CRIE GIFT
M, 470 Main St.
24*26
house to let at. r»w'
cording tn size of famoecupied. ROSE HILL
’ R I1'.- g p ln
24 20
to le’ on ground floor,
r k. Union: also unfureeond floor. InFOSSETT. Union. Tel
________________ 24J26
' t 4 unfurnished rooms
th Inquire at 12 Knox
____________ 21 tf
30
Brand new heated
tiictiv modern,
three
electric stoves and re.IRS
JOSEPH DONDIS.
Beech St.
14-tf
aeru improvements and
MR.S ORRIN SMITH.
Ocean Ave, Invrahsm
_______ 16*21 tf
heated 5 or 6 room
let at 36 Pleasant St.
A, Tel. 1651-R
6-tf
et at 15 Grove St.. Tel
COLLINS.
15 tf

VIWAIHAVEN'S BOLD BOWLERS
Skippers “Salted” But Not “Cured”—All For
gotten On Ladies’ Night

Correspondent

Black

CKS!

! songs and recitations was given by
; the young people. The program was
I followed by game-: and refreshments
were served
' Mrs. Margaret Glidden and Miss

Elizabeth Pease entertained- at a
I Vanishing Tea Thursday afternoon
retta daughter cf Mr. and at the home of Mrs. Glidden. Those
v . Shields entertained a present were Mrs. M. M. Grindle,
. V ing friends in honor of, Mrs. Marion Sholes. Mrs. Lizzie
ip
second birthday, Thursday aft- Greenlaw, and Mrs. Oertrude Hall
The same old story was unfolded > ground; all they have given up to
I .. cream, cookies and a, Laurence C. Spencer of the USS at the Cascade Alleys Monday night, date is about $36.45 in coin of the
,
made
by Lauretta
’s Nashville has returned to the ship as the Ganders took the Skippers I realm, and they maintain that when
made by
Laurettas
, t!,c: Mr.s. O. V. Drew after spending a recent furlcugh at across the bay and salted down an- the time is ripe (probably in the
en,
These present were the home of Miss Rita Knowlton.
other victory in their already iong Spring when it is time to quit) they
and Delwyn Webster,
A baked bean supper will be held and impressive list for the season. are going to stage a comeback that
i; i ker, Jackie Phillips and at the Latter Day Saints Church
It was almost a garrison finish ior will in the words of Gene Hall ‘‘wipe
Webster. They were ac March 5 from 5 to 6. proceeds to be the Gander boys, for after the Skip off forever the stain on our honor
re by their mothers.
pers had won the second string and the grins on the chins of those
used to help pay insurance.
upper wiil be held March
Mrs. Althea Bickford entertained by 2Q pins, and gone into the lead funny-faced Ganders.”
Ganders—Sanborn 266. Littlefield
n Church vestry.
the Night Hawks Thursday at her by an even 25, it locked for awhile
as if they might turn the trick, but 231, Grimes 278. Libby 271, Goose
mders 4-H Club met home on High street.
Lie home of the
Marguerite Chapter O.E3. will in the very last frames, four out of Arey 278, total 1324.
Skippers—Drew 247, Hall 215, Has
Anne Carver. Miss meet Monday night. Refreshments five of the Ganders got big spares
M
n. ccunty agent, wa.s wi*l be served by the social commit- and the hopes cf the Skippers went kell 268, Lane 269, Guilford 301,
down through the keelson to the total 1300.
),)'i was served, and a tee> Mrs. Arlene White chairman.
bottom
of the sea. This last inning
The Winners 4-H Club met Wedma contest was held.,
Scorer, Christie,
flurry
made
it exciting for everyw re Mrs. Marion Lit- nesday at the home of the leader
pre
/
Ladies' Night
i-nint leader; Jane Mis.s Mary Maker. A holder contest , body but tiie Skippers, who as socn
The chance remark of a Vinal
Gray. Norma Phillips, was held. Miss Anna Simpson, | as the pines began to drop in goed
haven bowling widow blossomed into
shape,
knew
they
were
in
for
it
and
Kl
.e. Ruth Carver, Mil-j county agent, was present. Memone of the outstanding scoial events
ok, Marion Philbrock, bers attending were Mary Helen reached down in their jeans with
of the Winter in Vinalhaven, as the
Wli.'e. Marion Johnson, Ames, Dorothy Johnson, Dorothy that customary movement of digging
down,
and
digging
deep.
v,
Matia Robinson, Bea-. pniith, Madeline Philbrook, Marilyn
r
Wym Guilford was the only Sk p.md Geraldine Robert- i Martin, Pmyllis Whittington, Prisper able to stop his man, and al
V. , ' in tewn Miss Simpson cilia White, Annette Davis and
though Wym iiad the pleasure of
. t it the home of Mrs. jGertrude Sawyer.
again
trimming the Goose lie could
j Tiie W.R.C. will meet Tuesday
not
lick
tiie Gander team singleNight” was observed witli Mrs Georgia Kent.
handed. and so had the dubious
l, Ocean Bound Rebekah
pleasure of bowling best but paying
\. interesting program of
DUTCH NECK
with the rest. “Link” Sanborn
A. E. Winchenbach who is spend again took over tiie ”P. M.” who is
I,Him \s \l l l \.V< l INST RANCE
ing the Winter in Waldoboro, called still living up to the best traditions
< OMPANY
lihi'ilv si , New York, N, Y.
on friends here recently.
of a “Jonah,” and lank did not
V
IIS
DEC 31. 1941
Mr.
and
Mr.s.
Frank
Creamer
have
to work very hard to do it, long awaited “Ladies’ Night” for the
usd Bonds.
$9,110,455 04
ladies of the members of the Skip
Olli' > mid Bank.
247.138 40 and daughter were recent callers either.
BulUliePS.
2'3 980 44
Your correspondent has heard via pers and Ganders bowling teams
an I Rents,
27.327 00 on Mrs. Alice Creamer in West
Waldoboro.
the grapevine that there Ls a lovely came to fruition Tuesday night, in
■ pt$9,598 900 88
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Stover of old lady residing in Portland who the American Legion building on
not ad
1 083,944 32
Captain Grimes,
Broad Cove recently visited Mrs. reads these bloodthirsty accounts cf Main street.
officer
in
charge,
custodian of the
■d.
$8,514 956 56 Thomas Winchenbach and family. the battles between Gander and
.Wii
liabilities DEC 31, 1941
feed
bag,
and
general
manager, had
Elroy Grass, Jr., of Dover-Fox Skipper the very first thing on get
! llipald Losses,
$234,677 00
put
in
many
sleepless
nights in
2.178.063 02 croft Is . spending a few days va ting the Courier-Gazette, but she
finiid Premiums,
378. 278 00
,:lur l iabilities,
making
the
arrangements,
and after
does not like the idea of having
3 OOO 000 00 cation at W. K. Winchenbach s.
m Capll
. 1 all l.iabllltle 2,723,938 54
Mrs. Theresa Shuman wa.s a Leon Sftnboin called “Old Man” all was said and done, the Captain’s
caller Sunday on her aunt Mr.s. Sanborn or “iPop” Sanborn, because loss of sleep was everybody else’s
r.,'.,i I i.dcllfles itTill
$8,514 ,956 56 Alden Waltz at Grass Neck.
he is still to her tiie little boy who gain, for everything was timed to
23 S 29
used
to steal her cookies out of the perfection and went off to suit the
Several in this locality have been
Hun in v\i» pi posit company
cookie
jar, and get into all kinds of exacting demands of the Captain
ill with measles.
I
Ml MAItYI.ANI)
mischief,
just as he did, oh, so many himself.
I
liultimore, .Maryland
Mrs. Eila Wallace. Mrs. Eldrora
A chicken pie supper was served,
years
ago.
Probably that is how he
-.--SrH. DEC 31 1941
Gross. Miss Marjorie Gross, Mrs
H.
the chicken pies being a delicious
$2,185,050 92
learned
to
be
such
a
g:od
bowler,
Loans.
32.500 00 W. K. Winchenbach and Mrs. Eben
■TT allii 11 lids.
20.701 403 20 Wallace and son were Rockland by rolling those cookies out of the concoction of Miss Edith Grimes,
.:. O:l:> and Bank,
4.048.0S7 24
pantry window to his companions, sister of the doughty Captain, and
Baihiirc'.
1.337.851 86 visitors Tuesday.
by the time the assembled guests
,uir| Rents.
outside.
67.265 59
Mrs. Maynard Black and daugh
H "ll'T A- ct
52.473 32
So we will have to be very careful and visitors had gone down the line
ter Louise have joined Mr. Black
A^cts,
$28 424 612 13
in the future to avo d giving the im through the ice cream and apple
nn ii I admitted. 187.769 44 in Portland where he is employed.
pression that Leon has seen more pie, even Goose Arey, than whom
Admin cd.
$28,236,842 69
than 25 Summers or so. and if lie there i.s no better trencherman in
lAh.I.l I IES
DEG. 31. 1941
should
happen to have a Charley all of Knox County, wa.s willing to
SOUTH
THOMASTON
t'iljij III I a) st'S.
$5,002,994 20
Owing to a funeral being held in horse cr a lame back, we will have to holler “ ’Nough.”
1'' • iiil ihi -.
6 477.275 65
1 i.i niiit.c
3 018.821 72
After the Goose had 'flown the
^H api
2.400 OOO 00 the chapel, there will be no Sunday lay it to something other than his
■
ill Liabilities. 11.337,751 12 , School tomorrow.
ladies hi.s skill with the baton in
age.
In spite of all their losses tne leading the singing of Sweet Ade■ :
I abllltIPs
.Surpius,
$28 238,842 69
Skippers
don’t give up an inch of i line” and “The Gander Blue and
Buv
Defense
Bonds
nnd
Stamps
23-S-29

i

H
H
I ■- •
1
I
B
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:llaneous
ible hair goods at Rock24 Elm St Mall orders
O RHODES. Tel. 519 J
_______________ 2-S-tf
t nav concern, I will
' [ ■ nslble for any bills
my wife Mrs. Blanche
>RGE H POST. Waldo1942.
.
•
iekTlT Shoe Repairing
in St., opposite Perry's
12-tf
-king, waste removal:
I EROY
np repairing.
26’31
314 W

Washington, D. C.
s of The Courler-OaMetropolitan News
15th street, North

“Service Above Self”

READY TO GUARD AND

DEFEND IT!

such projects. Rotary believes that
it serves best to point out the need
for community netrerment and to
ln.-r(»ire Rotarians and non-iRotarlans to unite in joint endeavors.
The original desire for under
standing and good will between
business and professional men led
to a broadened policy, a concerted
effort on the part of all Rotarians
to promote high ethical standards
in business and professional prac
tices. Rotarians believe that all
recognized vocations are worthy of
respect, that every business should
be regarded not only as a means
to a livelihood but also as an op
portunity for service to the com
munity.
With the rapidly growing inter
nationality of Rotary came the
realization of the great good Ro
tary could accomplish in the ex
tension of its principles of good
will, understanding, and friend
ship not only among its own mem
bers, but among all the peoples of
the world.
The ideal of service, which is the
basis of Rotary. Is thoughtfulness
to others in business and commun
ity life. Rotary's potentialities for
the application of the ideal of serv
ice point in four directions and
are embodied in its four objects
which have been transferred into
the languages and lives of men in
more than 70 different regions of
trie world. These four objects are:
To encourage and foster the ideal
of service as a basis of worthy en
terprise and, in particular, to en
courage and foster:
1. The development of ac
quaintance as an opportunity for
service;
2. Higii ethical standards ln
business and professions;
thc
recognition of the worthiness of
ali useful occupations; and the
dignifying by each Rotarian of his
occupation as an opportunity to
serve society;
3. The application of the ideal
ol service by every Rotarian to his
personal, business and community
life;
4. The advancement of inter
national understanding, good will,
and peace through a world fellow
ship of business and professional
men united in the ideal of service.
The standardization of Rotary's
objectives, the development of the
motto “Service Above Self — He
Profits Most Who Serves Best."
the establishment of trie Rotary
magazines, "The Rotarian" and its
Spanish edition, “Revista Rotaria." and the adoption of ether
activities, policies, and procedures
of Rotary Inteinaticnal came abcut
as the need became evident or as
the rapid expansion of the organ
ization demanded.
Rotarj* International is admin
istered by a president, first second,
and third vice presidents, board
of directors, secretary, and trea
surer. Rotary clubs throughout
the world are grouped into dis
tricts each of which is adminis
tered by a governor or a represen
tative. In addition to these offi
cers of Rotarj* International, there
are others who serve the organiza
tion in such capacities as com
mittee members and administra
tive advisers.
There are today some 210 000
Rotarians in more than 5 000 Ro
tary clubs located all over the
world.

Miss Constance Colby of New
castle Malted over the week-end
with her grandparents Mr and How Rotary Came To Be Or
ganized and Its Tre
Mrs. Lyman E. Bailey.
mendous Growth
MLss Geraldine Gifford is in
Portland to be with her aunt Mrs.
Feb. 23, 1905, Paul P Harris- a
A. E. Brewer for a few days. Mrs.
young Chicago lawyer, gathered
Brewer caught her hand in an
with a few friends to discuss with
electric wringer.
Birger Magnuson of Port Clyde them the conclusions he had drawn
gave an interesting talk to the after several years of reflection on
fishermen at McFarland’s store the problems confronting the busi
Wednesday his subject. “New Eng nessman of that day. Educated in
Vermont and Iowa. Mr. Harris had
land
Co-operative League."
get a certain pilgrimage they made
come, after extensive travels, ta
Bristol
town
meeting
will
be
as knights of the potato field, from
practice his profession in Chica
the sea girt shores of Vinalhaven to March 2.
Congratulations are extended to go, a city which by its very Fast
the inland empire of the Aroastook,
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Bickford on ness made almost impossible the
lo, these many years ago.
After this showing Alfred Creed their recent marriage. They are to friendliness, comradeship, and un
showed a reel of local shots taken make their home in Connecticut derstanding between businessmen
the past Winter, among them some where Mr. Bickford has employ that are so much a part of small
town life.
showing the harvesting of ice from ment.
Those few* men who gathered at
Miss Aarolyn Gilbert has em
Round Pond by A. B. Arey and as
luncheon
in Chicago that daysociates. and views of the new local ployment in Portland.
agreed
with
enthusiasm upon a
Mrs. James Reilly has returned
air raid station situated on Kit
plan
to
meet
occasionally in the.r
from the Deaconess Hospital. Bcstredge’s Hill.
respective
places
of business. They
A fresh vein of humor was dis | ton much Improved in health.
agreed
from
the
outset that their
Mrs. Rebecca Cutts and infant
covered when in ask ng for a few
group
should
include
only one rep
remarks by some of the ladies pres son David are visiting Mrs. Cutts'
resentative from each distinct
ent it was discovered that some mother for several weeks.
business and profession, in order
Fred
Duplisey
and
Frank
Mc

bowlers were in the habit of taking
to
eliminate friction due to com
Lain
are
attending
the
navigation
heme ice cream when they won. to
petition,
and to avoid .domination
class
in
Waldoboro.
Classes
are
celebrate, some did it when they lost,
by
any
one
gioup. Because of ihe
Tuesday,
Wednesday*
and
Thurs

to take the sting out of the wife’s
rotation
of
the
meeting place, rlic
day.
nights.
sharp words, and some according to
name
"Rotary"
was
adopted.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Loud
and
Mrs. E. M Hall, bought home noth
Since
that
day,
the ideas of
family
visited
relatives
Monday
in
ing. win, lose or draw. Among -those
Harris
and
his
friends
have be
Damariscotta.
present werp numbered:—
come
ideals,
which
are
not con
Mrs. W. D. iLoud and Mrs. Estella
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Peterson. Mr.
fined
to
any
one
group,
one
com
and Mr.s. Wyman Guilford, Mr. and Penniman have returned from a
munity,
or
even
one
nation.
They
Mr.s. Keith Carver. Mr. and Mrs. A. visit in Portland with Mr. and
have been accepted by men of
F. Creed. Mr. and Mr.s. I. S. Little Mrs. Lindon Libby.
Mr. and Mr.s. Malcolm Ross of practically all nationalities, of all
field. Mr. and Mr.s. Charles V.
Shields, Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Lane. Springfield. Mass, arrive today to political, and of all religious be
Mr. and Mrs. J O. Roberts, Mr. spend the week-end with Mr. and liefs; by 210.000 business and pro
fessional men in more than 70
and Mrs. F. F. Ames. Mr and Mrs. Mrs. E. A. McFarland.
countries or geographic regions of
George Bragdon, Mr. and Mrs. Leon
the world.
Arey, L. W. Sanborn and Mrs. Helen
ROCKVILLE
The Rotary Club of Chicago soon
Sanborn Arey. F. W. Grimes and
James and Donald Moran of
Miss Edith Grimes, Mr. and Mrs. Hyde Park made a surprise week became too large to meet in the
O. V. Drew, Mr. Alexander ChrLstie end visit with Iheir grandparents places of business of its members
and decided to meet, instead,
and Mrs. J C. Christie, Mrs. Win Mr. and Mr.s. J. S. Raulett.*
around tiie luncheon table, once
nie Babbidge. Mrs. Florence Grass,
Mrs. Evans Tolman of Glen
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Hall. Douglas Cove spent Tuesday with tiie Le each week. These weekly luncheon
meetings and, in some instances,
and Phil Kelly he of the green neck Roy Tolman family.
dinner
meetings have been adop
tie.
Mr. anti Mr.s. F. L. Hunter, son
ted by Rotary clubs all over trie
Vernon and daughter Marjorie world.
NORTH HAVEN
passed two days this week with
Rotary soon spread to other
Mr. and Mrs. Irven Simpson have Mr. and Mrs. William Gray at
cities, and within five years there
returned from a two weeks visit Week’s Mills while Mr. Hunter was
were Rotary clubs in the 16 larg
installing an electric pump.
in Rockland.
est cities of the United States.
Mrs. Albert Beverage visited her
Two weeks ago Mrs. Eva Jaseph
Representatives of these 16 clubs
sister in Eddington this week.
of Fitchburg and Rockville sus
g-athered in Chicago, in 1910 and
John Lermond has returned tained two broken bones in her
formed the National Association
home from Rockland, Mrs. Ler left arm by* a fall on an icy side
of Rotary clubs as a move toward
mond and daughter Janet are ex walk. She has been confined to
unifying the movement. In 1912,
the bed but is up and about the
pected next week.
in order to recognize the interna
Rev. Mr. Johnston visited his house now.
tionality of Rotary—for by then
Mrs. Viola Willey and son Har
brother in Everett. Mass, this week.
clubs
had also been organized in
'The Piorfeer Boys’ Club met old of Skowflegan visited her
Canada,
England, and Ireland Wednesday at- the home of John mother Mrs. Annie Bucklin over
the International Association of
Waterman. Ice cream, cake and the holiday.
Rotary clubs was formed. The
brownies were served.
name was shortened to Rotary InMiss Caroline Greenlaw was
i ternational in 1922.
hestess Wednesday to the V for
Cuba was the first non-English
Victory Girls Club with 18 pres
: speaking country to welcome Roent. Ice cream and cake were
i tary, when the Rotary Club of Haserved.
| vana was organized in 1916. The
Lewis Haskell is in Portland for
first club in South America was
employment.
founded at Montevideo, Uruguay,
Among those who have enter
“Sense + Cents =
in 1918; the first in Asia at Manila.
tained at pyramid tea recently are
Philippines
in 1919; the first on
Total Defense”
Mrs. J. A. Brown, Miss Elinor
the continent of Europe at Ma
Brown. Mrs. Victor Walker. Mrs.
drid. Spain, in 1921; and the first
Milton Ames.
O keep coffee fresh and fla
in Australia at Melbourne in 1921.
Baptist services will be held
vorful, store it in the refrig
Lear
after year. Rotary spread to
erator—and buy no more than a
Sunday at 11 o'clock by the pas
ether countries, until today there
week's
supply.
You
’
ll
use
less
tor. The subject of the sermon
are Rotary clubs in more than 70
coffee per nip if you follow these
will be “Ambassadors For Christ."
simple rules.
different regions of the w’orld.
Sunday School convenes at 10
The motivating spirit of fellow
('
o’clock. Christian Endeavor meets
ship and understanding, and the
at 6.30 and the evening service at
practice of admitting one repre
f
7 30, topic to be “Storming a Fort
WINTER EVENING
sentative of each business and
ress.” Sunday night there will be
| For The Courier Gazette 1
profession, were adopted by each
an old fashioned Gospel hy*mn
quiet Winter evening
new club and are today funda One
As I sat by the lirellght glow
s.ng, and special instrumental and
mental principles of the 5.COO Ro Listening to children playing
vocal music. A combined young
Outside in the glittering tfnow.
tary clubs in all parts of the world. My thoughts drifted bark to Europe
people's chorus will sing two selec
Where children live in fright
As the organization grew, it be And
wished they were in America
tions.
'Neath
Freedom’s holy light.
came evident that Rotary could
Invest the pennies saved in DEAnd lf you'll take time to think of
serve a wider purpose than merely
that
ffnse savings stamps. Uncle
Courier-Ga2ette Want Ads Work
You'll wonder, and possibly pray
to
increase understanding and That
Sam
can
use
every
cent
you
can
this land of ours may never see
Wondersl
That light grow dim and gray.
fellowship between business and
spare from your household budget.
And you'll say to yourself. "America,
Encourage your husband to co
professional men. Rotary soon be
EMPLOYERS REINSURANCE
I 11 guard you dav and night”
CORPORATION
So
that these same chlldrden when
operate with any plan for pay roll
came a factor for the promotion of
Kansas City, Missouri
they grow up
savings
that
his
company
may
in

Can know you ln all your might.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1941
community-betterment endeavors,
stitute for DEFENSE BOND pur
Theresa King, aged 12
Real Estate.
$156,357 70
and adopted the practice of serv
Rockland.
chases—for War Needs Money!
Mortgage Loans.
404 302 20
ing
as
a
propagandizing
agency
by
Stocks and Bonds.
15 368.646 82
Cash ln Oflice and Bank. 3.709.346 54
Spain has reduced gasoline ratiens
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work furnishing leadership rather than
Interest and Rents.
116,549 32
AU other Assets.
1.370 466 83 Wondersl
by assuming sole responsibility for and increased the price.

* f^nni|Wise

T

ANTED
■md chronometers and
•d Will call Write P O
kiand
23‘28
couch wanted, clean,
ion
TEI, 626 or ITO
Jitv,
25*27
ER
Middle uged woiike position ln small
'll Id pe >ple, as helper
1‘ tl’Od references. MRS
[25 Philbrick Ave., Cl'v
bint
25*27
Ind woven sheen fence
ondlUoa. Will buy
< r grade Hampshire
HILL FARM Tel 2S2-R
__________ 24-29
rd for general houset'o: children. To sleep
_______________ 24 26
' >r general housework,
age. i wn room, tm
(•reliefs Write PALLEY.
in. Worcester, Mas-.
24*26
.‘nippers wanted. K W
24*26
Hope
•ID knitters wanted on
CARRIE E CLEMENTS.
10H 4,__________ 22*27
»anted to upnoiatet
delivered. T. .1 FI .EM
St... Tel 212-W.
13-tf

NEW HARBOR

Gold.” tables were cleared away,
chairs placed in a favorable position
and a program of home made mov
ing pictures was enjoyed. These
pictures were the work of D. A.
Douglas of Portland and were taken
at odd moments of his traveling up
and down the broad spaces of this
grand old State of Maine, as a sales
man for Long, Libby & Hanson.
The pictures of digging and harvest
ing potatoes in Aroostook County
brought back many a nostalgic
heartache and backache to Messrs.
Crew and Creed, who will never for

Gross Assets.
$21,125,669 41
Deduct Items not admltt ed. 226.319 62

1 •'

-

Admitted.
$20,899,349
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1941
Net Unpaid Losses.
$7,181,675
Unearned Premiums,
4.942.788
All other Liabilities.
2.774 886
Cash Capital.
2.000.000
Surplus over all Llablllti es. 4 000.000

'

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

79
51
12
16
00
00

N THESE

TIMES,
^CAMELS EXTRA

$20 899 349 79
26-S-32

MILDNESS IS

grants liberty only to those who love it,
and are always ready to guard and defend it.. •
“ God

ESPECIALLy

Liberty is something that we give

too little thought to.

We’re apt

to

take Liberty for granted. We often
forget that the privilege of reading

and writing and saying and thinking
and doing as we please is a God-given

right__ one that is ineffably valuable—
one that we should love and be always
ready to guard and defend.

The Courier-Gazette and the Free

Press of a Free America are as much
guardians

of

our Liberty as are those

boys who are training for the guardian
ship of It in camps throughout our
country.
As long as America’s Newspapers
print the words and thoughts of
America's free people, just so long will
America’s people be free. Your news
paper loves Liberty—it is prepared to
guard and defend it.

THE AMERICAN PRESS STANDS FOUR-SQUARE

WEbCCIME

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
BOCKLAND, ME.
Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, isle an Hant, Swano*
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 1C, 1941
Eastern Standard Timo

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read UP
AJL
FM.
5.30 Lv. Swan's Island, Ar. A00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7-30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3^0
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv.1.30
lU-tf

fc

toe

>

*

v' /' .

or stow»
»ul""HO
Smeis
coaTwas *

snow

28% t®ss N|C°tine
than the
usted-less
lardest-selling______ according to

THE CIGARETTE
OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

J

Fverv-Other-oa«|

Page Six

THE GOLDEN EAGLE GOES

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN
NAOMA MAYHEW

ft ft ft ft

LIDA O. CHAMPNEY
Corespondent
ft ft ft ft

Tel. 190

T»i. 2229

Tel. 713

THOMASTON
BHERI.BY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent

Sodalists who meet Wednesday
nights at the sewing roems. Other
members of the parish are urged to
join the greup for this national de
fense effort.
The Elm Street Reading Club
will meet Monday at the home of
Mrs. Edna Ames. Mrs. Doris Tib
betts will read.
--

✓S. A XV A
-O*
A

Correspondent
XV XV XV

Miss Katherine Libby is ill at her
Thirty-four were present at the
meeting cf the Farm Bureau held home cn Limerock street.
, Thursday at the home of Mrs. Ha Otis Dean went to Portland this
zel Cain. “Tailoring Tricks" was'the wek, to take examinations fcr en
J subject discussed with Mrs. Bessie listment in the U. S. Navy.
Haradcn in charge cf the program
The Twilight Twelve met for sup
Dinner at noon was served under per and a social evening Thursday
the direction cf Mrs. Edith Over- at the home of Mrs. Mertie Tilden
lock, Mrs. Louise Holbrook and Mrs
The Losing Team in the Good
Marion Richards.
Cheer Class Red Cross contest, will
The examinatiaon for Air Raid entertain the winning team, Wed
Wardens will be given at the meet nesday night, at the Rich heme
ing Sunday afternoon at the High on Elm street Supper will be served
School. At 4 o’clock at the same and a social evening will be enjeyed
place three reeks of movies will be The captain ol the entertaining
shewn. These pictures deal with team is Miss Jessie Hosmer, while
Civilian Defense and are cf a series the victor’s captain i$ Miss Bertha
not previously shewn here. The Clascn.
public is invited.
The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet
C. E. Rhodes Sr., is able to be Wednesday at 2 o'clock at the heme
about his shop following a short cf Mrs. Charles Burgess.
—Bv S‘aff Photographer.
hospitalization.
George H. Thomas attended a
The trawler Golden Eagle, built , aston as pilot. Capt. John G. MurMrs. Annie Clark has returned State Park Commission meeting
by the Morse Boatbuilding Com ley ©f New Bedford, who acted as
builders agent, was also aboard. from Malden, Mass., where she lig.s Thursday in Augusta.
pany of Thcmaston for Larry Mc
Her powerful set of air horns, been spending a month as guest of
Misses Helen ’ Prince and Lillian
Ewen of Gloucester, Mass., as she large enough for a big passenger Mr. and Mrs. Albert Breck, who ac Dnnnagan of Cambridge were re
left her builder's yards Wednesday vessel, made the hills echo as the companied her here for a few days’ cent guests in town.
Miss Penny Palmer of Rockland is
noon for her home port of Glou last salute to the shipyard was visit.
visiting
Miss Frances Herrick.
cester. The river was frozen in sounded. The trawler Philip and
Mrs. Lina Joyce is confined to her
Harold F. Young and Lcuise B.
solid and she had to break ice as Grace, Capt. Salvadore Curturcu, home on Limerqpk street with an at
Lane, were married in Glen Cove,
thick as six inches to make her also built at the Morse yard for tack of gripipe.
way down stream. She was under Philip Curcurcu of Gloucester, fol
“Steadfastly Toward Jerusalem’’ Feb. 4 by Rev. George Woodard.
command of Capt. Robert Frelich lowed the Golden Eagle down will be the subject of the sermon The single ring service was used
with Capt. Earle Starrett of Thom- I stream.
Sunday at the 11 a. m. service at Mr. Young is employed at the Bay
the Baptist Church. C. V. Overman, View Garage and the couple is liv
dinner at noon and sewing in the ed a decorated cake to Mrs. Warren minister: Church School at 12 ing on Maple street.
At the Methodist Church, wor
afternoon.
i Mank, as “Happy Birthday” was o’clock; 6 p. m., Christian Endeavor
ship
Sunday will be at 10.33 with
chcraled.
service with Mrs. Clarence Emery
In the Churches
preaching
by the pastor, subject “A
Red roses and flags made a set of Rockland speaking on “Chris
St. James' Catholic Church. Mass
Prayer
of
An
Outlaw;” music under
ting for a choice after-supper pro tian Citizenship" and giving demon
at 9 a. m.
the
direction
of
Mr.s. Alfred Wilman.
gram which was arranged by Mis. strations. At 7 o'clock, union serv
St. John's Church. At 9 a. m., Grace M. Strout, thus: Piano for ice with the West Rockport Church. Bible classes and church school meet
Holy
Eucharist,
preceded
by four hands, from Fifth Symphony,
Examinations were given in the at 11.45 with Mrs. Stella McRae,
Litany. At 2.30 p. m.. at St. “Allegro con brio’’ (Beethoven), Home Nursing Class Friday after superintendent. Happy Hour serv
George's Church, Long Cove, Mrs. Alex Vardavoulis and Miss noon and the results will be made ice will be at 7 o’clcck, praise serv
Evensong.
Dorothy Lawry, Rockland; overture known at the last meeting of the ice with talk by the pastor, subject
Federated Church. Sunday School from “Rosemonde,” (Schubert); Class which will be next Tuesday. “The Call to Carry On,” soloist Mrs.
at 9.45, worship at 11 o’clock. The contralto solos, “Gentle Annie”
Maynard Ingraham, Jr., Parker Allen F. Payson. Lenten service
sermon is entitled “The Legacy of (Stephen Foster), ‘‘By the Bend of Colby. Kenneth Wilson, David Eaton, will be held in the vestry Thursday
Life” and the anthem. “Sing Unto the River” (Edwards) by Miss Gerald Richards, Fcrest McKenney at 7 o’clock; choir rehearsal Friday
God” by Lorenz. The Sacrament Gwendolyn Barlow.
and Edgar Fester returned Friday night. The official beard will meet
of the Lord’s Supper will be ob
in the vestry, Monday at 7.
Miss Mabel Spring of Rockland from Norton Pond where they spent
Motor Corps netted $30. There were
Miss Pearl Knight has been elect
served after the service. Epworth
gave an illustrated talk cn “My a week at the Ingraham cottage.
17 tables and refreshments were
League meets at 6 o’clock and the Western Trip in 1941.”
Snow shoeing and skating were the ed secretary-treasurer for the Mctor
served. The committee was Mrs.
evening service at 7 o’clock is in
chief
diversions. Fordest McKenney Corps. Lt. Packard has divided the
Mary Sprowl, Miss Barbara Batch
An appreciative audience concharge of the Women's Mission
was
designated
as the “official ccok.” Corps into Squads: (subject to
elder and Miss Margaret Lewis of
Society, the topic to be “Islam's 1 tributed a generous collection which
Miss Jean Oliver will return Sun change as conditions warrant) 1, B.
Tenants Harbor.
! was received by Arthur Strout and
Contact with Christendom.”
day to her home at Newton, Mass, Wadsworth, B. Plaisted, E. Wilscn,
A public card party will be held
i Paul Beaumont.
Baptist
Church.
Sunday
School
after spending a week with Miss K. Brown; 2, D. Dexter, G. Gross, E.
Monday night at the Masonic ban
at 9.45 worship at 11. The sermon is
Anderson, L. Lenfest; 3, F.GoodH.
Barbara Colby.
quet hall, proceeds to go to the
CLARK
ISLAND
“Abounding Grace" and there will
Rev. F. Ernest Smith will use as Marshall, K. Heald, N. Smith; 4
Rug Fund of the Star Circle.
Mrs. Graham Rush of Massachu sermon topic Sunday at the Meth A. Yates, N. Felton, A. Diffin, J.
be
selected
anthems.
Eleanor
Nel

Arcana Lodge, K. of P. held its
son is the leader at the meeting of setts is visiting at her home here. odist Church “Observance cf Lent Small; 5, P. Knight. H. Knight. E.
annual installation of officers Wed
the C. E. at 6 o’clock and the topic
George Baum of Portsmouth, N. in 1012” and ifor the 7 p. m. service, Gray, J. Milliken; 6, M. Eckman,
nesday night, these officers being
B. Robbins, B. Barber, M. Wright;
installed: Chancellor commander. is “The Healing Ministry of H. was home over the week-end, “What It Means To Follow Jesus.”
7, D. Lanktcn, D. Packard, E, Sav
Leroy Whitten; vice chancellor. Christ.” The topic for the service called by the death of Mrs. Baum - The official members of the church
at
7
o
’
clock
is
“
Day-by-Day
Heal

aunt,
Mrs.
Mary
Hanley
cf
Thom

are asked to remain after the serv age, E. Hansen. Review work in
Levi Copeland; master of work,
ing.’’
aston.
ice for a short period. The mid stretcher drill has been held under
Hollis Gillchrest; prelate, Benja
Ralph (“Jeff”) Caven leaves Wed week prayer service cf the Church direction of Mrs. Bargara WadsLadies’ Circle Program
min Smalley; keeper of records and
was held Thursday night at the wcrth. Mrs. Evelyn Wilson is chair
seals, Fred Fernald; master of fi
The fortnightly supper cf the nesday to enter military service.
Mr. and Mrs. William Erickson of home of Mrs. Medora Berry. It was man for the food sale to be held
nance, Charles Starrett; master Baptist Ladies’ Circle was well at
today assisted by Mrs. Dcrothy
of exchequer, Rodney Jordan; out tended Wednesday. The tables were Portsmouth, N. H. were guests Sup- well attended and was a profitable
session. The place of meeting for Dexter and Mrs. Barbara Wads
side guard. Nelson Spear; inside attractive in patriotic colors ar day of Mrs. Jessie Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGuffie of next Thursday night will be an worth.
guard, Leon Haupt. Oyster stew was ranged in V's. The housekeepers.
Mrs, Christian J. Windvand,
served after the ceremony and Mrs. Ray Thorndike, Mrs. Edward Stonington are visiting Mr. McGuf- nounced later.
chairman cf the Apostolic cemmitguests were present from Camden Newcombe, Mrs. Harold Robinson, fie’s mother, Mrs. Bessie McGuffie.
tee reported at the latest meeting
and Friendship.
and Mrs. Edmund Wyllie were assist Miss June Webel. a student nurse
FRIENDSHIP
of
the Scdality cf Our Lady of
Mayflower Temple, P. S. mem ed by Misses Barbara Vinal, Barbara at the Maine General Hospital in
Romney R. Collamore
Good
Hope, that 54 babies’ jackets
Lewiston, is visiting Mr. and Mrs.
bers are invited to meet at the Maxey and June Robinson.
Stricken by a heart attack, Roin- and 300 surgical dressings have thus
home of Mrs. Ruby Allen at Rock
During the supper hour, Mrs. Her James Caven.
ncy R. Collamore. 70, town clerk far been made fcr the Red Cross by
land, next Wednesday for picnic bert H. Newbert, president, present
and retired merchant, died instantly
Thursday in Ray Wincapaw’s store
UNION
Notices of Appointment
Miss Mary E. Ware will havcj Mr. Collamore, a life-long resident
I. Char’es L. Veazie, Register of
charge cf tomorrow's service at the of this tewn. was the son of Albert Probate for the County of Knox. In
State of Maine, hereby certify that
Church of the Nazarene at 10 S. and Melissa Geyer Collamore the
Answer to this puzzle on Page Eight
in the following estates the persons
o’clock; Sunday School at 11.15; He is survived by a grandson, Al were appointed Administrators, Ex
Guardians and Conservators
7
8
ft
5
“Parable by the Sea.” Miss Bertha bert S. Collamore of Damariscotta. ecutors.
and on the dates hereinafter named:
Funeral services will be conducted C. MESERVFY P. ABOES, late of
Moody will lead in the service at
II
12
13
deceased. Carl L. Aines
Sunday at 2 o’clock at the Metho Vinalhaven.
7 o’clock.
of Vinalhaven was appointed Admr..
dist Church, Rev. Henry Van De Jan 20, 1942. and qualified bv filing
17
19
Ift
m 15
bond Feb. 9. 1942.
Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work man officiating. Burial will be in
ISAAC Ci. CALDFRWOOh. late of
Vinalhaven. deceased
Amy Swann
the village cemetery.
2X
13
Wonders!

Eugene Fales with Richard
Spear, Miles Sawyer, David Newcombe, James Kirk and Milton
Robarts of Rockland, passed the
week-end and holiday at Craw
ford Pond at the Spear cottage.
All persons interested in a first
aid course should attend the meet
ing at Watts hall Monday night at
7.30 at which time a new stand
ard course will begin.
The town will deliver sand for
use in case of bombings, deliveries
to start next Wednesday morning
i' pleasant. Each householder is
urgently requested to have at least
two good-sized pails at the curb
by 8 a. m. to receive the sand.
Since the whcle town cannot be
covered in one day, delivery will
be continued on subsequent pleas
ant days, therefore those homes
which are not supplied on Wed
nesday should prepare to receive
the sand the next pleasant day.
The Friendly Circle wlil have its
annual roll call and supper. Wed
nesday at the Federated Church.
Mrs. Mary Crie, Mr.s. Nina Iieach
and Mrs. Selma Biggers comprise
the supper committee and Mrs.
Edith Richards is in charge of
the program.
Grace Chapter, O.ES. met Wed
nesday when it was announced
that Past Matrons’ and Patrons’
Night would be observed Feb. 11.
Seaside Chapter of Camden and
Forget-Me-Not Chapter of South
Thomaston are to be invited and
supper will precede the meeting.
Mrs. Bertha Seekins, Mrs. Adelle
Roes, Mrs. Dorothy Libby and
Mrs. Barbara Jack are ,on the sup
per committee.
The meeting of the Baptist Mis
sion Circle scheduled for Tuesday
afternoon, has been postponed one
week.
The card party given at the
Knox Hotel Tuesday night for the
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J 34
38

35

41

44
47

45
BI

50

5Z
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55

53

1

58

bi

61

L

t

1

bb
HORIZONTAL

1 -Rapid
4-Capered playfully
10-Bars
13- Before
14- Appearing aa if
gnawed

16-Young girl
18-GaIn
20- Knock
21- Segment
23- Obatinate
24- A coin (abbr.)
25- Ago
?8—Fortified
29- Part of a railway
train (pi.)
30- Jumbled type
31-Observed
33- A wager
34- Six hundred
35- lnterwine
confusedly
38-Cauterized
41- Steamship (abbr.)
42- Sufflx same as Id
44- Rough
45- Myself

46- Recover
49-The natural fat

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

40

39

41

42

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
51- Opinions
52- You and I
53- A serpent
54-Strike with the open
hand
56- Fasten
57- Mate deer
59-At any time
61-To alter the form of
63-Fish eggs
65- Encloaed in a box
66- Large passenger
vessels

67- Useless plant

VERTICAL
1- Wildest
2- A store
S—It is (contr.)
4- A fruit (pi.)
5- A continent
S-Exiat
7-Raw metal
S-Rent
9-Sear
11- An American
composer
12- Typo measure
15-Rodent

Calderwood of Vlnalhavpn was an
pointed Fxx., Jan. 39. 1942. and quali
fied by filing bond Peb. 9, 1942.
STEPHEN
SMITH. of
Rockland
Ruby L. Smith of Rockland was ap
pointed Guardian. Feb. 11. 1912. and
qualified by filing bond cn same date
LESLIE E LAMPSON. la(e of Rock
port. deceafcd. Gratia L Lampson of
Rockport was appointed Exx . Jan. 20.
1942. without band Frank H Ineraham of Rockland was appointed Agent
in Maine.
EMMA HOLBROOK late of Tenants
Harbor, deceased. Orris E. Holbrook
of Tenants Harbor was appointed
Admr., Peb. 17, 1942. without bond
ALBERT M. HASTINGS, late of
Rockland, deceased. Marv A Hastltigs
-f Rorkl”nd. was appointed Admx..
Peb 17. 1942. without bond.
MARGARET SNOW, late of Rock
land. deceased. John I Snow cf Rock
land was appointed Admr.. Peb 17
1942. and qualified by filing bond on
same date.
FRED E MATHEWS, late of Warren
deceased Alice M. Mathews of Warren
was appointed Exx. Feb. 17. 1942
without bond.
WATSON T BARTER, late of Ten
ants Harbor, deceased
Elzabeth J'
Barter of Tenants Harbor was ap
p.lnted Exx. Peb. 17th, 1942. without
bond.
JOHN HERBERT ANNIS. It" ol
Camden, deceased. Otcar B Aonis o'
Camden was appointed Exr. Feb. 17.
1942, without bond.
ORRIS C. COOK, late of Friend
ship, deceased.
Elden L. Cook of
Friendship was appointed Admr c.t.a.
Feb. 17. 1942. and qualified by filing
bond on seme date
ELDEN M COOK, late of Friendship
deceased. George M Cook of Friend
ship was appointed Admr. d.b n.. c.t.a.
Feb. 17, 1942, and qualified by filing
bond on same date.
ANNIE S. MOODY, cf Warren Aus
tin J. Moody and George E. Moody
both of Rockland, were appointed
Conservators, Feb. 21. 1942. and quailfled by filing bond on same date.
DOROTHY SNOW, late of Rockland,
deceased. William D. Rounds of Port
land was appointed Admr.. Feb. 24
1942. and qualified by filing bond or
same date.
ALVAH J LINEKEN. late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Gertrude M. Line
Laraine Day. an Americas girl with a special, mysterious reason for ken of Thomaston was appointed
wanting to get into China—Barry Nelson, ex-New York cab driver, dele Special Admx , Feb. 25. 1942. and
gated to pilot a fleet of trucks over the Burma Road. When they meet and qualified by filing bond on same date
AtU- t
join forces, adventure runs hand in hand with romance in M-CS-M’s new
C HARLES I \ EAZJE
pU-lure. “A Yank On the Burtna Road.” Now playing “Code of the OutRe ’1st-I

PARK THEATRE

□

5T

57
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VERTICAL (Cont.)
17-Arranges, as
hangings

19-Oiminished
22-Commonplaee
25- Carol
26- A compass point
(abbr.)
27- Weep •
29-Lairs
32-Most comfortable
34-Mualcal instrument
36- A fruit (pi.)
37- Noted female
swimmer
39- Greek god of war
40- Protected
43-Married
46- Matures
47- Preflx. From
48- Relieves
50-Save
52- Gain
53- Beseeches
5 5-Affirm
56-Suffix. Footed
58-Gazel of Tibet
60-Red Cross (abbr.)
62—Cat cry
64-Type measure

tows,” with tbe Three Mesqulteers.

2J-S 3-

Turner and Taylor At The Camden

Misses Charlotte Staples and
Cro5S are spending a few chu

The Congregational Ladies’ Circle

Bostoh-

will hold a fcod sale at Bucklin’s
Tailor ohep, Thursday at 1 o’clock.

WARREN
School Notes

Children cf the Hinckley Corner
primary schcol who were net absent
or late during the Winter t?rm are:
Philip Robinson. Sally N:rwood.
James Anderson. Rae Cogan, Esther
Overlook, Norman Peabody, Charles
Dc!h8.m Jr., Paul Watts, Janet Phil
brock, Leatrice Dolham, Nancy Aho;
one-half day, Sewall Peabody; one
day, Gail Partridge and Maxine
Lindsey. The register had four
tardy marks.
Names on the honor roll in spell
ing are: Grades 4, Jean Maxey, Ber
tha Keto. Annette Cogan, and Nancy
Aho; grade 3. Maxine Lindsey, Janet
Philbrock, Alfred Kenniston, and
Paul Watts; grade 2 Betty Chat
field.
The latest report on defense
They arc dynamite—Lana Turner and Robert Taylor, together (J
stamps beught by the pupils is that
the first time in a flaming drama of the high born beauty who hlindl]
Betty Chatfield leads in ten cent loved the moat icy hearted big shot gangland ever knew.
defense stamps, her total $3: Joan
Maxey is first in 25c stamps. Charles
Courier-Gazette Want Ad, Wo
Berry has a $50 defense bond, and members of the first grade working
Wonders!
is the only one at present in the along with the rest.
school to have a defense bond.
Children have been collecting
waste paper for the Red Cress,
NEW BINDING IS LATEST Ail)

TO THE HOMEMAKER

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons interested in either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. In and for the County of Knox,
on the 17th day of February in the
year cf our Lord one thousand nine

hundred and

forty-two and

CHARLES 1.

26-8 32

Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bu;
are occupying an apartment
Water Company building.
Due to illness of the Sta;
gent of the D.A.R.. Miss Ma
McElroy,she will not be pre
the guest day of Lady Knox
ter. Instead the speaker v
pcv. Dr. John Smith l-owr
of the Universalist Church w
review the book "Keys To the
| drrn.” Each member may
two guests. The meeting w
held in the Universalist Chin
2.30 p. m. next Monday.

The Chapin Class will meel
day night with Mrs. Grace
ders, Lincoln street.
There will be all day relii
I ing in the Congregational
| Wednesday from 10 to 5. All
are invited.

R;bert W. Hussey is serici
I at the home of his daughte:

Earl C. Sayward, R. N., with
monia.
Mrs. Grace Rollins of En
I is here for a week visiting re,
and friends.
Tire Willing Workers wi
Monday afternoon at the Ik
Mrs. Mary 'Weisman. L11;
I street with Mrs. Ina Clukey
ing hostess.

Housewives have a job on their
hands to keep homes attractive de
spite shortages of civilian consumer
goods and higher prices imposed by
the war. Faced with this need for
conservation, we had all better learn
to be Jacks of all trades so that we
tan take care of those minor house
hold repairs. With this in mind, we
illustrate today an almost magic new
adhesive binding that can be used for
repairing and binding all kinds of
household articles of most any mate
rial.
Have you a rug with a frayed
binding or ragged edge where it was
once cut from a larger piece, or has
it a split scam?
“Iron-On” Rug
Binding affords a simple way of re
pairing these frayed edges and seams.
It comes in one standard V/2" width,
some 24 colors, and costs only lOtf a
yard at notion counters of dime and
department stores.

To apply, you simply fold it uitrl
your frayed rug edge and with 1
medium warm iron press it onto the!
rug, as shown here. You don’t haul
to sew a stitch and the adhesive clings I
like iron, withstanding scuffing rlnl-f
dren’s feet, constant vacuuming, anc
is not affected even by washing.
"Iron-On” is more than a rug bind
ing. It has many other uses such ai
binding edges of rug cushions aH
grass rugs; binding edges of ta^f
pads and linoleum; stiffening ladies
belts of cloth, silk, leather, et< ; re-1
pairing baby carriage tops, brief case' I
and other articles of leather; closing[
split scams of raincoats and 1 ’
coats; repairing broken bindings ol
b6oks, magazines, etc.
Let’s keep our eyes open for other J
“wife-savers" similar to “Iron fir
Rug Binding and this war effort of
ours won't seem too much of a bard- [
ship after all.

visit Lucien K. Green &
iccond floor, 16 School street
Fellows Block, City, for Furl
Coats and Cloth Coats, at mo
prices.

AH
PEfil

1

376 MAIN STREE'
II.

Be Prepi

How to cut the cost of

Heating Your Home *
500
Cleansing
AMKICA'S HOMC HIATINO tXMlT

Tissues

19c

IVow that we are getting close
to the end of the heating sea
son, let us give special thought
to the proper care of the heating
equipment during the coming
summer months when it will not
be in operation. It has been a
good friend during the winter,
so treat it considerately during
the few months it is not being
used. As a rule the heating plant
represents an investment of sev
eral hundred dollars. A little
time spent now may save many
dollars later on.

Let us start with the coal bin.
After all it is an integral part
of the heating plant and houses
the fuel. In other words it is the
warehouse or storeroom for the
heat. Many times a coal dealer
is blamed for delivering “dirty”
coal. Often this is not his fault
at all, but is directly due to the
condition of the bin. Most deal
ers will wet down the load before
the delivery is made, yet this
clean coal when ehuted into the
basement will raise a dense cloud
of dust. This dust is already in
the bin. It merely becomes dis
turbed when the new load of
coal is ehuted in and belches into
a cloud of dirt particles. It is an
accumulation of a long period
of time. Even a closed room will
accumulate a thin layer of dust
if it is not used. Imagine coal
being handled in such a closed
room. The accumulation is bound
to be much heavier.

So be sure, before your load
of coal is delivered, to have tn«
coal bin cleaned out. It only
takes a minute and is well worth
the trouble. You will not only
have a cleaner basement, but
also trouble free operation o'
your heating plant.

Ben Gay

59c

I|

21f

25c P
Crca
Pint f

50c P

Mag:
First

50's 5

Perb
1.20
Lydia
1.75

Pinkham

Veg. Comp.

Toni

100's

89c
Lb. C
1.20
Similac

.

79c

Hills Cold

BOND DAY

Tabs

„
JOIN THE PAY-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN

Isop A
- Conip'1

1V(

30c

MAKE EVERY PAY DAY

Pint

75c

Anthracite coal h den -e bu*
not very brittle, although 'i|wir
handling as one piece rubs oranother, small chips will break
off. If the coal bin is not ch ance
out periodically, sizeable amount?
of dust particles may gather
This is an unnecessary conditio
for it would only take a niinut?
or two to clean out the bin be
fore a new delivery of coal is
made.
Not only is this important
from the dirt angle, but if it ■’
permitted to have this dirt ac
cumulate in the bin, sooner or
later, large amounts of thesf
“fines” will be fired into the
heater. These so-called “fine?"
will have a tendency to “park
the fuel bed. This condition, >r
turn, will cause a sluggish draf’
and a dull fuel bed. The file wib
not be lively and because "iffieient air cannot be supplied tc
the fuel, the result will be un
satisfactory heat and the env
mon complaint of cold room- I1
this condition of dust lieing fir*”'
into the furnace continm’’
may ultimately cause chnki "s to
form.

tI

Pound

Clean That Coal Bin!

VEAZIE.

Register

Mrs. Thomas Leigh left
peine in Augusta after a delis
visit in Rockland, guest of
C Davises, and receiving much
attention.

Robert A. Hussey, son of Ml
[ Mrs. Robert W. Hussey of Rm
is rapidly improving from
pendcctomy at the Naval II
in San Diego, Calif.

by ad

journment from day to day from the
17th day of 5aid February. The fol
lowing matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated lt is hereby ORDERED:
That notice thereof be givfen to all
persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
wt>eks successively In The CourierGazette a newspaper published at
Rockland In said County, that they
may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at sold Rockland on the 17th
day of March A. D. 1942 at nine
o'clock In the forenoon, and be heard
thereon If they see caure.
HANNAH MILNOR LJUNGSTEDT,
late of Rockport, deceased. Will and
Petition fcr Probate thereof, asking
that the same may be proved and al
lowed and that Letters Testamentary
issue to Carl Olof Axel Ljungstedt of
Rockport, he
being the Executor
named in said Will, without bond.
RUSSELL G. AREY, late of Vinal
haven. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Mil
dred F. Calder of Vinalhaven, she be
ing the Executrix named In said Wifi:
without bond.
NANCY C. ALDEN late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same may be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Nellie B. Hart of Fruitland Park,
Florida, she
being the
Executrix
named In said Will, without bond.
HARRIET L. MILLIKEN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Codicil
thereto and Petition for Probate
thereof, aking that the same may be
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary issue to William T.
Hinckley of Bangor, he being the Ex
ecutor named In said Will, without
bond.
ALVAH J. LINEKEN. late of Thom
aston. deceased.
Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
same fiiay be proved and allowed and
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
Gertrude M. Llneke’n of Thomaston,
she being the Executrix named in
said Will, without bond.
HARRIET L. MILLIKEN, late of
Rockland, deceased. Will and Petition
for Probate thereof, asking that the
■lame may be proved and allowed and
that, Letters Testamentary Issue to A.
Walker Brewster of Owls Head and
Alan L. Bird of Rockland, they be
ing the Executors named in said Will,
with bond.
FSTATE J. E KINNEY, late of St.
George, deceased.
Petition for Ad
ministration, asking that Sarah E
Caddy of St. George, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx.,
with bond.
ESTATE MARY ELIZABETH HAINES,
'ate cf Rockland, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking t.hat Mabel
H. McLoon and Arthur P Haines,
both of Rockland, or some other suit
able persons, be appointed Co-Admlnlstrators. without bond.
ESTATE MARCELLUS M CONDON,
late of Rockland, deceased. Petition
for Administration, asking that Kath
leen D Condon of Rockland, or some
other suitable person, be appointed
Admx., without bond.
ESTATE CHARLES A
MORTON,
la'e of Rockland, deceased First and
final account presented for allowance
by Annie L. Morton. Exx.
ESTATE AUGUSTUS T. LOW. late
of Rockland, deceased. First and final
account presented for allowance by
Eliza H Low, Admx.
ESTATE ELDEN M. COOK, late of
Friendship, deceased. First and final
acccunt pie ented for allowance by
George M. Cook of Friendship, Admr.
d.b.n c.t a.
ESTATE ELDEN M. COOK, late of
Fri?nd hip. deceased
First and final
account cf Orris C Cook, deceased
Executor, presented for allowance by
Elden I. Ccok, Admr. c.t.a. of the
ostate of said Orris C. Cook.
ESTATE ANNA M MIXER, of Cam
den. Second and final account preented f r allowance by Z. M. Dwlnal,
,£ons.
CASTERA NEILSON CUSHMAN, late
if Rockvll e, deceased. Will and Pe
tition for Probate thereof, asking that
the same may be proved and allowed
>nd that Letters Testamentary issue
o .Ter m" C. Burrows of Rockland,
le b-lng the Executor named tn said
,V111. w.thout bond.
F'TATE W/RNER R. BUXTON, late
?f Lon. "me art v. Mass., deceased. First
and final a cunt presented for alowaiui by T" bel Allen Buxton, Exx.
GEORGE 1
'.IDES, late of Rockoert. deceas i Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
aaay be proved and allowed and that
etters Testamentary issue to Mar
in A. Sides of Rockport, she being
he E e-utrlx named In said Will.
vlthout bond.
EMMA G. SMITH, late cf Vlnaltaven, dc eased.
Will and Petition
or Probate thereof, asking that the
ame may be proved and a lowed and
hat L-.tters Testamentary Issue to
Cora Smith of Owls Head and Inez
Jcnant cf Vinalhaven. they being the
Executrices njmed In said Will, with
out bond
ESTATE CARL W MOFFITT, late of
R.ck'and. deceased. First and final
Trust account presented for allowance
oy Knox County Trust Company,
Trustee.
Witness. EARRY E WILBUR. Espilre. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland, Maine.
Alte I

The Rotary Anns had lunc
at the Ccpper Kettle yesterdat
'pent the afternoon sewing,
*ting and reading, one member
tl,e reader. Mrs. Leforest Thu
being the hostess.

21c

50c r
Cre.
50c 5
Tale

Fvery-Other-DaB every-Other-Pay
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>r At The Camden
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her and Robert Taylor, together I
|ol the high born beauty who ItlinJ
gangland ever knew.

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Wi
Wonders!

IS LATEST AID
Al EMAKER

“Pasts” In Charge

the heme of his daughter, Mrs.
Ear! C Sayward, R. N., with pneu
at

monia.
Mis Grace Rollins of Fryeburg
Is here for a week visiting relatives

and friends.

To apply, you simply fold it over
your frayed rug edge and with a
medium warm iron press it onto the
rug, as shown here. You don't have
to sew a stitch and the adhesive clings
like iron, withstanding scuffing chil
dren’s feet, constant vacuuming, anc
is not affected even by washing.
"Iron-On” is more than a rug hind
ing. It lias many other uses such as
binding edges of rug cushions and
, grass rugs; binding edges of table
; pads and linoleum; stiffening ladies
belts of cloth, silk, leather, etc.; re
pairing baby carriage tops, brief cases
'and other articles of leather; closing
I split seams of raincoats and fur
coats; repairing broken bindings of
books, magazines, etc.
Let’s keep our eyes open for other
“wife-savers” similar to “Iron-On"
I Rug Binding and this war effort of
ours won't seem too much of a liardI ship after all.

CAUGHT BY THE CAMERA

Tlie Willing Workers will meet
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Mary Weisman, Limerock
street with Mrs. Ina Clukey assist
ing hostess.
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s
wcond floor, 16 School street, Odd
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
prices.
B - tf

gregational Women’s Association
•will be held Wednesday afternoon at
3 o’clock. Devotions will be led by
Mrs. Ralph Smith. Tea will be
served during the social hour under
the chairmanship cf Mrs. Gladys
Philbrick. Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy,
chairman of Home and Foreign
Missions, has asked all members whr
have m’te boxes to turn them in at
this meeting. There will be an all
day session of Red Cross sewing
frem 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.

land for the week-end.

W.I.N. Club was entertained
Thursday night at the apartment cf
Miss Margaret Nutt for cards and
luncheon. Prizes were won by Mrs.
John M. Richardson, Mrs. Herbert
Curtis and Mrs. Carl Freeman.
Mrs. Alma Dew, North Main
street, will entertain the Junior
Women’s Club at her home Monday
night. Mrs. Anita Dean and Miss
Mildred Sweeney will assist.

Miss Josephine Pellicane has re
Miss Rcse Flanagan is a guest
turned from a two weeks' vacation at the New Weston Hotel in New
trip. She was the guest of Mr. and York.
Mrs. Buddie J. Miller in Easton.
Penn, and of Mr. and Mrs. P. J.
Ruth Mayhew Tent will sponsor a
Pellicane, Hyde Park, Mass.
game party at Grand Army hall
Monday at 2.15. Lina Carroll will
be hostess, assisted by Florence
Regers. Priscilla Smith. Annie Aylward, Jennie Pietroski and Inez
Packard in charge cf cards. Regu
lar meeting at 7.30.

Chapter OES. with 38 cf the 53
living Past Matrons and Past Pa
trons in attendance.
Mrs. Nellie Dow who served the
chapter as Worthy Matrcti in 1902
and Dr. James A Richan who served
as patron in 1910 were in the East,
other officers being Mrs. Grace
Daniels 1903, Associate Matron;
Frank Maxey. 1919, associate Pa
tron ; Mrs. Millie Thomas 1923, secre
tary; Mrs. Florence Philbrook. 1921,
treasurer; Mrs. Hester Chase, 1908,
conductress; Mrs. Laura Maxey,
1919. associate conductress; Mrs.
Evelyn Orcutt, 1931 chaplain; Mrs.
Helen Bean, 1933. marshal; Mrs.
Maitie Spaulding, 1927. Adah; Mrs.
Grace Rollins, 1928, Ruth; Miss Lucy
Rhodes, 1912, Esther; Mrs Gert.
rude Boody, 1930, Martha; Mrs.

NEW SPRING

In Portland copies of The Cou
rier-Gazette are on sale at Brickett
& Rand. 666 Congress St.—adv.
26* tf

376 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

II, GERRISH, Dealer

DRESSES
A new lot of

SUNDAY, MONDAY

FRECKLE DRESSES
for Easter

AND TUESDAY

Sizes 6 to 14 years

Price $1.98
cut the cost of

ig Your Home *

Be Pireparei1 - Specials
1
1.00
1
500
1 1 Pint
Cleansing 1 Isop. Alcoho I Analgesic
Tissues
J Compound 1
19c
I I 21c
I 1 29c 1 69c
50c

1

Ironizcd
Yeast

Balm

:*'S home heating exeeut

Not only is this important
from the dirt angle, hut if it >permitted to have this dirt ac
cumulate in the bin, sooner or
later, large amounts of these
“fines” will be fired into the
heater. These so-called “fines”
will have a tendency to “pack
the fuel bed. This condition, in
turn, will eau-e a sluggish draft
and a dull fuel bed. The fire will
not be lively and because suffi
cient air cannot hr* supplied tc
the fuel, the result will be un
satisfactory heat and the com
mon complaint of cold rooms. It
this condition of dust Icing fireo
into the furnace continues, >t
may ultimately cause ^linkers to
form.

So be sure, bcfoiw your load
of coal is delivered, to have the
coal bin cleaned out. It only
takes a minute and is well worth
the trouble. You will not only
have a cleaner basement, but
also trouble free operation of
your heating plant.

[VERY PAY DAY

ID DAY
if-ROLL SAVINGS PLAN

rRACY’S CRAZ^
\BOUT HEPBURb
.. but she’s too busy

We also have a few

CHUBBY DRESSES

33c

Pound Cotton,

to 12ti

Sizes

Price $2.25

1

Coal Hin!
Anthracite coal h dense bti*
not very brittle, although upon
handling as one piece rubs on
another, small chips will break
off. If the coal hin is not cleaned
out periodically, sizeable amounts
of dust particles may gather
This is an unnecessary condition
for it would only take a minute
or two to clean out the bin be
fore a new delivery of coal is
made.

This And That

Burne’.l Mank, Alice Chaples and
Helen Crockett were week-end and
holiday guests of Burneli’s parents.
\psst' Charlotte Staples and Mary Mrs. Elizabeth Passon, who has
Mr. and Mrs. LaForest I. Mank at
as are spending a few days in' been confined to her home with ill East Waldoboro.
Ijostcn
_____
ness for the past two weeks, is now
Mrs.
Leroy
Hartington
and
T!lC Rotary Anns had luncheo J able to be up.
daughters Betty and Barbara of
By K.
,• the C:pper Kettle yesterday an 1
The combined February- and I iberty were recent guests cf friends
blent the afternoon sewing, knlt- March meeting of the Scribbler’s and relatives here
L? and reading, one member being Club will be held with Mrs. Irene
So tlie story is cut tnat former
r/reader. Mrs. Leforest Thurston Moran, Monday, March 16.
Miss EcLth Alwell, student nurse,
**
Governor Lcuis J. Brann has high
has returned f:llcwlng a few days’
Uarg t.'.e hostess.
ambition budding again to black out
Mrs. Letha Athearn entertained vacation which she spent at her
Senator Wallace H. White. Also he
yr- Thomas Leigh left for her the members of her club Thursday- heme in Pittsfield.
did not like it that Fultcn J. Red
nie in Augusta after a delight! al night at her horiTe on Lawn avenue
man had the same sproutings. It
Mrs. Rcse Hall and daughter
i.... in Rockland, guest of the E. at a surprise birthday party in
takes a real man to bump up against
L Davises, and receiving much social honor of Mrs. Velma Bowser. A Janet Barbara are spending several
brilliant Senator White and make
[tenth n.
covered dish supper was served days in Camden.
any dent.
• • 0 •
Those present were Mrs. Arlene Bis
Mrs. Rose Pease is ill at her
y: and Mrs. Stanley Boynton bee, Mrs. Pearl Pierce. Mrs. Madolyn
There’s music in the pick
home on North Main street.
lire occupying an apartment in the Chaples, Mrs. Velma Bowser, Mrs.
And the snow and ice goes quick
I Water Company building.
Helen Seavey, Mrs. Alice Hart and
Miss Betty Barton of Thcmastcn
When men of brawn attack
Mrs. Letha Athearn. The evening was a recent guest cf friends here.
Streets most difficult to track.
pue to illness of the State Re- was spent playing beano and cards.
’TWas in days of yore we found
|.Ert ci the D.A.R., Miss Margaret
Millard Koritsky cf Bangor is a
Men and boys from homes around
Mrs. M. E. Johnson of Bath has guest of Mr. and Mrs. Sam Savitt,
Lclllro.v.she will not be present cn
Gut in early mern to attack
Lf guest day of Lady Knox Chap- returned after spending a few days Rankin street, for the week.
Snew banks with their sturdy backs
Instead the speaker twill be with her daughter, Mrs. James
Bent to shovel with zest no lack.
Nicholas R. Pellicane has returned
hf, Dr John Smith Lowe, pastor Pettee.
• 0 0 •
frem a business trip to New York
l0; the Universalist Church, who will
| In not tco long time now the birds
Mrs. Helen Hobbs has returned and Washington, D. C.
|-,'vicw the book "Keys To the Kingwill be on the wing pointing north
L-m" Each member may invite home from Knox Hcspital where she
ward
and as Robert Browning once
The Knox Hospital Auxiliary will
ts. Tlie meeting will be; has been a surgical patient.
'
said,
“
Earth’s crammed with heaven
—
By
S
’
aff
Photograuher
field in the Universalist Church at Circle supper Wednesday at the meet at the Bek Nurses Home Tues
Citizens of Rockland and vicinity wil, not fail to recognize this smile, ■ and every common bush ablaze with
day at 2.30. Mrs. Edwin F. Lynch
|;30 p- n> next Monday.
by a popular hotel man, who. two cr three years ago, was ignorant
God.” One has need to think in
Universalist Church will have Mrs. and Mrs. Albert B. Elliot of Thom worn
of such establishments except as places where he occasionally slept and
Levi Flint chairman assisted by Mrs astcn will be hostesses.
'
ate. His is a fine example of what a keen mind and an apparently in futures and wish away the cold days.
The Chapin Cla.<£f will meet Tues« A. H. Robinson, Mrs. C< J. Bowley,
• 0 0 0
exhaustible amount of “pep” can accomplish.
hay night with Mrs. Grace Flan- Mrs. Earle MaaWilliams, Mrs. Ada
A colored boy down South when
The Friday Rug Club met with
Lcrs, Lincoln street.
Perry, Mrs. E L. Hewett, Mrs. A. C. Mrs. Ethel Lovejoy yesterday with
Katharyn St. Clair, 1925, Electa; he received his papers from the
Regers, Mrs. D. H. Farrand, Mrs. much accomplished by the successful
Mrs. Bertha Borgerson, 1938, war I Draft Board wrote cnly this across
Thei ’ will be all day relief sew Oliver Holmes, Mrs. C. T. Christof- work of the expert hookers.
j the sheet and returned it, I’se ready
der and George Orcutt. 1931 sentinel.
ing m the Congregational vestry ferson,, Mrs. Charles T. SmalleyCrew’s Nest.
Golden Rod Chapter, 0. E. S., They were assisted by Mrs. Alta any time ycu is.0 ”0—0The
(Wednesday frem 10 to 5. All ladies
0
Mrs. Ruth B. Spear, popular
Mrs. B. E. Flanders, Miss Pearl Bor
Honored Its Own Last
I are invited.
Dimick as organist and Mrs. Mar
The children at Tallalulah Falls
gerson, Mrs. E. F Glcver, Mrs. W. H teacher at our High School gave a
Night
delightful luncheon for friends at
l School have been sent the following
jorie Cummings as soloist.
Spear,
Mrs.
Karl
O
’
Bfien,
Mrs.
P.
Rcbeit A. Hussey, son of Mr. and
her apartment at the Laurie Thurs
“Oh, do not pray for easy lives!
The annual observance cf Past Other Past Matrons and Patrons
IMr Robert w. Hussey of Rockland, R. Damon, Mrs. Leonard H. Camp day afternoon.
were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Payscn, I Pi ay to be stronger men and wombell,
Mrs.
Isabel
Tyler
and
Mrs.
Matrons and Past Patrons Night
L rapidly improving from an ap
1913; IMrs. Adelaide Butman and 1 Cn! Do not pray for tasks equal to
Ruth
Coltart
Shaw.
pendectomy at the Naval Hospital
Miss Charlotte Buffuin is visiting was held Friday evening at the Edward O’B. Gonia. 1918; Benjamin your powers! Pray fcr powers equal
in San Diego, Calif.
The regular meeting cf the Con with Miss Alberta Robinson in Port regular meeting cf Golden Rod Philbrook, 1921; Mr. and Mrs. Ray to your tasks! Then the doing of
R bel t W. Hussey is seriously ill

.J

Mrs. Almon B. Cooper Jr. has been
the guest this week of her husband,
Almon Cooper, Jr., who is employed
at South Portland.

CROCKETT’S
BABY SHOP

75c
9

Doan’s

Limerock St., Rockland

Kidney

Pills
Pint Norwegian Cod
Liver Oil,
1.19

1.20

49c
S The Stars of the Year ...

in the Picture of the Year!

10c

4c

77cu

Lotion

HEPBURN
WOMAN

50c Jergens

OF THE

Cream

YEAR

1.50 value
l.OOJergcns

79c

1.00 Pile Driver,
1.75 Kreml Hair
Tonic,

1.19

100's Steripads, 3x3,

-v

30c

50c Pacquin Hand
Cream,
50c Spring Clover
Talc,

50's

Hills Cold

HrJibut Oil

Tabs

Capsules

21c

69c

all for 79c
■ ✓ _______

, GEORGE STEVENS

1.35

Lb. Castile Soap,

79c

L A w a

SUNDAY-MONDAY

TRACY

Combs

Johns

Similac

«C

Bat Tail

Father

1.20

HOC

,29c
39c

29c

Phillips

Tooth Paste
2 Orchid
Dishes Free
all for 34c

1.50
50c
[Lucky
Tiger
Hinds Hon.]
Tonic& Almond
Shampoo
Lotion

25c

Preductton
FAV MMTB-IEMNMI OWEN

50c

69c

w
Plus LATEST NEWS
TODAY

CLAUDETTE COLBERT

“Remember The Day”

A dangerous girl, A dangerous
guy! Romancing along lhe
perilous Burma Road!

A YANK
LARAINt DAY
BARRY NELSON
SfliAhT CRAVuGfiD
ht.YE LUht

KT,'
WLa P

NOW PLAYING

“Code of the Outlaws”
with
THE THREE MESQUITEERS
CARTOON
SERIAL
NEWS
Added Attraction

‘Secrets of Defense”
'

Bocxi-Awn

EVERY FRIDAY EVENING

COUNTRY STORE

EALM OF

Music
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad

Deems Taylor in his rcle as com sand soldiers stood up and cheered
mentator during the intermission him. He maintained that it proved
of the New York Philharmonic Or that music holds an important
chestra concert last Sunday after place in these times.
noon told of a letter he had re- I “Any form of education that in
ceived frem Erica Mann, daughter | these times of social ferment can
of Thcmas Mann, cne cf the mcst j act as a stabilizing force upon so
famous literary figures Ge: many ciety is not a luxury, but a neces
has produced. (You will recall that sity, “the violinist asserted. "Un
the Mann family was forced to worthy and antisocial interest can
flee Germany under the Hitler re not be dene away with by negative
gime and now resides in the prchibiticn. But providing a satis
United States.) Miss Mann had factory substitute will generally
written in protest to the continued prove effective. Music can be su.-.h
performances of Richard Strauss' a substitute.”
Menuhin Ls one of the national
music thrcughcut the country by
the majcr orchestra and soloists sponsors of the Russian War Re
cespite the fact that Strauss re lief, and has been helpful in rais
main,- in Germany, is a close ing ,funds fcr medical and ether
friend of Hitler’s, even a guest at supplies ior Russia.
0 0 • 0
his dining table, Is conducting crNow
that
he
is 25 and lias
cncstras in that country, and is
eached
the
status
of a mature
receiving royalties which benefit
rerformer,
Menuhin
has
confessed
:hc German government. While
lat.
like
n.anv
ant
the
prodigy,
Miss Mann stated that she detests
-is
age
wat
given
out
as
voungcr
Strauss as man. she paid propel
Iran
he
ready
was
when
he
made
tribute to his brilliance as a com
his
first
appea
r
ance
in
New
York.
poser and a muscian. yet was firm
in her convictions that his music H? was i.cl eight when he gave
now shculd be banned in this hat first recital cn Jan. 17, 1926.
(The appearance 13 years ago.
country.
Mr. Taylor's attitude \was ad nentiontd in the forejcing, wi.s
mirable and thoughtful. He af is soloist vith orchestra) He was
firmed Miss Mann’s statements three months short cf 10. He also
that Strauss remains in Germany, wants In souare the record. His
is active musically there, and is oirth cate l as been gi/on as Jan.
said to be a personal friend of 22, 1917, the vrrect dr .». he says,
Hitler's. But, he said, we have to s April 22, 1916. The change in
remember that Richard Strauss is he month was made before the
ar. aged man, and no one knows change in the year, he explains,
the pressure brought upon him for when his parents sent him to
which causes him to remain in public school in San Francisco,
Germany and appear as a friend they fTad to say he was older than
of Hitler end his following. He al he was to get him in, so they
mond Watts. 1924; George St. Clair, your work shall be no miracle. But so said that whatever royalties shifted the date to January. He
1925; Mr. and Mrs. Leroy A. Chatto, You shall be a miracle. Every day- accrue in this country from per hated the school and remained
1926. Mrs. Belle Frost, 1929, Milton yOU shall wonder at yourself; at the formance of Strauss' works remain there one day, but the new date
M. Griffin, 1939: Mrs. Maude richness of life hich has come into here for the duration of the war. ituck. and when he made his deBlodgett. 1934; Herman R Winchen you by the grace of God.”
It is known that American mu out it was- decided to keep the
•
•
0
0
baugh, 1935; Mrs. Frances Morse,
sic continues to be performed in new date but to alter the year.
Menuhin has two of the finest
1937; Allan Borgerson, 1938; Harold
Our tastes change as we mature Germany, disguised through it may
violins
in the world—the famed
Whitehill, 1939; Mrs. Bessie Church: Little girls like painted dolls; little be under different titles and with
'Princess
Khevenhueller Stradiand Jesse Bradstreet, 1940 and Mrs. beys like soldiers. When they grow the use of German words, but no
varius
”
made
in 1733 and played
Doris Jordan and Raiph U. Clark, up, the girls like soldiers and boys rayaltics are coming to America
by
only
four
violinists
since, and a
1941.
like the painted dolls.—The Al from that music. Mr. Taylor re
The degrees were impressively- chemist.
viewed the humiliations suffered 1742 Ouarnerius, the recent gilt of
conferred by the Past Officers on
by Thomas Mann and his family his wile.
0 0 0 0
Mrs. Evelyn Goodnzw with Miss One might say with Thoreau before they left Germany, the
Glancing
through
the program
Flora Savage acting as guest can when he saw woodsmen felling the seizure of his library, his removal
Miss
Wasgatt
sent,
a
note that
didate. Following recess, for the! grand old trees “Thank Gcd they from the noted university seat he
Rand
Smith,
baritone
cf
the Phila
good of the Order, Ralph U. Clark cannot cut down the clouds.” One held, and so on all characteristic
as program chairman presented twojcan> however, cut down the clouds acts of the Hitler regime toward delphia Opera Company, is to give
numbers, a reading by Lercy A. c.f giocm. One can be more neigh- culture. In this connection Mr. a Boston recital—the date, how
Chatto and a vocal sclo by Mrs.! porly, use less sugar, be more friend- Taylor made this significant state ever, was not shown. The an
Marjorie Cummings, with Mrs. Alta' iy. There are fewer tires but more ment: “We can and must conquer nouncement was accompanied by
Dimick as accompanist. Preceding health from exercises.
Lacking Germany by the same military a charming picture of Mr. Smith,
the meeting supper was served by steel, more iron is put in human tactics she employs, but when we who ls very well known in this
the regular officers with Mrs. Leona contracts. Drop greed and the wars deal with culture a.s Germany has section through Summer study
with H. Wellington Smith at his
Whitehill as chairman.
She was! wju encj.
done, then Germany has con
Pleasant
Point studio and through
assisted by Mrs. Vincie Clark, Mrs.
If it’s hard to get sand, keep this quered us.” He made a plea that
Eva Green and Miss Katherine A. in mind. Salt is just as effective to we keep clear headed, and clear concert appearances at Warren.
Veazie. Mrs. Golden Munro was in put out fires andl about the same visioned, regarding music written He has endeared himself to many
both through his friendly charm
charge of the dining rccm. the wait expense.
by German composers, that by the
and his fine art, which he gavo
• • • •
resses being Miss Flora Savage Mrs.
side of music written by Beetho
Virginia Chatto, Miss Lucinda Rich, Governor's Island in New York ven, Brahms and others of the generously cn several occasions.
• * • *
Miss Winifred Dimick. Mrs. Bertha ‘ harbor was once a fashionable Sum- great masters now gone to their
The
Worcester
Art Museum,
White, Miss Emma Harding, Miss j mer rPSOrt.
rest, it is no less dis-credible to which is formulating a notable
• • • •
Helen Rogers, Mrs. E. ther Graves
perform the works of Richard program of events for war time,
and Mrs. Muriel Crie.
It cculo be well said at one time, Strauss, who today is one of the
has a new classical organ, second
Books arc the legacies that great greatest contemporary 'figures in
of
the Baroque type to be built in
HERBERT II. FLINT
genius leaves to mankind and live music in the world. He asserted
America.
It is the gift of Paul B.
Funeral services for Herbert Hall down through many- generations." that music is a pure art and should
Morgan,
the
Museums president,
Flint, 81. will be held tomorrow aft So many bocks written today are for be kept a pure art, free from bigo
and
will
be
ready
fcr dedication
ernoon at 2 o’clock at the Burpee today only.
try or vengeful thought.
sometime
in
May,
according to
Funeral Home with Rev. Guv Wil• • • •
• • • •
present
plans.
Similar
to tliat in
sn, D D. officiating. Burial will
Through the kindness of Mary
Thomas Edison died jn 1931. Bu,
the
Germanic
mu
cum
at,
Harvard
be in Achorn cemetery.
men like Edison arc immortal. Their Wasgatt I have the program and
University,
this
beautiful
instru
Mr. Flint, who retired from busi woik lives on, the foundations on review of the concert given in Bos
ness several years ago, operated a which all-subsequent ptegreos builds ton cn Feb. 15 by Yehudi Menu ment with the aeolian pipes long
grocery store for 50 years in the lo And in times like these, their great hin, fanius young violinist. Menu associated with classical music lor
cation on Park street where his wcrk is the foundation too on whirii hin holds intense interest in that the organ, i.s being installed in
son, William T. Flint, now does busi one btlilds to defend tliat progres? he is a prodigy that has matured the upper court of the main
building. It will be first used for
ness.
that is the need, the liberties which into an artist of noble proportions
a
series of Sunday afternoon or
He was the sen of Thomas and make for vitality end progres.
—few of them do. Thirteen years
gan
concerts, these to become a
Nanry Hall Flint and had been an
0 0 0 0
X
have passed since that memorable
active member of the Odd Fellows "It's legal length says Warden November evening when a pudgy regular part of the museum pro
and Masonic bodies in years past.
Merlin Gray of Boothbay- Harbor as tittle blonde-haired boy in knee gram.
0 0 0 0
He was always interested in out of he applies the measuring guage to trousers came cut cn the stage of
The
Curtis
String Quartet re
door sports and tock an active in a Maine coast lebster. The guage it New York's Carnegie Hall, tucked
cently
appeared
in a concert at
terest in baseball and ice polo for made of brass and the measurement his three-quarter size violin under
the
Worcester
Art
Museum, and in
a number of years. Ice skating was is taken from the rear cf the eye- his chin, closed his solemn blue
the
audience
to
hear
these splen
a favorite sport and he skated each socket to the end cf the torso. This eyes, raised his small bow. and
did
artists
was
Elizabeth
Hagar, a
Winter until he was 73 years of age. distance must net now, be less than proceeded to stroke his way
Rockland
girl
now
supervisor
of
Walking was also a favorite pastime 3 1-16 inches, but after April 24 it through a performance of the
public
music
in
Hclden,
Mass.
in which he frequently indulged.
must have to be 3'6 inches as the Beethoven Concerto that echoed
He is survived by a sen. William T.
la enacted at the special legislative around the musical world. Today
Flint, a daughter, Mrs. Warren C.
session becomes operative that day Yehudi is 25 years cld. a husband
Noyes, and a grandson. William T.
0 0 « •
and the father of an infant son
Flint, Jr.
Motor Cop: ‘Hey. you! Didn’t ycu and daughter, but hLs genius “goes
marohing on".
hear me say *pull over'?”
Driver; “Why. I thought you said.
In his Boston concert Mr. Men
‘Good afternoon, Senator'?"
uhin played works of Corelli,
Meter Cop (smiling): “Yes, isn't Beethoven Hindemith, Paganini,
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
it a warm day Senator.”—The Bee Brahms-Joachim and Ravel. The
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat.
Hive.
reviewer in the Boston Herald said
• 0 0 0
that the recital found “the violin
NOW. CASH NITE. $118
Musical
Masterpieces
Scrapped
ist
approaching the peak of his
HOPALONG CASSIDY
The unsung masterpieces of the powers and certainly found him
relief from
“Outlaws of the Desert” Rcyal College of Music from Trinity at the top of his form. His techni Get
distress with the
Plus
improved Vicks treatment that
of Music have been lumped cal equipment of course has long
mates Vicks VapoRub give EVEN
“Blondie Goes To College” College
BETTER RESULTS THAN EVER BEFORE!
together to make live tons cf paper since secured fcr him an enviable
SUNDAY AND MONDAY
ACTS 2 WATS AT ONCE to
salvage. Old scores, songs, piano position, but he has matured ar
bring
relief ...PENETRATES to upper
ROBERT
pieces, flute obligatos, cantatas have tistically since he iast appeared
breathing passages with soothing
medicinal vapors . . . SIMULATES
TAYLOR
been thrown out to the pulping ma here (Boston), and there can be
chest and back surfaces like a
chines. But s;ng publishers and no doubt now that he has taken
LANA
warming poultice ... And WORKS
sellers still have stacks of music no his place among the few very great
ERR HOURS to ease coughs, relieve
TURNER
muscular soreness or tightness,
body wants, and the London Daily- violinists of the day from the
and bring real comfort.
Mail suggests that if each firm viewpoint of the musician.” Menu
To get this improved treatment
would throw cut a hundred-weight hin is said to be the quietest and
... just massage VapoRub for 3
minutes ON back as well as
of old music it would mean another most undemonstrative of artists.
throat and chest, then spread
• 000
25C0 tons of munitions paper and
thick layer on chest and cover
On Saturday, Feb. 14, Menuhin
It’s Full of T. N. T.
With wanned cloth. Try it I VTCKfl
board.
VAPOBUB—the Improved Way.
played
at
Camp
Devens
and
had
a
Coining: “Woman ol the tear’’
real
thrill
when
more
than
a
thou
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Page Eight

FIRST BICYCLE-WHEELED SULKY
'* • a as a ’e

’ ■■■■■■■

The Story Of It, Here Told, Will Interest Every
Lover Of the Turf Sport
(By Fred

Watertown, in Massachusetts, was
settled in 1630 and both the town
and its people played important
parts in thc upheaval that grew’ out
of the differences of opinion be
tween the Colon sts and the Mother
Country and which gave us those
heritages in defense of which we
have now taken up arms.
The community straddles the his
toric end winding Charles River and
is one of the largest industrial
towns in the industrial East, but its
importance in thc world of the
harness horse, apart from the fact
that it was the site of the Bates
Stock Farm, where stood Wedge
wood. 2.19. with which John Splan
cut a wide swath cn the Grand
Circuit. Ls that in Watertown the
bicycle-wheeled sulky was born.
It orig nated in a factory cn
Maple street, at the south side cf
thc river. That was thc plant <>f
Sterling Elliott, a mechanical genius
who came nut of Ortonville. Midi.
Born in 1852, he passed on in 1922
and tiie United States Patent Office
lists KM patents that were granted
htn during hi.s busy and useful
life. His son Harmon Elliott, who
was Iris father's business associate
and successor, his been granted 94
patents so it is evident that genius
runs in the family.
To digress momentarily from
light-harness racing, it is well to
record that Sterling Elliott's great
est, invention was the steering gear
that teday makes possible the suc
cessful operation of motor vehicles,
and it grew out of an Idea that
j'< -rininat -d as lie wal,died ftis wife
rate a <|uadri; yde around a dance
hall floor. Noticing that the front
wheels slid and scraped as tile
vehicle turned corners he devised
ihe comp* nsaticn system that today
is in un versal use wherever cars
and trucks arc manufactured.
Late in the 19th century, Sterling
Elliott was manufacturing the
Hickory bicycle, in which there were
but few metal parts, frame, wheel
rims, spokes, felloes, etc., being
marie from tough h ckory. Backing
up to the rear of his factory was
another establishment in which the
bewhisk-red Stanley twins. Preeland
O and Francis E.. were manufac
turing phe tographic dry plates.
Later, they gave to the world the
first successful steam automobile.
The Stanleys, themselves invent
ors of note, came from the vicinity
of Lewiston. Maine. Then, as now,
that was "trottin hoss” country
and they were bitten by the bug
to the extent that half a dozen box
stalls were built into one end of the
street floor of their large wooden
building and there they kept a few
fun horses, probably of the Todd
strain.
The nearest track was the halfm le oval in Central Park. Waltham,
about three miles away, where race
meetings were held and where local
owners trained and worked their
steppers. Other tracks in the general
vicinity were thc mile oval at Bea
con Park, in Brighton, the track at
Mystic Park, that at Combination
Park and the course at Rcadville.
Neighbor Elliott spent consider
able time around the Stanley stable.
He locked over the spidery, high-
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wheeled sulkys that were used and
another idea was born.
About that time pneumatic tires
had entered the picture to crowd
out the cushion type rubber tires
with which bicycles were shod. El
liott induced the Stanleys to per
mit him to apply a set of hts wooden
“b ke” wheels to one of the sulkys.
The result must have been a gosnawful thing to look at, for frame
and seat were out of all proportion
to the running gear.
The test was made at Central
Park, which leng ago passed into
house lots. Freeland Stanley drove
the sulky and Brother Francis and
Elliott followed in a buggy. Free
land Stanley reported that while
jogging to Waltham he had noticed
an uncomfortable forward and
backward motion of the herma
phrodite sulky. Once on the track
that disappeared and thc result was
highly satisfactory in that the sulky
did not skid on the turns and the
horse that trotted the test miles
showed considerable more speed
titan ever before.
That settled it. Elliott went to
work on a new type of sulky in
which there wa.s no compromise be
tween frame and running gear. It
was produced with the higii seat
that featured the early bicycle
wheeled racing carts and which en
abled the driver to look over his
horse as though from an observa
tion tower.
Gradual changes
breught the seat down to its present
position where the horse acts a.s a
sort of windshield for tiie teamster.
Tiie next step was to give the
Elliott sulky some national publici
ty. Allen Lowe, the then turf writer
lor the Boston Giobe. shipped one
of the contraptions to Buffalo and
an attempt was made to have Bud
Doble test it. He refused.. Genial
Mr. Geers was more accommodat
ing. He hitched a horse named
Honest George into the new-fangled
cart and not only won his race but
lowered the mark of Honest George
considerably.
Doble recanted and at Independ
ence, Ia., cut the record of Nancy
Hanks from 2.07’4 to 2.05',. That
stood for two years until Alix re
duced the world mark for a mile to
2.03 i. In recapitulation, and stop
me if I'm wrong, Nancy Hanks’
2.07'i record had lowered the mark
set in 1891 by Sunol who, in turn,
had sliced half a second from the
2.08% mark established in 1885 by
Maude S.
The feat of Nancy Hanks estab
lished the Elliott sulky and also
produced another result. Competi
tion sprang up among sulky build
ers. Sterling Elliott resorted to law
and brought suit against one manu
facturer for infringing on his pat
ent. The case was heard in the
United States Circuit Court in Bas
ton. To assure himself able counsel,
Elliott hired Robert G. Ingersotl,
noted agnostic, and for the three
days consumed in the trial of the
suit he paid him at the astounding
rate of $1,000 a day.
It is related that when lawyer
and client discussed the case the
day before it went to trial, Inger
soll asked the inventer how many
feet per second Nancy Hanks had
traveled in her world record mile.
When it was figured out the great
unbeliever declared. “That was a
hell of a fast gait.”
Elliott replied, “I thought you did
not believe in hell.”
“I don't”, was the rejoinder, “but
the more I see of some people the
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Yes,. your own Amoricon
Tropic*—with *11 the splendor
of blue skies end summer mm
—eweit you here.
. El Comodoro Hotel pro
vide, e luxurious heven—even
for those who must ''budget''
their vacation. There ere 250
room, with tub end shower
beth. Rates es low es $2.50
xingle end $4.00 double. At
tractive season rates can be
arranged, if desired. Steam
heat.
El Comodoro Hotel offers
ell the facilities, all the restful
charm end perfect comfort to
suit the most exacting teste.
Located in the b«rf of d<
downt«*R
Miami,
"just a whisper'*,
from al ectivities. Tha modem
air cooled
Coffee Shop is

99

famous for fine

food—et moder
ate price,. The
Cocktail Lounge
is deservedly
popular.
Take yeur Vaaetiee
For iefanna♦i*> er raMrvatiom.
•<i4ra«s Jaiapl* H.

131 S. E. Fixat Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA

EL COMODORO

Poor Home Environs

Our Maine Trees
Do we of this State give enough
favorable praise to our Maine birch
trees, with all their possibilities?
Besides being the finest wood for
open fires, and beauty in every
landscape in their friendly groups,
they are called “The Princesses of
our Forests." “Leaders In Lives,’’
Tangle Basting Threads of the
Woods,” "High Priests of Timberlands." They hold great store of
uses—for homes, for camps, for
buckets, for plates, for boats, for
letters you wish to write, for roofs,
for cups, for bedding from the
golden leaves in the fall hunting
season, for forks and spoons and
almost every use that man may
think out.
They are pictured In poems and
story, in paintings and in many
other ways. The artistic beauty of
this tree is little known where it
is not indigenous to the soil of
other localities, all praise to our
New England birches.
When I was furnishing “Mont
pelier” the glorious home in Thom
aston, dedicated to the memory of
General and Madam Henry Knox,
at the Knox Memorial, a Southern
lady came to see this beautiful
mansion and was charmed with
everything. She said, when admir
ing the b rch legs in the fireplaces,
“What do you do to that wood to
make it so beautiful?” I asked
what she meant and she said. “Why
that is not the natural color, Ls it?”
When I assured her it wa.s she said:
"I wish we in our James River man
sions had wood 1 ke that," and added
that she would go into our wooded
lands to see it growing. She had
arrived that morning by night
train at the Samoset.
K. S. F.
more I realize the need for a hell.”
Elliott lest the suit. The presid
ing judge ruled that there was noth
ing new in the making of a sulky
and that the changes that came
with time were not sufficient ground
for declaring an infringement cn
the Elliott rights. It was the old
story in which the patent office will
issue papers to an inventor after
hearing only hs side of the story,
as set forth in his written claims,
only to have the law change the
picture when the other fellow ad
vances his arguments.
Meanwhile, however. Sterling El
liott was not exactly losing money
because of the adoption of his idea
by others. He had given up the
manufacture of entire sulkys and
was as busy as a bee turning out
sets of his hickory wheels for thc
racing carts built by others. He
sold these at $150 a pair and because
his Hickory bicycles were marketed
at only $115 each, the manufact
ure of sulky wheels superseded the
mak ng of bicycles. In turn, the
advent of bicycle wheels with steel
spokes crowded hickory off the
track and the Elliott factory turned
to other things.
But in that rambling building in
a pretty suburb of Boston was
created the forerunner of the sleek,
shining sulkys that our trotters and
pacers draw in the races of today,
so that horsemen owe a great debt
to the quiet, smiling man from
Michigan.
• • * •
The above article appeared in the
last issue of "Hoof Beats", official
publication of the United States
Trotting Association.
It is interesting to note that whfcn
a small boy Mr Green lived prac
tically next door to the Elliott and
Stanley factories—in fact, he
worked for a time in the last-named
establishment. I rode a Hickory
bicycle and I remember the Stanley
trotters very well.
Francis E. Stanley was killed :n
an automobile accident on the
Newburyport Turnpike.
Freeland
lived until less than a year ago and
during the last years of his life
manufactured violins in a shop in
his palatial home. It was his fancy
to invite music critics to hear a
good performer play. The fiddler
would be behind a curtain, or per
haps a screen, and the critics wculd
he asked to tell whether a Stanley
creation or some old master violin
was being played.

Two Great Patriots

To Them Warden Welch W. R. W. Tells Incidents Con
cerning Washington and
Attributes 80 Percent of
Lincoln
Prison Offenses
■'Lives of great men oft remind us
We can make our lives sublime.
And departing leave behind us
Footprints ln the sands of time.
Footprints that perhaps another.
Sailing o’er life's solemn niain.
Some forlorn and shipwrecked brother
Seeing may take heart again.”

Laying the blame for 80-odd per
cent of prison offenses on pcor home
environment. Warden John Welch
of the Maine State Prison told Ban
gor-Brewer Lions Wednesday that
Although there is but one per
57 percent of the inmates there
have been in prison, jails or reform fect criterion. Jesus, by which one
schools prior to sentence at Thom may get a true measurement of
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
lunnan life, it is well to keep in
aston.
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day’s news from
These, plus the 43 percent of "first mind the lives of those who have
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
offenders" can be broken down into come the nearest in living up to
the following categories, the speaker Christian standards. For instance,
EBBHBifflBiB
ninunn
revealed: 54.5 percent committed we have two outstanding Ameri esty was demonstrated u
shine the past few days and on our
PORTLAND HEAD
crimes against property. 19 percent cans whose glory has never been post office in whicli he w.
The Hilts, Mrs. S. G. Robinson mind ls that March hill we are committed crimes against persons, dimmed-—George Washington and master was discontinued y, , i
and Mrs. R. T. Sterling took ad about to climb.
and 26.5 percent committed crimes Abraham Lincoln, whose births we afterward it was found there
• • • •
a certain amount of monej a,J
vantage of the fine weather last
against sex. These figures were paused* to observe this, month.
BAKER ISLAND
.
Saturday and made a business trip
A few years ago I visited the the government and an cfli
Miss Lucille Faulkingham. accom compiled a.s of Dec. 31, 1941.
to Portland.
Incidentally, the remarkable in replica of the stockade at Union- sent to adjust the matter, be. aqJ
panied by Miss Emma Gilley cf
Arthur Harlow of South Portland Southwest Harbor High School, is crease in w-ork and production has town, Pa., where Washington at produced the very same ,.
was guest of R. T. Sterling last Sat spending a week’s vacation at the apparently proven an aid to keeping the age of 22 held at bay an army a cent that belonged to thI
urday afternoon and at supper and
younger men on the well known of French and Indians which ernment, which he had kept
Light.
so
many
years.
guest of F. O. Hilt in the evening.
straight-and-narrow,
for
Warden
greatly outnumbered his little
Frank Faulkingham has taken
His athletic ability wa.s t<.-:;ec! I
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Stirl ng Jr. over the station duties after an ab Welch stated that the average age band, until they comprised to let
the
gathering of youth at a
and daughter Ann Walker of South sence of five weeks at the U. S. of prisoners in the Maine State him depart with his troops in
store
where Abe was the oi:
Prison as of the above date was 34 peace. There are also many relics
Portland were guests Sunday at the Marine Hospital in Portland.
in
the
crowd who could raise J
years
and
four
months
—
three
yeais
Sterling’s.
held there that Washington in
Gilbert Whitney of the U. S.
barrel
of
whiskey over the h,.;i
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sterling and Coast Guard acter a.s keeper, witn and three months higher than an vented and used, I have also visi
ted his last earthly home at Mount It is said that, he took a mouth h i
son Peter Elliot of Rumford were Mrs. Whitney and son Clark passing | average there two years ago.
The
warden
spoke
at
length
upon
guests Monday at the Sterling's.
Vernon on the beautiful banks of from the bunghole when
the holidays and week-ends at the
the
intensive
and
highly
successful
the mighty Potomac, went through stander remarked:
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow joined station.
rehabilitation
program
being
fol

“That Ls the first drink ot whi.--!
the many rooms of the house, in
Mr.s. Frank Faulkingham accom
the crowd Monday evening. The
lowed in the prison and expressed cluding the one where he held a key I ever saw Abe take."
Dows have been busy this Winter panied her husband to Portland- and
sorrow that a person “mast come conference with Lafayette and
“You haven't seen me yr , l|(!i
and were unable to make their us boarded with Mrs. Byron Carver.
there to get the first decent break” looked into the room where he Aoe, as he spewed the v.lu k,
“Toodie" was the proud mother
ual trips to Portland Head.
in his life—for that is the stcry of spent hislast hours. That room from his mouth.
MLss Elizabeth Sterling of Tor of nine puppies born last week.
one
Maine native who came to the was barred to visitors. They could
His humorous part was !UlV
rington Point, Peaks Island was
Many thanks to George S. Burke.
institution
as
an
illiterate
but
who
vhcr.
he and his pal. •
only view it over the bars.
guest Monday oil' Mrs. R. T. Sterling. I. W. Haller and Jackson of the
will
leave
within two months as a
Judge,
agreed to trade hoi r , u
How much we all love that story
Thc Hilts called on Clyde Grant Coast Guard Station for bringing
well educated man with a woiking of Washington's boyhood—his cut retther to see »hc other's ho. . ■ , . i
and family at Cape Elizabeth Mon the mail last. Sunday. It was ap
trade which will provide him wtth
ting down of the cherry tree and li! arriving cn the spot des.gnatiJ
day afternoon.
preciated by all.
a
livelihood.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
owning it up to his father rather fcr the exchange. Naturally there
The air is chilly and keeps on
Revealing that one of his inmates
the move when they skip outside Breen Morang of Portland on the
than lie and, shield himself. I have was a large crowd gathered Th,
at one time wa.s a former school
but we are enjoying the bright sun- birth of a son—Byron James.
I
heard another version of that event Ju.’ige appeared first with thp -.run
teacher. Warden Welch asked that
I that fails to elicit my sympathy. niest horse that he could p,-J
people not be too hard and critical
! but perhaps might interest, others through the country. Soon t ,
upon men who have run afoul of
FRIENDSHIP
I Here is the other version: There coin was seen to approach wii. ,
Mrs. Chester Brown and Mrs- the law, served pr son terms and
| was a maid employed by the Wash sawhorse on his arm. Throxu.
Kenneth Winchenpaw called Thurs returned to then- communities.
down his sawhorse witli ins ejr |
Using a story to illustrate his point, ington family whom George doted the Judge's horse lie exclaim^:
day
on
Mrs.
Arthur
MacFarland
and
Some Timely News Which
on. She wa.s the one who cut down
infant son. Arthur, at the Mem the warden ended his lesson bv
“I declare. Judge, that Is the
Pertains To the Local
quoting the words of Jesus Christ, thc tree and to shield her George first time that I ever got beaten
orial Hospital in Damariscotta.
said that he did it.
Organizations
Miss Gladys Lawry who has been “He who Ls without sin, let him cast
Abraham Lincoln, the saviour of on a horse trade."
*
“
ill with measles, is gaining slowly. the first stone."
Lincoln wrote an article for a
The warden said that morale of our country, stands out in the
The week of March 8 is Gftl
Miss Janice Simmons is guest of
newspaper at the request of a |
limelight
of
history
on
a
par
with
Scout Week. All Scouts are asked
ancj Mrs. Ernest Hutchins in the men at the prison is very high
friend and was challenged to fight
to attend their own church that ‘ portiancj
and emphasized that they are as Washington.
a duel, which he could not conWhat
a
weak
nation
we
would
Sunday, in uniform, and to wear
Leonard Stetson is visiting Ijis happy as any man could be in
slstantly refuse and maintain hi;
have
been
had
the
South
won!
their uniform each day during the father, Karl Stetson, sister Rachel prison. He told of the procedures
honor, but as the challenged party
followed there and shewed a series And what a sorry plight the Union
week. Some special observance of gtetsen and aunt, Helen Stetson.
h.3d
choice of weapons Lincoln
would have been in, half slave and
the week will be made.
A party was held Tuesday at the of colored and plain moving pic
chose
clubs, which caused hi an
half free! The only regret that can
Pine Cone Troop
K. P. hall in honor of Leland Sim- j tures of scenes at the institution.
tagonist
to wilt.
be offered for the black race i.s
Twenty-five members of this mons and Leroy l. Watson who
The "V” symbol for victory is that .so many at this late date
W. R. Walter
trocp met Wednesday afternoon in
Wednesday for service in the good; but wc want more tha nvicNorth Waldoboro, Feb. 20.
have
so
little
interest
in
their
the East Room at the Community Army. A short program was given tory, we want something more than
Building, with Miss Einma Hard- an(j a gift of money made to the the defeat of our enemies—we had progress. However, some strong and
Eighteen-year-old girls in cities of
ing, leader. It was a cosy affair boys, Rev. Mr. Osborne of the Ad- that in 1918. We want salvation mighty men have developed from
Germany are being sent to work on
them.
For
instance.
Booker
T.
witli a fire in the fireplace and the vent Church making thc presenta- from evil, sin, injustice, tyranny, in
Washington, the lamous hero of farms to free farm boys for th(|
girls sitting on pillows on the floor, tion. A march was played by Mrs. fidelities, and pagan-ism.
Tuskegee institute. Booker went to army.
toasting marshmallows and enjoy- Evelyn Beckett to the strains of
ing pop corn and soft drinks, j which the assembly filed to the
Stunts and group singing rounded ' banquet hall for refreshments which
out the afternoon and concluded a included two decorated cakes. Songs
jolly meeting.
and dancing were also enjoyed.
• • • •
An all day sess'on of the Ladies’
Members of this troop are asked Aid Unit of Christian Service was
to report next week, prepared to < jqejfj Thursday at the home of Mrs.
sew patchwork or knit for the Red Agnes Winchenpaw. Dinner was
Crass.
served to 21 members and guests
by the hestess and Mrs. Hattie Morse,
This troop has been asked to assisted by Miss Betty Winchenpaw,
co-operate with thc E. B. Crockett Mrs. Gussie Chadwick and Mrs.
store sale of defense stamps Thurs Helen Simmons. Honor guests were
day, Friday and Saturday of this Mrs. Eudora Miller of Waldoboro,
Come in Now for a FREE Inspection by Authorized Foctory-Trained
week. Members of the troop will Rev. H. L. Perry of North Waldo
assist in the sales.
Mechanics that Will Show Exactly what Attention YOUR Car Needs.
boro and Rev. H. W. Van Deman.
Mrs. Gertrude Oliver presided at tna
TENANT’S HARBOR
business meeting, after which Rev.
Mrs. Nina Hill who spent the pasti Harriet L. Perry, pastor of the North
few months with her daughter. Mrs. Waldobcro Methodist Church gave
P. E. Miller, returned Monday ti an instructive talk on women’s
Manset.
church and welfare work, also spoke
Stirling Hastings, Jr. of Camden of her experiences in foreign coun
Mrs. Chadwick, Mrs. Alice ’
has been spending this week witli tries.
GOOD BRAKES MEAN SAFETY PLUS. Brahes ought
WANT LONGER TIRE LIFE? If'Acn switching tires,
and Mrs. Elizabeth
his grandfather, William J. Hast Simmons
lie yon remember the spare? If you’ll let us switch
to be kept in proper adjustment for safety reasons
your tires, working the spare in where it can best alone. Beyond that, brakes that are “out” can also
Weaver were admitted to member
ings, during the school recess.
be used, each tire out of the five you have will be on
result iu unnecessarily increased tire wear. Lor
Mr. and Mr.s. John Reid of Cam ship. Next meeting will be Tues
the road only four-fifths as much as usual. Net re
best results, let Buieb men adjust your Buicb brakes
den who made a brief visit with day with Mrs. Mary Wotton, for an
sult: Longer life from the same full set.
to Buick factory specifications.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Anderson of afternoon session with election of
Long Cove, have motored to Port efficers.
Your whole car lasts longer
Tick-and-a-promise spring conland with James Bald to visit their
—
----------- :=
daughter until Sunday. Mr. Bald, The adult vested choir will sing a
-L/ ditioning won’t do this year, when it is conditioned as a unit —
Mr. and Mrs. Reid and Mrs. Har-' special selection. Sunday School
mister!
especially when trained Buick
riet Wheeler motored Tuesday to, follows immediately after the service.
specialists do the job.
Milo to spend a brief time with In the evening the pastor will talk
You’ve got something more im
their former pastor. Rev. Newell J. on “Attempting the Impossible”.
So we write your spring condi
portant to think about than just
Smith, Mrs. Smith and daughter. Music will be furnished by the young
tioning ticket to fit your car's
Enroute they called on Mis.s Carolyn people’s choir and the. instruments,
changing oil and grease — you’ve
Mclntoh of Bangor, High School piano, trumpet and two saxophones,
needs — not to make up a ready
got a whole car that will have to
assistant of this place who is home Communion service will then be obmade “package” according to
see you through the duration,
for the vacation period.
served. Prayer and praise meeting
average requirements.
and you can’t afford to overlook
Rev. B. F. Springer of the Baptist will be Wednesday, and Friday the
Church will use as sermon subject Christian Endeavor will meet; Mrs.
any part of it.
The cost is no higher than for a
Sunday morning, “The Way Out". Harland Bragdon, leader.

GUARDIANS OF OUR COAST

Girl Scout Trails

Spring Conditioning thafs

TAILORED TO YOUR CAR!

That’s why Buick spring service

aicit um «roj moit
Kill HMT

ANSWER TO
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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Boston to lecture while the
ment was still hot against tvJ
colored race When he
on the platform the crowd
I
to heckle him. Ife faced n,..r„
kept calm until they wer, q
then, to illustrate his position
i
the following fable: "Two (rosJ
fell into a can of milk. After kit
ing awhile one of them ,,P ,
and sank to the bottom but the!
other kept on kicking and u.
morning was seen sitting on
beautiful mound of butte:
Booker got his hearing.
Now as to Lincoln—the
many parts—athletic, ,,
.
and gay, but never wanting
kindness and helpfulness, it
I

His Success will
depend on his

Youth looks forward with eager eyesTraining mind and body, storing one with
knowledge, the other with health, all of him
is animated with hope to achieve great deeds
ln years to come.

'IhURSIMT

Saturday
Established January, 18

STONINGTON
Carl

Meline One of

Tanker

Sea tragedies which have clain

so many freight steamers on '
e:ast since the war began, strt
nearer heme last week w th
sinking of the tanker W D And
son eff the Flcriua coast.

One cf the victims was a Stonii
ton man. Carl Meline, who had bt
cn the ill-fated craft the past t'
years, and when last heard lr
was working to become third en
neer. He was 28 years old. ai.
survived by h s wife, Dcra McJ*
hou Meline, and a young son.
are now making their home in Ph
delphia. She is a granddaughte:
Dennis McMahon, superintendei.
the North Lubec Manufacturn
Canning Company of this c ty.
has made her home with the
Mahons since childhood.
The lene survivor v.as a wi
Frank Leonard Terry. ?3, of La
When his ship was

ford, Pa

pedoed. he jumped into the w
escaped spreading oil fire by sw
m ng to sea for more than an
and had to remain afloat anol
hour befcre he was rescued
Terry expressed the convic
none of his companions escaj
From a hospital bed, he told ot
ing flames envelop thc 500tanker while some of his shipni
were poised on her sidwt read(
jump.

The W. D Andersen, a 500-1
10,227-ton vessel, is owned bAtlant c Refining Company.
Terry told the following story
“Several of us were on the aft
talking. Some of the men were
ing about foreign ports they
been in. One was describing Chi

2M

Here they come oi

bicycle built for h
Thoc
and

patriotic

Topcoats arc

Spring
saving

CORNER DRUG STORE, INC.

wool for the Army, but d”" I
that make you think thf.v hj
saved

on

style.

The truth is that this Spl
clothing has more gel up WM

to it than any clothing 'J
ever worn.

There arc no

orities on style, fellows . •

tome in and try on yur

taste of better taste.

$25.00, $35.00, $39|
S. W. Gregory has chJ

of our Tailoring DepJ

ment. If you prefer to
your clothes made to i

individual

measurem|

comparably good job anywhere

is tailored to your own fiartic-

else. It’s actually lower in thc
long run, because it pays to have

ular car.

a job done right.

We change oil and grease in the

Drop in for a FREE check-up by

regular way, of course —we
check batteries, cooling systems,

our authorized factory-trained
mechanics and let us detail the

wheel alignment and Either

service your car should have

routine matters.

this spring.

ROCKLAND, ME.

WHERE QUALITY AND ACCURACY PREVAIL

A
Ask About Our C. Y.C. fComorvo Your Car) Han

C. W. HOPKINS
712 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME.

•J

They're also sai

you see.

call for him.

GREGORY
TEL. 294
411 MAIN 8T, ROCKLANLl

BetterBuyBuickSERVICE

.Ire you teaching him the importance of hygiene? That success would
hold no reality without physical well-being? If he has special health
problems the family physician is a friendly counselor. Instruct your son
to go to him.

TEL. 378
MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS,
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